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1. INTRODUCTION
The developTicnt of x-ray r^chineo of greater output 
and the extension of accelerators for use outside experi­
mental laboratoriesJ require an accurate knowledge of the 
surrounding radiation fields. The radiation field about 
these facilities consists of tv70 sources: transmitted and
scattered radiation. Transmission and forward scattering 
Ci.e„ build-up) are fairly well documented in low to inter­
mediate energy range photons.
Less well established is scattering in a backward 
direction, or backscattering. Though very little experi­
mental data exist on the backscattering of bremsstrahlung 
sources (1), the backscattering of gamma rays from radio­
isotopes has been studied for a great many sources and 
scattering materials, and these efforts will be reviewed 
in Section 2.
The term "albedo” is generally accepted in the study 
of backscatter as the ratio of the radiation fluence 
reflected from a surface to the fluence incident on that 
surface. Unlike the reflection of light (where the term
albedo arises) which can be considered a surface phenom­
enon, photons of MeV energies are much more penetrating.
The albedo considered in radiation research takes into 
account photons that are scattered back out of the medium 
from several mean free paths below the surface. The albedo 
determined in th'C present research effort is an "effective" 
albedo, consisting of characteristic x-rays, singly scat­
tered and multi-scattered photons, and bremsstrahlung and 
annihilation radiation from pair production interactions.
No attempt has been made to differentiate the contributions 
of each method, but rather the effort was to determine the 
overall fluence to obtain the differential albedo from the 
surface of the backscattering material.
The dissertation investigation studied the angular 
dependency of backscatter of normally incident broad beam 
bremsstrahlung of varying energies reflecting from surfaces 
of varying atomic number. The bremsstrahlung source machines 
used are discussed in Section 5.2. The reflected fluence was 
measured by LiF crystal thermoluminescent dosimeters, placed 
in highly collimated, copper-lined, lead shields to monitor 
the angular distribution. The scattering media used are 
common shielding materials of sufficient size to represent 
semi-infinite bodies, meaning that any increase in slab area 
or thickness will not result in a change in albedo. The
materials used in this work are concrete, steel, and lead.
An extensive comparison of experimental results with 
results obtained by other methods is made. Computer methods 
have primarily been used to estimate the extent of backscat­
ter, particularly when complicated incident spectra are 
involved. Two different computer methods, a discrete ordi­
nates solution to the photon transport equations and Monte 
Carlo, are used for comparison to the experimental data 
obtained. As the two computer methods approach the back­
scatter problem very differently, their results predictably 
differ somewhat from each other and from the data obtained. 
These differences are examined in the dissertation.
Nomenclature used in this dissertation is based on the 
International Commission of Radiological Units and Measure­
ments recommendations in general (2) and the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory Neutron and Gamma-Ray Albedos Report (1) 
in particular.
2. HISTORICAL REVIEW
As forward scattering is well considered elsewhere 
(3j 4) 5, 6j 7, 8^  9, 10, 11), the following discussion will 
consider only those experiments which center on backscatter,
2.1 EXPERIMENTAL
The first studies of backscatter gamrna-rays were 
probably made by Imbert and Eertin-Sans in 1896 (12), This 
and other studios led to the famous worlc by Compton (13) in 
1923 from which he developed his quantum theory of x-ray 
scattering, Klein and Nishina (14) in 1929 obtained a 
general expression for the Compton differential scattering 
and collision cross-sections for initially unbound and 
stationary electrons. It was not until the development of 
more sensitive detection e qui paient and larger sources in 
the nineteen-fifties, that gamma-ray scattering was studied 
experimentally in greater depth.
In 1954 Hayward and Hubbell (15), using a collimated 
cobalt-60 source, studied the energy and scattering angle 
distribution from wood and steel wool with a collimated
scintillation detector. Also in that year, Hine and McCall 
(16) studied the backscatter of gamma rays from lead, iron, 
aluminum, wood, and water using mercury-203, cesium-137, and 
cobalt-60 point sources in contact with the backscattering 
material, A scintillation garaina-ray spectrometer was again 
used to investigate the intensity and energy of tb.e back' 
scattered radiation. These experiments demonstrated the
Nal (Tl) 
crystal
source
scatterer
Figure 1, Relative position of detector, source.
and scattering medium, Hine and McCall,
anistropy of single-scattering and the isotropy of multi­
scattering; the significance of fluorescent radiation for 
matter of high atomic number, such as lead; and the. 
dependence on incident energy and angle. By varying the 
thickness of backscatter material, Hine and McCall observed 
a variation in the amount of radiation scattered,
Bulatov and Garusov (17) in 1958 studied a very wide
range of backscattering materials using cobalt-60 and 
gold-198 sources of gamma-rays located some distance from 
the scattering media. By collimating the beam they were 
able to vary the angle of incidence of the gamma-rays and 
study this effect upon backscatter intensity. They, as 
did Hine and McCal], varied the thickness of the back- 
scatterer and then expressed the dependence of the energy 
albedo on scatterer thickness as
n (d ) = n (m ) ( i  -  EG^  2.1
where:
T](d) = the value of the albedo for a scatter
thickness, d
n(m) - the limicing value of the albedo for "infinite"
scatterer thickness
2d = the scatterer thickness in gm/cm
a = a constant
From their work, Bulatov and Garusov formed an empirical 
relation to describe the variance of the albedo as a function 
of the primary beam energy, E; the angle of incidence 
at the surface of the scatterer, a\ the effective atomic 
number, Z, of the scatterer material; and its density, P,
n(E,a,Z,p) = 3.2“ — —  ~  ±20% Eq. 2.2’ ’  ^ E cos a ^
Hyodo (18), in 1962, extended the work of Hine and 
McCall, He measured the spectra of backscattered radiation 
from semi-infinite slabs by means of a scintillation spec­
trometer as a function of the measuring angle. His sources 
were cobalt-60 and cesium-137 in close contact to slabs of 
paraffin, aluminum, iron, tin, and lead. Hyodo's work gives 
a comprehensive study of the energy and number albedos, the 
angular distributions of scattered energy and number of 
photons, and the energy distributions for the combinations 
of the gamraa sources and scatterer materials used. Hyodo 
also studied the effect of thickness of scatterer material 
upon his results and, because of his geometry, arrived at a 
slightly lower value for "infinitely thick" than did Bulatov 
and Garusov, Hyodo's later work with Fujita et al. (19) and 
Nakamura (20) studied in greater detail the effect of 
scatterer thickness using iron as a backscatterer and 
cobalt-60 as a source in close contact with the iron. They 
arrived at the empirical relationship
A(G,x) - A(G,m)(l - e'CX) Eq. 2,3
8where:
A(G,x ) = the fraction of photons emergent at
angle G per steradian for one primary 
photon incident to the scatterer of thick' 
ness X
X = the slab thickness
” 1”Their value for "c" differs from that of — in the Bulatov-a
Garusov development by about a factor of two. This study of 
the effect of thickness on backscattering was extended in 
1967 by Hyodo, Matsumoto, and Mizukami (21) to cover poly­
ethylene, aluminum, and lead, still using the point cobalt-60 
source in contact with the slab. A least squares fit of 
rhei.r data aeainst
A(x) - b - [A(=o> - b](l - e'CX) Eq. 2.4
was made with good result. The terms here are the same as 
in Eq. 2.3, with "c" and "b" constants dependent upon exper- 
'iment design. Their work, along with that of Bulatov and 
Garusov indicated that a thickness of material greater than 
two mean free paths of the source radiation would constitute 
an "infinite" thickness.
The first detailed backscatter work done with concrete 
as the scatter material was carried out in 1963 by Clarke
9and Batten (22). They used uncollimated point sources of- 
cobalt-60 and iridium-192 at varying heights above a concrete 
slab. An uncollimated ionization chamber detector was 
placed at various distances from the source and the concrete 
to determine the effect of concrete on the dose measured.
This work was extended by Kendee and Ellis (23) in 1965,
Source
X
 ^Detector
Concrete
Figure 2. Experimental arrangement used by 
Clarke and Batten
using uncollimated cobalt-60 and cesium-137 sources scattered 
from semi-infinite slabs of concrete, lead, and water,
Jones, et al,, (24, 25), in 1964, using cobalt-60 
and cesium-137 as plane-parallel beam sources, studied the 
backscatter from concrete, aluminum, and steel as a function 
of the incident and the reflected angle with a scintillation 
detector. From their results, Jones, et al., developed the 
empirical formula
A^(o) = c exp (-m6 ) + b' Eq. 2.5
10
where:
A^(o) " the differential dose-rate ratio
A (n) = 0 Eq. 2,6
o
with:
D = the reflected dose per unit solid angle at d
T) = the incident dose rate at the center of the
o slab's surface
"c";, "m"; and ''b" in Eq, 2,5 are constants which they 
determined for each source; backscatterer, and incident angle, 
Gg was the Compton scattering angle, Steyn and Andrews (26) 
in their experiments of 1.967; did a very complete study, 
extending this work using gold-198, cesium-137, and cobalt-60 
point sources one meter from graphite, aluminum, high density 
concrete, iron, nickel, tin, load, and uranium, A highly 
collimated scintillation spectrometer was used as the 
detector to determine angular and energy dependence of the 
backseatcered photons. The expression chosen by Steyn to 
best fit his data is
2
d Ag a^ 4- a^x 4- a^x Eq. 2.7
11
where :
d = the differential dose albedo;
X = 1 + cos Gg Eq« 2.8
0 - scattering an^le as in Fi.nure 3,s
"a^”, "a^" and "a,," are constants dependent upon the 
conditions of the experiment.
The integrated dose albedo empirical expression is 
represented by
^9
- 3a^ ^1 T  • 2.9
where tlie constants have the same values as in Eq. 2,7, Both 
equations 2,7 and 2.9 neglect fluorescent x-ray dose 
contributions.
■ Data in the literature concerning the backscatter of 
x-rays in the source energy regions covered by the above 
papers show similar results (27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33),
The backscatter of high energy bremsstrahlung was first 
studied by Kruglov and Lopatin (34) in 1959, when they were 
concerned about energy losses in using absorption calorimetry 
for calibrating the beam output of an 85-MeV accelerator.
12
Pruitt (35) in 1964 was the first to consider backscatter 
from megavolt photons in the albedo s e n s e .  Using a scintil­
lation spectrometer as a detector and backscatter media of 
carbon, magnesium, copper, tin, and lead, he determined the 
energy albedo for normally incident bremsstrahlung with a 
maximum photon energy of 90 MeV, and for l.ead at 25, 50, and 
170 MeV maximumc
collimated 
x-ray beam
Nal (Tl) 
crystal
- Backscatter- 
ing material
Photomultiplier 
Figure 3o Experimental arrangement used by Pruitt.
In 1967, Sugiyama and Tomimasu (36), using lower energy 
(11,3 to 23.2 MeV maximum) bremsstrahlung, studied the 
angular distribution of the en erg y  albedo from lead, copper, 
and Duralumin,
Karzmark and Capone (37), in 1968, performed a cursory 
look at radiation scattered from concrete by a 6 MeV linear 
accelei'ator o
13
Betatron
target
Detector
x-rays
Scatterer
Figure 4» Experimental arrangement used by 
Sugiyama and Tomimasu.
2.2 NUMERICAL
The development of numerical estimates of albedo fol­
lowed the gathering of experimental data. After the work 
of Compton (13) and Klein and Nishina (14) which described 
the basic scattering interaction, several years passed until 
sufficient data was collected to formulate empirical esti­
mates. During this period the Monte Carlo technique of 
random sampling and high speed computers were developed, 
presenting another method of numerically estimating the 
photon backscatter from a surface. Hayward and Hubbell (38) 
were among the first to employ the Monte Carlo technique; 
using a desk calculator they estimated the albedo of various 
materials for 1 MeV photons in 1954. The next year, Perkins
(39) with an IBM computer repeated their process with 
normally incident photons of 1 MeV on concrete. Berger's
14
(40) Monte Carlo calculations in 1957 were based on an 
experimental design (Figure 2) to be tested eight years later 
by Clarke and Batten (21).
Wells (41) in 1959, developed, by Monte Carlo tech­
niques, a very complete study of the angular distribution 
and energy spectra of gamma-ray scatter from concrete. He 
postulated source energies of 0,6 MeV to 7,0 MeV incident 
at five different angles to the slab. His calculations 
include the effects of single and multiple scatter inter­
actions, the photoelectric effect, and pair production 
reactions. As the cross-section data have since been largely 
revised (42), Wells repeated his analysis in 1964 (43), In 
1962, Davisson and Beach (44) extended this type of calcula­
tion to include water, iron, and lead as backscatter media.
In 1963, two studies wore made which probably represent the 
best Monte Carlo examinations of photon backscatter from 
concrete available to date. Raso (45) and Leimdorfer (46) 
each worked on the reflection of photons from concrete in 
the energy range 1 to 10 MeV, While Raso allowed the angle 
of incident to vary and studied that effect, Leimdorfer used 
normal incidence and studied the variance of reflector thick­
ness on albedo. Both considered photoabsorption, Compton 
interactions, and pair production. Their works are 
considered as standards against which experimental results
15
are often compared. Each of the above works considered 
only monoenergetic photons.
Bulatov and Leipunski (47) in 1951 were among the 
earliest to formulate quantitative expressions for albedo 
from experimental data. Based on experimental information 
gathered earlier by Bulatov (17), they expressed number and 
energy albedo as a function of build-up and build-up as a 
function of media thickness. Later in 1966, Bulatov (48) 
developed engineering formulas and nomograms for determining 
quantities of scattered gamma-radiation. These were based 
on three geometries: a narrow beam striking a scattering
material, an isotropic source in contact with a surface, and 
a plane unidirectional flow of gamma quanta. Values are 
given primarily for cobalt-60 and gold-198 sources scattered 
from lead, iron, and aluminum. Some values for carbon and 
concrete are included.
In 1963, Chilton and Huddleston (49) developed a semi- 
empirical fornula for the differential dose albedo from 
gamma-rays incident on concrete, which has been very useful 
in this field. The energy ranges covered are from 0,2 to 
10 MeV in a geometry as shown in Figure 5.
Their development considers single scattering as 
expressed by the Klein-Nishina representation and pair 
production annihilation and multiple scattering components
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Detector
Scatterer
\
Figure 5« Relative position of source, detector, 
and scatterer for the Chilton-Huddleston development.
as isotropic sources at the surface of the backscatterer, 
The relationship they derived is given by
C K(e ) .10^^ + C
1 + COS e sec G o
Eq, 2.10
where :
c^ (eo,e,4')
C and C'
K(ep
COS 0
the differential dose albedo
parameters to be adjusted for each 
incident energy
the Klein-Nishina value of the energy 
scattering cross-section per electron
sin 0 sin 0 cos 4 - cos 0 cos 0 o o
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Values for C and C  are given in their report. A number of 
comparisons are made with the results of this equation and 
results from Monte Carlo estimates and existing experi­
mental data. Chilton (50) extended this work in 1965 to 
calculate the total albedo. Also in 1965, Chilton and 
Davisson (51) published values for the constants in. 
Equation 2.10 for concrete, water, iron, and lead.
Huddleston (52) in 1964 updated some of the original 
Chilton-Huddleston values and examined more closely those 
values near gold-198, cesium-137, cobalt-60, and sodium-24 
gamma energies. With Shoemaker, he (53) set up a series of 
r’soalbedo contours for engineering applications. In 1966, 
due to more accurate Monte Carlo information, Chilton (54) 
revised their formula to more closely represent available 
data. The new formula is
C.IO^^K (E ,e„) + C
a(8Q)0,^O = F(0^,0,6)
1 + cos 0 sec 9 Tl + 2S (1 - cos 0 )1 o I o s J
Eq. 2,11
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where
p(e^ ,0,ci>) - + A^(l~cos + A^(l-cos 9)^
2 2
+ A.^(l"COS 0^ ) (1-cos 0) + A^ (1-cos 0^ ) (1-cos 0) (1-cos à)
Eq. 2.12
and the other parameters are as defined for the original 
equation 2,10, Thus far, only values for the constants 
with cesium-137 and cobalt-50 sources have been established. 
In 1967 Chilton (55) revised these particular numbers.
Recently several other techniques have been developed 
to estimate albedo (56, 57, 58, 59) and the method of 
discrete ordinates (as developed by Carlson [60]) deserves 
special mention, 'for some time neutron distributions have 
been calculated by discrete ordinates methods, while photon 
distributions had been calculated by Monte Carlo methods.
In 1965 Lathrop (61) investigated the possibility of using 
the faster (computer time-wise) discrete ordinates method 
for photon distribution calculations. His investigation 
showed excellent agreement with Monte Carlo methods and 
pointed the way for further development of the discrete 
ordinates method. Renken and Adams (62) in 1967 expanded
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Lathrop's work on photon scatter. Multiple scattering and 
fluorescence are extensively covered.
Pair production annihilation contributions were 
written into the program two years later (63), Their 
program (DTP) allows a rapid calculation of photon densi­
ties as a function of angle, radius, and energy. Input 
parameters may be widely varied with little resultant 
run-time penalty,
2o3 SUMMARY
Except for the few examples discussed, backscatter of 
bremsstrahlung above a few MeV has not been investigated 
experimentally. The experimental configuration used by 
Pruitt did not allow the investigation of angular distri­
bution, Both works were somewhat limited as to the energy 
range studied and choice of backscatterer materials. The 
present research provides information on energy regions not 
yet studied, and develops a method for determining albedo 
dose and angular distributions from pulse-type bremsstrahlung 
sources.
The notation used in this section is in each case that 
of the author discussed and definitions are given at that 
point.
3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3,1 INTRODUCTION
As the research topic deals with a continuous spectrum 
bremsstrahlung having a leading spectrum edge of intermediate 
energy (1 to 10 MeV), all the familiar photon interactions 
are of interest.
In the lower energy regions of the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum, photoelectric absorption is the predominant inter­
action, Electrons released by the photoelectric effect are 
of low energy and are not considered further, (Their 
ionization losses far outweigh their radiation loss.) In 
filling the K- and L~ orbital vacancies left by photoelectric 
absorption, K- and L- x-rays, respectively, are given off. 
These x-rays are given off isotropically from the point they 
arise.
Characteristically a sharp drop occurs in the absorption 
cross-section of the material at energies just below the 
capture edge. The x-rays generated fall in this "depressed" 
cross-section region and consequently contribute significantly 
to backscatter yields,
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Compton interactions are highly anisotropic, with angle 
and energy distributions calculated by Klein-Nishina formu­
las. In high energy Compton scattering events, the scat­
tered photon distribution is largely in the forward direc­
tions However, multiple Compton scattering events occur to 
create an isotropic photon fluence from this source. Large 
energy transfers can occur to create Compton electrons.
These electrons can then give up their energy through 
bremsstrahlung which will add to the photon fluence in the 
backscatter media.
Photons of energies greater than a few MeV can react 
in the field of a nucleus or an electron to create an elec- 
tron-positron pair. The cross-section for these reactions 
increases with incident photon energies and increasing 
target mass number. The energy of the photon (in excess of 
that required for formation of the electron-positron pair) 
goes into kinetic energy of the created pair (or triplet if 
in the field of an electron). The angular distribution of 
the positron and negatron is mainly forward for incident 
photons of high energy. Each gives up its kinetic energy by 
ionization, excitation, and bremsstrahlung. As the positron 
slows down it will recombine with an electron giving rise to 
two 0.511 MeV annihilation photons at that point. The 
bremsstrahlung and anninilation radiation will contribute
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isotropically to the backscatter fluence.
Coherent, or Rayleigh, scattering occurs in the energy 
regions where atomic electron binding effects must be consid­
ered in Compton scattering. The photon does not transfer 
energy to the atom while it is interacting. In the high 
energy regions where Eayleigh scattering need be considered 
(around 1 MeV) the majority of the photons are scattered by 
less than 5° and in the lower energy regions the cross- 
section for photoelectric absorption greatly overshadows the 
coherent scattering effect.
The energy region employed for this study encompasses 
the photonuclear absorption resonance regions. However, the 
photonuclear cross-sections of the backscatter materials 
studied are small and the resultant photoneutron fluence 
would be quite small relative to the photon fluence. The 
effect of the photoneutron fluence on the detectors used 
will be discussed later in this section.
Other photon interactions of minor importance, 
resonance scattering and Thomson scattering by the nucleus, 
Compton scattering by nucleons, meson production, resonance 
scattering associated with meson production, Delbruck scat­
tering, and nucleon-antinucleon production, will not be 
considered (3, 64).
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The detection instruments used in this work are thermo­
luminescent crystals and a scintillation spectrometer. Each 
is differential with respect to angular distribution; i.e. 
neither covers the entire emission field in the experimental 
set-up chosen, and the spectrometer is differential also 
with respect to energy. Methods of using the output of 
these detectors in a manner suitable for comparison with 
prior numerical estimates will be discussed in greater depth. 
Each of these topics will now be reviewed in depth to 
assess their contribution to albedo as considered in this 
study. It is not the purpose of the following sections to 
derive a rigorous theoretical solution to the backscattering 
of intermediate energy bremsstrahlung, but rather they are 
given in an effort to point out sources of photons which 
contribute to the backscatter field and consider their 
relative importance,
3.2 PHOTON INTERACTIONS
3.2.1 Photoelectric Absorption (3, 11)
As pointed out in the introduction, photoelectric 
absorption is the predominant interaction for photons of 
low energy. The cross-section for this reaction is heavily 
Z dependent. For high Z target nuclei, photoelectric 
absorption may remain the predominant interaction to about
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900 KeV. Although no longer the predominant interaction, 
a cross-section does continue to exist for photoelectric 
absorption to high photon energies (1.41 x 10  ^barn/atom 
at 100 MeV in Pb [65])o This reaction will occur primarily 
with the low energy region of the incident bremsstrahlung 
and with photons being scattered back from some depth in the 
backscatter medium.
The photoelectric effect is not easily treated theo­
retically due to bound electron considerations and outer 
orbital shielding effects. Estimates have been made for 
cross-sections in the energy range 0.2 MeV to 100 MeV using
c a + b Z -p 
= Z 2^ T V "c'"z~ ^o barn/atom Eq, 3.1
N=1 "
where:
= the K-shell photoelectric cross-section in 
barns per atom
Z = the atomic number of the target nuclei
a , b , c , p = constants chosen for an empirical n ’ n n ^n ^ , '■fit
To add in the effect of other orbital electron interactions
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= 1 + 0.01481 In^Z - 0.000788 In^Z Eq. 3.2
"k
is used where:
T = the total photoelectric cross-sectiou in 
barns per atoms
In lower energy ranges absorption edges vary the cross- 
section greatly. At these edges the cross-section shows 
discontinuous jumps because the photon energy becomes 
smaller than the binding energy of some of the electrons. 
At this point the number of electrons which tlie photon is 
energetically capable of ejecting is suddenly decreased.
The photoelectrons resulting from this interaction 
tend to be ejected at right angles to the incident photon 
path j showing preference for the forward direction with 
increasing photon energy.
After the ejection of an orbital electron, a vacancy 
exists which must be filled. Generally an electron in a 
higher orbit gives up energy to drop into the deficient 
orbit. The energy given up is in the form of character­
istic x-rays and can be estimated by
h y = 13o6
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1 1 
2 "  2
^2
eV Eq. 3,3
where :
h y ~ the emitted photon energy in eV
n^ and n^ are the principle quantum numbers for the initial 
and final electron vacancies. This radiation is given off 
in a truly isotropic distribution. The number of emitted 
photons by this process is dependent upon incident photon 
energy and the target material; the energy of each photon 
is dependent only upon the material. This energy range is 
such that the primary interactions these x-rays will undergo 
is photoelectric absorption. They are thus attenuated 
approximately exponentially from the point they arise until 
they exit from the surface of the backscatter media.
From these considerations, one can now derive an 
expression for the contribution to the backscatter fluence 
due to the photoelectric effect
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pe*N
PN.Z 
4 11 r^M
/ / k  exp[-P,(E^Z)d] Tp^(E^Z) 
(i A (
+ *c(d) Tpe(EcZ) + *pp(d) Tp^/0.511,Z),
exp[-4^(Ep^,Z)d(sec 0^)] dd dA Eq« 3,4
where :
the number fluence from the 
photoelectric effect at some point 
r from the surface of a backscatter 
material with atomic number Z
o
the incident fluence of photons at
energy Eo
the photoelectric microscopic 
cross-section of the incident 
bremsstrahlung fluence
the photoelectric microscopic 
cross-section of photons having 
undergone Compton scattering 
interactions
T (0.511,Z)pe
MgE^,Z) =
the photoelectric cross-section of 
photons created by pair production
the depth in the backscatter media 
being considered
the total attenuation coefficient 
for the incident bremsstrahlung 
fluence
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4) (d) = the fluence due to Compton scattered photons
 ^ at a depth d
4>pp(d) = the fluence due to pair production at d
A = incident beam area
r is assumed much greater than the beam radius at the 
surface of the backscatterer„
The energy fluence under the same conditions is found
to be
where: is given by Eq. 3.4 and hv by Eq. 3.3
Using a detection system which is capable of differ­
entiating energiesj one would expect to observe an energy 
grouping due to these characteristic x-rays,
Einkj et al. (66) list extensive experimental results 
on fluorescence yields and energies.
3,2.3 Compton Scattering (3-11)
In the energy region approximately 0,5 to 5 MeV the 
dominant photon interaction is incoherent scattering from 
electrons, the Compton effect (67), Over this energy range
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the cross-section for the Compton effect is given by the 
Klein-Nishina equation
 ^ I ^  - - In (1 + 2a)
^ m e  I d  l + 2 «  “o
+ -3^  ln(l + 2a) - — — —   Eq. 3,6
2a (l+2«) ") electron
where :
O' ~ the probability of removal of a photon from a 
collimated beam while passing through an
2
absorber containing one electron/cm 
e = the electronic charge (4.8 x 10 statcoulomb)
™o
-9P,
= the electron mass (9.1083 x 10 gm)
10
c = the velocity of light (2.998 x 10 cm/sec)
E
and G = — ~  Eq. 3,7
m c 
o
where is the incident photon energy. This equation is 
based on interaction with an unbound electron. In those 
cases where the photon energy is comparable with the binding 
energy of the atomic electrons, the photoelectric
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cross-section usually greatly exceeds the Compton scattering 
cross-section (11) which is given by
O'
e s
2 n e
2 k m c o
4 a'
3(l+2a)3 a^Xl+2a)2
( 1 (] + 2 a - 2a^)
+ In (1 + 2a)
2 a
Eq, 3,8
with terms as defined in Eq. 3,7,
Incident photon -T Compton electron 
(p,T)
Compton scattered 
photon 
h V '
Figure 6. Compton Scattering
The energy of the incident photon will be shared after 
the collision by a scattered photon and the struck electron. 
The energy of the scattered photon is given by
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2m c
 o------- Eq. 3.9
1 - COS 0 +
and the kinetic energy of the struck electron
T = h V -----------   Eq. 3.10
(1+a) - a cos 'P
The direction of the scattered photon is given by
2 ri sin 0 — — ---  Eq. 3.11
d 0 d electron
where :
dCgCr)
the number of photons scattered at angle 0
® per electron per cm^ per incident h v
d(gf)
the number of scattered photons per unit
d solid angle given by
+ - sln^ol Eq. 3.12
d n  c \hv^/\hw'
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with terms as defined before. Inspection of graphs of 
these functions by Evans (11) shows that as incident photon 
energy increases, scattering becomes greater in the forward 
direction.
The direction of the Compton electron is giv by
d(gCr)
d 'P dn'
2 II sin p Eq. 3.13
where :
dn'
d( r) sin 0 d 0
d'2 sin ^ d f
Eq. 3.14
The distribution of struck electrons also shows peak­
ing in the forward direction with increased incident photon 
energy.
The nuraber-energy distribution of the Compton electrons 
can be represented as
d(e*)
dT
dC^o) 2 11
2 2a a m c 
o
^2 2(,1+a; -o. COS <p
(l+n)^-a(24a) cos"' «A'
Eq. 3,15
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From applying the conservation of momentum and energy 
in the Compton interaction one may write
 ^ (1 - cos 0 ) Eq. 3,16
From an examination of Eq, 3.16 it follows that, for a given 
scatter angle, higher energy incident photons suffer a greater 
energy change than do lower energy incident photons. Since 
the energy gained by the struck electron is
T = h V “ hi/' Eq, 3.17o
Compton scattering favors energy transfer to electrons in the 
higher energy ranges. However, since the Compton process only 
predominates through about 5 MeV, the bremsstrahlung from 
these electrons will be of moderate energy and will be emitted 
isotropically. The ratio of energy lost by these electrons by 
bremsstrahlung to energy lost by ionization is approximated by
T - r - ^  -  Z( - -  I (  2 I Eq. 3 .1 8
( g )  \ - o /  V
V / ion
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where is the rest mass of the particle near which the 
energy loss occurs and the other terms are as previously 
defined0 For this radiation to then be contributed to the 
backscatter fluence, it must pass through some thickness, d, 
from the point of origin to the surface of the backscatter 
mediums
The degraded photon can then undergo further Compton 
scatter to be emitted at the surface also. Previous experi­
ments (16, 23) using monoenergetic photon sources have been 
able to differentiate between these multiply scattered pho­
tons and those singly scattered. Since the sources used for 
this research were bremsstrahlung spectra, this differentia­
tion was not possible.
The contributions to backscatter fluence due to Compton 
interaction will be then
c*w(*o'^o'^'^) ^ SC*N MC^N BC^N
where:
Sc\i(‘S^ QS^ osZjr) = the number fluence due to singly
Compton scattered photons at some 
point, r, from the surface of a 
backscattering medium with atomic 
number Z when exposed to a photon 
fluence 4 of energy E^, given by
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4 (E ) exp[-,( (E ,Z)d]
S C ^ H  =  J J r — - -
•d i
d( tr ) PNcZ
— 2_§_ ---- exp[“P^(E^jZ)d(sec 0^ )] dd dA.
dn b:
Eq. 3.20
where :
$ (E ) = the incident photon fluenceo o
/i^ (E ,,Z) = the total attenuation coefficient to the
incident photons
d = the depth in the backscattcrer being
considered
the number of photons being scattered into
d [2 the solid angle of concern
;Z) = the total attenuation coefficient to the
 ^ scattered photons
»E ,Z,r) is the number fluence contribution due MC d o o
to multiply Compton scattered photons at some point, r, 
given here for twice Compton scattered:
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I L
PN.Z
exp[-,'t(Eo,Z)d'] e°s(%o) "
A ( t j O j P )  cl d M
1 d( 0- ) PN.Z
exp[-P.(E ,Z)L]----=-    (E^)-----
4 r i t  d n  M
exp[“P (E ,Z)d sec G ]
----------- 2  dd ' dd tdat sin o d Pelt
r
Eq.  3 . 2 1
where :
d ' = the depth into the backscatter medium
until the first Compton interaction
cr (E ) = the Compton microscopic scattering cross-
section for the incident photons
P^(E^Z) - the total attenuation coefficient to
the once Compton scattered photons
t = the distance between the first and
second Compton scatter events
d(e*g)
------(E^) = the number of photons being scattered
d O into the solid angle of concern dependent
upon the energy of the once Compton 
scattered photons
I I - the total attenuation coefficient for the
double Compton scattered photons
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d = the depth in the backseat ter medium to the 
second Compton event
= angles defining the direction of first 
Compton scattering
and the rest of the terms are as previously defined« Higher 
order scattering would be handled similarly*
Incident
Photon
s—  Scattering 
Med ium
k—  cl' — V First Compton Scatter
Doubly âg
scattered | =- %
photon 1-—-— Cl ~r\ \ Second
' Compton
Scatter
Figure 7« Multiple Compton Scattering
Finally, the number fluence contribution due to
bremsstrahlung produced by Compton scattered electrons, can 
more easily be represented by the energy of photons
contributed to the backscatter fluence by the bremsstrahlung 
of Compton electrons, which can be given by
B C * E ( * o ' ^ o " f f [ I  W
Vi VI ' V ' F"ci d ' A Eg
/dT’
PNoZ Ids,
cr — —
® M
rad
W L d ' W i ion
exp[-/< (E jZ)d sec G ]
------E— 2—  ------- ^  dE dA dd’ dd Eq. 3.22
4 nr- "
where:
= the energy contributed to the backscatter 
fluence by the bremsstrahlung of Compton 
electrons at the point r
/tt(EgjZ) = the total attenuation coefficient to the 
bremsstrahlung radiation
and the rest of the terms are as previously defined.
The highest energy photon one might see emergent from 
the scattering surface due to Compton Interaction, with the 
sources used In this dissertation, would be that due to a 
large number of Compton scatter events resulting In a photon 
emerging at 90° to the Incident beam. The larger the number 
of scatterings required the lower the probability of the
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photon survivingo A 10 MeV photon undergoing three 
Compton scatterings of 30° each would emerge with an energy 
of 1.13 MeV.
3.2.3 Pair Production (3, 11)
In the energy region of 5 MeV for high Z materials 
and 10 MeV for intermediate Z materials, the cross-section 
for pair production interactions becomes important. The 
energy threshold for pair production is 1.022 MeV in the 
field of a nucleus and 2.044 MeV in the field of an 
electron.
The cross-section for this interaction in the field 
of a nucleus is estimated by
Kn K^^Born, unscreened) - 1 + A(rad, corr.)
- A(empirical) " Eq. 3.23
where: K^(Born, unscreened) is an approximation
represented by
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4Z^r ^
K^(Born) —  In (183
137
(1- ^0(1+ if 2 6 k ^2
JJL
3k^
2K
k
( »  ' €
k
In
1.
fH- 4K H- k
with
Eq. 3.24
e m c o
Eq. 3.25
k =
0.511
Eq. 3.26
3"^
9 In (183
-1
Eq. 3.27
and
255 Z-1/3
K
(15.6 - 4/3 In Z)
Eq. 3.28
in Eq. 3.23,
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gîIFS _ Sorenssen screening
correction
1 + A(rado corr,) = the Mork-Olsen radiative
correction factor
A(empirical) -- a correction factor for high-
energy Coulomb effects as is
Akn
Values for each of these are found in the literature (3),
The cross-section for pair production in the field of 
an electron is estimated by
= -2- In (2k) 218 1
e ) 9 27 k
^ ln^(2k) - 3. In2(2k) + 6.84 ln(2k) - 21.51
Eq. 3.29
with terms as defined above. The energy of the incident 
photon is shared by the electron-positron pair.
hv' = (T_ 4- m^c^) + (T^ 4- m^c^) Eq. 3.30
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where T_ and are the kinetic energy of the electron and 
positron respectively. The kinetic energy of the positron 
is slightly greater than that of the electron when they 
are created in the field of a nucleus. This difference 
beings at most, about
2
2 Ze
T^ - T_ = -------------= 0.0075 Z Eq. 3.31
(h/2 n m^c^)
The angular distribution of the pair peaks in the forward 
direction for high energy incident photons (68).
For pair production in the field of an electron the 
photon's energy is divided among three particles (the 
created positron and electron and the electron involved in 
the interaction).
All particles here lose energy by radiation, ioniza­
tion, and excitation. The contribution of the bremsstrahlung 
can be considered in the same manner as described for the 
Compton electrons previously. As the positron slows dovm it 
will combine with an electron to create two annihilation 
photons of 0.511 MeV, which are emitted isotropically. This 
radiation is expected to comprise the major portion of the 
backscatter fluence due to pair production interactions (46,
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69, 70).
The fluence contribution, due to pair production 
interactions, at some point, r, can then be represented by
PP^N BPP^N.^ A^N 3.32
where is the number fluence due to bremsstrahlung of
the electrons and positrons and is to be represented in the 
same manner as
is the number fluence contribution due to 
annihilation radiation, expressed here as
I. I. I exp[-y (E ,Z)d']4^ (4» ,C: ,Z,r) = f j f 4_(E_)A-N o' o' i o o
PN.Z
2  T  exp[-/x (0.511,Z)d sec 6 ] dA dd’ dd
K  M  . ®
Eq. 3.33
where:
4» (E ) - the incident fluenceo o
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p (E ,Z) = the total attenuation coefficient
° to the initial fluence in the back-
scatterer of atomic number Z
d' = the distance from the surface to the
pair production interaction
M (0,511jZ) =■• the total attenuation coefficient to
the annihilation radiation
d = the distance from the point of
positron annihilation to the surface 
of the backscatterer
k = the pair production microscopic
cross-section
A = area of incident beam
The rest of the terms are as previously definedo
To obtain an idea of the photon energy to emerge undea 
this interaction one can consider bremsstrahlung from the 
most probable electron energy to be produced in the pair 
production interaction
E i (hv - 1.022) MeV Eq. 3.34
Bremsstrahlung resulting from this electron will have 
a maximum leading edge equal to the energy of the electron. 
With the sources used, a. photon energy of 4,64 MeV might be 
observed from the 10,5 MeV machine.
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3.2,4 Rayleip'h Scattering and 
Photonuclear Interactions
Although Rayleigh (coherent) scattering may be of 
some consequence in scattering radiation from a beam for 
transmission measurements, the angle of deflection is 
al\.7oys (II) small, and can be estimated by
0.0133
e ~ 2 arcsin   Eq. 3.25
 ^ E (MeV)
where is the opening half angle of a cone containing 
at least 757= of the coherent-scattered photons. The 
number of Rayleigh scattering events necessary to reflect 
a photon reduces the probability of this contribution below 
the level to be considered here. Rayleigh scattered photons 
might well undergo further reactions to send them back out 
of the reflector, but since the total distance traveled by 
the photon will be nearly the same as the distance into the 
medium and nearly no energy is lost in the Rayleigh scatter­
ing process, for purposes of this report coherent scattering 
will not be considered further.
Although the photonuclear giant resonance peaks occur 
in the energy region of interest, their cross-sections are 
smalj. (57. to 10%) compared to those for the Compton effect
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and for absorption by nuclear pair production. The most 
probable result of photonuclear absorption is the emission 
of a neutron. At present only experimental data is avail­
able for determining cross-sections.
Considering the materials chosen for this work;
—  Lead has a photonuclear threshold of about 6,8 
MeV and reaches its resonance peak at 13,7 MeV, 
The cross-section at this peak is 0,81 barns/atom,
Iron has a photonuclear threshold of llo2 MeV 
and resonance peak at 18,0 MaVj with a cross- 
section of 0,075 barns/’atom at that energy (71),
The principle components of concrete, oxygen and 
silicon, being of lower Z have higher threshold 
energies, and cross-sections at their resonance 
peaks are considerably smaller (0,02 - 0,03 
barns/atom)o (72)
Since the photonuclear cross-sections are a couple of 
orders of magnitude below the cross-section for pair 
production at the same energy, the decrease to the photon 
fluence due to photonuclear absorption will not be consid­
ered. However, it is necessary to consider the neutron 
fluence which arises. The number of neutrons arising can 
be calculated as
n
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where :
cr, s (EjZA) = the photonuclear cross-section at
energy E in a material of atomic 
number Z and atomic mass A
$^(E) = the photon number fluence at the
point of interest
B = the threshold energy n °
E = the maximum energy at which nuclear 
m , ,..1capture occurs or the maximum energy
of the incident beam, whichever is
smaller
G = incident beam area
The neutron number fluence at a point of interest, r, can 
be calculated
E
^  f  (E )
-  J  J  j  - f — r  cxp[-'^ (Eo,Z)d)
d B A 4 nr
n
PK
0- v(E,ZA) — - exp[-2 (E,ZA)d] dA dE dd
]v[ ^
Eq. 3o37
where :
tj)^ (E^ ) = the incident photon fluence
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 ^ (E ,Z) = the total attenuation coefficient to
° the incident fluence
d — the distance from the surface of the
backscatter medium to the point of
nuclear absorption
U (EjZA) = the removal cross-section to the 
^ emitted neutrons
and the other terms are as previously defined. Photons 
having undergone one of the interactions previously 
discussed will not have sufficient energy for photonuclear 
capture and their fluence is not added in this calculation. 
For the materials and energies used in this 
dissertation,
Eq. 3.38
where:
is given by Eq, 3,4 
pe N °
^  is given by Eq, 3,19 
L N
4».. is given by Eq, 3.32 pp N " J 'I
Therefore no neutron response correction will be made for 
the TLT) readings obtained.
Photofission is not considered for the materials 
chosen at the energies used for this research (73, 74),
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3,2.5 Summary
The total energy fluence at some point, r, can then 
be represented as the sum of the previously calculated 
fluence.
*E “ pc*N 5 h" + F(E^) + 0.511 Eq. 3.39
where:
4,1 Z hv is given in Eq. 3.5 pe N n ° ^
g4^ is given by Eq. 3.19 and F(E^) is the
distribution of the Compton scattered 
photons, and
pp4% is given by Eq. 3.32
The exposure-dose distribution may be determined from 
the energy distribution above by
D = / 1------)4_ dE Eq. 3.40
(■
M(E)'
where \— ~— J is the energy mass absorption coefficient
for water (since water is often used as.a dose standard, 
any material could, of course, be chosen).
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3.3 DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION
3.3.1 Scintillation Spectrometer
The scintillation detector used in this research was 
a 5" D X 3" right cylindrical Nal (Tl) crystal of Isotopes 
Inc. production with its photomultiplier package, A Nuclear 
Data 512 channel instrument was used as the multi-channel 
pulse height analyzer and data display device. The analyzer 
used has a "dead" time of (5 0.25N) /zsec, where N is the
channel number^ and an internal delay time of 2 Msec. A 
detailed discussion of the operation of a scintillation 
spectrometer may be found in references 75 and 76,
Due to system "dead" time, the scintillation spectrom­
eter could not be used in the experiments with the flash 
x-ray devices.
It was not possible to sufficiently "detune" the
2.0 MeV Van de Graaff to make a measurement of the beam 
spectrum. Even at the maximum distance allowed by the 
radiographic bay and with a very small opening collimator, 
the detector system was swamped out. Some measurements 
were made of the reflected spectra and these results are 
found in Appendix D for comparison with spectra generated 
by the two computer programs used.
Spectral data are given in Appendix D.
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3,3.2 Thermoluminescent Detectors
The thermoluminescent detectors used in this research 
were Harshaw produced Li'F crystals. Two sizes (1/8" x 
1/8" X 0.035" and 6mm x 1mm x 0.9mm) were used to check for 
systematic errors arising from crystal size considerations.
Partic’tlcr characteristics of the If F thermo­
luminescent detector are:
a very linear response over a wide energy range 
(77) though with some under-response at low 
energies (40 KeV) to be discussed in greater 
detail in Appendix E;
fading of the "glow curve" is less than 5% per 
year (78) after an initial stabilizing period 
of a few hours;
linear response (^3%) to accumulated doses of 
about 700 R (79) and doesn't saturate until 
doses of about 10^ R (77);
lower limits of detection (with the detectors 
used) of approximately 5 MR (80);
and dose rate independence in response to rates 
up to 2 X 10^^ rad/sec ± 10% (81, 82),
These characteristics make the LiF thermoluminescent 
detectors nearly ideal for the research undertaken, and 
certainly better than other, existing, passive detectors 
(83, 84).
The detectors used have some neutron response, 
TLD-100 (Harshaw manufactured l.iF) shows a response of
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about 1 : 3 7 thermal neutron.’gamma exposureo The response 
to fast neutrons is much less (85, 86),
By placing these small detectors at various points 
from the surface of the backscattering material, one can 
determine the angular dependency of the scattered photons. 
Due to the integrating nature of the detector, they do not 
readily lend themselves to a determination of the energy 
of the backscattered fluence.
Much work has been done on various methods of obtain­
ing data from TLD's, A variety of annealing and read-out 
procedures have been proposed (87, 88, 89, 90, 91), to 
accomplish greater statistical accuracy, reproducibility, 
handling convenience, etc. In the present research an 
Eberline TLD Reader Model TLR-5 was employed with the LiF 
crystals previously discussed. The reader allows the 
operator to control the time (0 - 60 seconds) and temper­
ature (0 - 400°C) of both a "pre-heat” cycle and an 
"integrate” cycle. Nitrogen is purged through the chamber 
at one liter per minute during read-out to lower the
instrument background. A modification of the reader was 
made by connecting an additional variable rheostat in series 
with the photo-multiplier gain adjust to allow greater 
accuracy in setting the gain to a desired level. Appendix F 
discusses the method by which the read-out and annealing
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procedures were chosen^
The theory of thermoluminescent dosimetry is well 
documented elsewhere (92, 93).
3.3.3 Attenuation Methods of 
Spectral Determination
Various methods have been used to attempt to gain 
information about the spectral distribution of x-rays (94), 
The method to be discussed here is that of graphically 
fitting three exponentials to an attenuation curve. It is 
felt that three extractions are all that can be made from 
a single attenuation curve with accuracy (95).
The clearest use of the atcenuation curve comes from 
plotting the logarithm of the fraction transmitted 
(ordinate) verses the depth in the attenuating material 
(abscissa). If the absorber material is thick enough, the 
attenuation curve will approach a straight line at greater 
depths in the material. Extrapolation of this portion of 
the curve back to zero absorber thickness and subtraction 
from the original attenuation curve removes the high energy 
component of the incident fluence. The intercept of this 
portion of the curve on the ordinate axis gives the frac­
tion of incident radiation contributed by the high energy 
component. This extraction procedure can then be repeated
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as diagramed belowo
1.0
Transmitted
fraction If
X
\E
A
Depth in absorber
Figure. 8. Attenuation extractions
Curve A is the original attenuation information, 
ci.irve B the high energy component extracted, curve C that 
portion remaining after removal of the high energy con­
tribution, curve D the intermediate energy extraction, and 
curve E is the remaining low energy component (after 
Greening ~ 94). Using the slopes of the linear curves, 
one can determine the linear attenuation coefficients of 
the various energy components in the particular absorber 
material used. From this an energy assignment can be made
from values such as given in Attix, et al. (42). Having 
the energy and the fraction of the incident flux contri­
buted by that energy, one can generally characterize the 
beam in a three-energy representation. Greening (96) also
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discusses a method of incident energy spectrum determina­
tion from absorption data using Laplace transforms, A 
recent attempt has been made to computerize absorption data 
in an effort to obtain better energy representations (97), 
Several difficulties arise in applying this method to 
determining the spectral output and reflected spectra for 
the machines used. The reflected intensity is so low as 
to be near the limit for statistically reliable measure­
ment with TLD's, Any method which requires the attenuation 
of this intensity through several half values is impracti­
cal, The focal point for the electron beam striking an 
x-ray target is not precisely controlled on flash x-ray 
devices. It is therefore necessary to make a very large 
number of measurements with well collimated detectors to 
gain a meaningful absorption curve. This curve will then 
represent an average for the particular machine and not 
precisely represent any one shot. The spectral unfold for 
absorption data generated by bremsstrahlung spectra of 
the energy span covered in this dissertation becomes quite 
severe, A number of extensive measurements of spectra have 
been published (98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105).
These spectra represent a compilation of information 
gathered from Compton scatter devices, absorption data,
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electron spectra-target codes, etc. In general previously 
published spectra are used in this report for computer 
program inputs. Appendix D discusses the spectra informa­
tion generated in this work compared to previously published 
work. Sample albedo results with each are given to study 
the effect of different spectra inputs,
4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS IÎETHODS
4,1 EMPIRICAL METHODS
Of the empirical methods for calculating albedo, only 
the Chilton-Huddleston (49) development attempts to go 
beyond a few MeV. For that reason, theirs will be the only 
one discussed in this section. The initial development was 
limited to scatter from concrete.
The geometry of the Chilton-Huddleston (C-H) deriva­
tion is given in Figure 9.
Source
\ I", Detector
dA
Figure 9. Geometry of the Chilton-Huddleston 
derivation
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Starting with the formula for differential dose at a point, 
from single scattering
D. a cos 0 dA
dD = — — ^2— 2— °--- Eq. 4.1
'^l ^2
where :
dD = the differential dose at point of measurement
Dj = dose at reference point one unit distance from 
point source
a , = dose albedod
0^ = polar angle of incidence radiation
dA = differential area of reflecting surface 
= distance from source to differential area 
1 * 2 - distance from differential area to detector.
They develop a representation of single scattering dose 
albedo
B K(6l)
a = ---------f  Eq, 4.2
dS — —
+ h COS 0 sec 6 
J- 2 O
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where:
a^g = the single scattering dose albedo
B = a collection of factors which depend
only on the reflecting material or are 
constant
K'( 0 ) - the Klein-Nishina value of the energy
 ^ scattering cross-section per electron
P and i^2  ~ the mass absorption coefficient for
the gamma radiation before and after 
scattering, respectively.
Their representation of the contribution by annihilation 
radiation is of similar form but without the Klein-Nishina 
factor, since annihilation radiation is produced isotrop- 
ically,
®ia  ------------------------------ Eq. 4.3
di _
cos 0 sec 6 1 z o
where :
a = annihilation dose albedo
di
I
= a collection of factors which depend only on 
the reflecting material or are constant
_ t
^ 2  — the energy absorption coefficient at the
average energy of the isotropically produced 
radiation
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Neglecting other contributions as being below the level of 
influence in this approximation, the over-all differential 
albedo is given as the sum of 4.2 and 4,3 with appropriate 
changes in the constants.
BjKfop «2
    —  +
^ ° ^ - 1 COS 0 sec 6 cos 0 sec 0
i Z o 1 Z o
Eq. 4.4
In the case of lead, and several other high Z materials, 
ignoring the photoelectric contribution results in low 
albedo estimates.
By assuming the attenuation coefficients are not 
greatly energy dependent and incorporating them into the 
constant terms, one arrives at the much simplified equation
CK( 0 ). 10^^ -1- C'
a ( 0 , 0, 6) =    Eq. 4.5
° 1 + cos 0 sec 0o
Where C and C' are the C-H parameters which must be adjusted 
for each incident photon energy. Comparison with Monte Carlo 
results appear to justify this assumption (though since the
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parameters C and C  are obtained from a least'-squares fit 
to Monte Carlo data, this would follow). Their first paper 
(49) gave values of C and C' only for concrete at incident 
energies of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 10 MeV,
In 1965, Chilton and Davisson (51) published values 
for the C-H parameters in water, concrete, iron, and lead 
for incident photons of energies up to 6,13 MeV.
A later paper by Chilton (54) revised the formula, to 
that shown in Eq. 2,11, to more closely match updated Monte 
Carlo runs. However, only values for 0,662 and 1,25 MeV 
reflected from concrete have been published. Consequently 
the revised formula cannot be used in this development.
Appendix N considers these empirical developments with 
"effective" x-ray energies from the machines used in this 
dissertation,
Leimdorfer (46) has developed an analytical expression 
for the total albedo (not considering the angular distribu­
tion and making much the same assumptions as Chilton- 
Huddleston), His development covers the same area as that 
of Chilton and Huddleston and lacks some of their flexibility; 
further work with it is not considered.
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4.2 MONTE CARLO METHODS
The Monte Carlo method is a computerized experiment 
in which individual photon "case histories" are compiled 
until a statistically valid distribution is obtained. An 
individual photon enters the program at a given energy. On 
the basis of this energy, a probability generating sub­
routine assigns an interaction with energy loss, change of 
direction, etc. This process is continued until the photon 
is emitted from the material (transmitted or backscattered) 
or drops in energy below some pre-set cut-off level. At this 
point a new photon is introduced into the program.
Raso (45), in 1963, published values of total dose 
rate albedo from concrete with incident photon energies of 
0,2 to 10.0 MeVo However, the data of Wells (43) published 
in 1954, is of a format more nearly that of this research.
His data gives differential dose albedos for photon reflec­
tion from concrete. Source e n e r g i e s  of 0.6, 1, 2, 4, and 
7 MeV are used with angles of incidence of 6^  - 0°, 30^,
45°, 60°, and 75°.
His representation of the differential dose albedo is 
given by the relation
D(9_,6,4,E )
a(0 , e,4,E ) = ----   —  Eq. 4.6
° E(E ) sec 8^
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where :
O'(6 s0j<t3,E ) = the ratio of the dose rate current
reflected per steradian in tlie Q
direction to the dose rate per photon
of energy incident upon the slab
surface at an angle 6° o
D (0 = the scattered photon rate current
per steradian leaving the concrete 
surface in che direction Ggd per 
photon incident at an angle 6 per
unit area, on the concrete surface 
F(E )sec e =- the dose rate incident to theo o 2
surface per photon per cm crossing 
the surface in the direction 8
o
The cited literature deals only with monoenergetic 
incident sources. The author finds no pubi.ished results 
of Monte Carlo runs having been made for bremsstrahlung, 
and since each bremsstrahlung spectrum would be a function 
of the particular generating machine, information of this 
type would be of limited value.
For comparison purnoses in this dissertation, a 
number of Monte Carlo ru ,s have been made and their results 
plotted. The program used (Appendix K) is based on a 
publication by K, G. Adams and C. R. Mehl (106) as updated 
generally in April, 1968, by Adams and with specific update 
features by Adams, August, 1970, for adaptation to the 
specific energies and materials encountered in the present
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problem, A study of results from this particular Monté 
Carlo program with comparisons from DTP results (to be 
discussed in Section 4,3) and previously published 
experimental results is given in Appendix M,
4.3 METHOD OF DISCRETE ORDINATES
The method of discrete ordinates is a numerical pro­
cedure used to solve the Boltzmann transport equation.
The solution of transport problems using the method of 
discrete ordinates is a well-established technique in 
neutron problems. These techniques have been adapted to 
photon transport problems at Sandia Laboratories (62) and 
other installations dealing with shielding or energy 
deposition problems.
The particular program (DTF-69) used in this research 
(Appendix L) was written by J. Ho Renken and K. G. Adams 
(63) with updates specific to the problem of the dissertation 
by J, H. Flinchum of Sandia Corporation.
In any particular DTF run, the incident photon spectrum 
is divided into a finite number of energy groups (i.e. a 
multigroup approximation)• The monoenergetic transport 
equation for each group is then solved numerically by 
finite difference equations. The photon energy loss due to 
scattering is accounted for by the transfer of photons from
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one group to another of lower energy. Within the limitations 
of the numerical nature of the solution, the result of this 
procedure is believed to be a rigorous solution of the trans­
port equation.
A number of other codes based on the same principle are 
presently in use, A comprehensive review of the "state-of- 
the-art" as regards the method of discrete ordinates may be 
obtained from the Radiation Shielding Information Center (107) 
Runs have been made for each experimental configuration 
for comparison purposes. These results are presented in the 
discussion of experimental data in Section 6,2.
Various spectra were used as input. These spectra and 
results are discussed in Appendix D,
As with the Monte Carlo program, a number of runs were 
made for comparison with previously published experimental 
data with results presented in Appendix Mo
5. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
5.1 BACKSCATTER MATERIALS
5,1.1 Introduction
For results of various experiments to be comparable, it 
is necessary that variance in the dimensions of the back- 
scatterer not affect the amount of radiation reflected. To 
this end experimenters generally use a "semi-infinite” slab 
of material, meaning that any increase in the irradiated 
slab area or the slab thickness must not result in a change 
in the albedo for the viewed area. Though all are agreed 
upon this principle, few are agreed upon what is necessary 
to constitute a semi-infinite piece of material. In the 
high energy bremsstrahlung experiments discussed previously 
(35, 36), variations from thicknesses of seven mean free 
path lengths and diameters of nine mean free path lengths to 
thickness of one half a mean free path length and less than 
one half a mean free path length in diameter are used.
Experiments with gamma ray sources have generally 
shown (12, 17, 18, 21) that increasing the thickness of
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backscatter medium beyond two mean free path lengths does 
not significantly alter the.albedo measured. Lateral 
dimensions are less well established however, perhaps 
because of variation in experimental design.
Mine (16) has demonstrated that for diameters of less 
than two mean free path lengths, variation in surface area 
significantly alters the measured albedo, Mizukami et al, 
(20) indicate that a surface area less than four mean free 
path lengths in diameter is inadequate, but that at a diam­
eter of seven mean free path lengths no change in albedo wi11 
be observed by increasing the surface area, Steyn (12) feels 
that five mean free path lengths form an adequate surface. 
Other experimenters using garnma-ray sources (17, 24, 25) do 
not discuss the problem and use scatter surfaces of three to 
six mean free path lengths in diameter.
To insure that slabs used in this research were "semi- 
infinite", they were generally chosen to be two mean free 
path lengths thick at the point of minimum absorption for 
the energy spectrum being used and three and one half mean 
free path lengths from the edge of the viewed area (Appendix 
B) to any edge, of the reflector, A number of measurements 
were made to insure the adequacy of the following calcula­
tions, These results are reported in Appendix G,
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5.1.2 Lead
Lead exhibits a minimum mass attenuation coefficient 
2
of 0.0410 cm /gm to 3.4 MeV-photons. This corresponds to a 
mean free path length of 2.15 cm or 0,845 inches, A lead 
slab having adequate dimensions at this energy would be 
"semi-infinite” for any of the energies used in this work. 
Lead slabs 1.75 inches thick and 12,0 inches square were 
used for albedo measurements. The surface was uniformly 
irradiated (Appendix H),
5.lo2 Iron
Iron has a minimum mass attenuation coefficient of 
0.0299 cm'/gm for photons at 8.5 MeV, This gives a mean 
free path length of 4.25 cm or 1,67 inches. Thus, a slab 
3,34 inches thick and of diameter 11.69 inches plus viewed 
diameter (Appendix B) could be called "semi-infinite". For
the majority of this research, a slab of this size would be
larger than necessary. With a bremsstrahlung maximum energy 
of 2.0 MeV, a slab 2,32 inches thick and 8.14 inches plus 
viewed diameter would be semi-infinite. A slab 3.50 inches 
thick and 14,0 inches square was used for albedo measure­
ments at 2,0 and 3,5 MeV, a slab 18,0 x 18,0 x 4.50 inches
was used for 7.0 and 10.5 MeV.
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5.1.3 Concrete
3Normal density concrete (2,30 gm/cm ) has a minimum 
absorption coefficient of 0.0204 or maximum mean free path 
length of 21,31 cm or 8.39 inches near 30 MeV. The energies 
considered in the present research are not that high and the 
absorption coefficient would therefore be somewhat higher. 
Also considerable differences exist in the atom densities 
of various concrete, depending upon how and where they are 
made. The concrete used was that typical of this area, 
poured with fine aggregate, stirred to prevent voids and 
formed without reinforcement steel to avoid high Z pertuba- 
tion. The atom densities of tliis concrete are compared with 
other concretes in Table 1» The effect of differing concrete 
atom densities on albedo is studied through use of the 
discrete ordinates computer program at an incident bremsstrah­
lung energy of 2,0 MeV maximum in Figure 10. Aluminum is 
often used for computer comparisons to concrete due to the 
closeness in density, atomic number (Z), etc., and the 
relative ease of calculating one Z vs 10-13 Z. The effective 
atomic number of the concrete used here was 12.1, the
3
density 2ol6 gm/cm .
A slab 8 inches thick and 32 inches square was used as 
the concrete reflector at 2.0 and 3,5 MeV, a 10 inch thick,
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36 inches square slab at 10,5 MeV, No concrete backscatter 
surface was used in the 7.0 MeV experiments due to the lack 
of handling equipment in that facility.
TABLE 1 
CONCRETE COMPOSITIONS 
ATOM DENSITIES (atoms/cm^)
ELEMENT CONCRETE USED IN 
THIS DISSERTATION
0 R N L
STANDARD
CONCRETE
RADIATION
RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES
CONCRETE
H 2.177 X 8,50 X 10^1 9.886 X 10^^
C 4.355 }i 2.02 X 10^2 6.913 X 10^0
0 3.986 X lO'"^ 3.55 X 10^2 4,473 X 10^2
Na 3.473 X 1020 1 o 63 X 10^9 9.1 X 1020
Mg 2.6 X lo" 1.86 X 10“^ 9.922 X loZO
A1 1.284 X io’-° 5.56 X 1020 2.64 X lo21
Si 1.775 X 10^2 1,70 X 10^^ 1,355 X 10^2
P 0 0 3.326 X 10^9
S 0 0 3.326 X 10^^
K 1.257 X 4,03 X 10^9 5.862 X 1020
Ca 2.274 X 1.11 X 4.334 X 10^1
Ti 0 0 9.577 X 10l9
Fe 2,515 X 10» 1,93 X 10^0 7.794 X 10^0
Cu 5,156 X 10^® 0 0
Zn 4,872 X 10^^ 0 0
Sr 2,406 X 10» 0 0
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Figure 10 Albedo dependence on conorrjte composition
, U H o V '  I l r e n L s s n i a n l l i n M
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5.2 PHOTON SOURCES
5,2.1 Van de Graaff
The 2,0 MeV bremsstrahlung source used in this research 
was generated by an industrial radiographic Van de Graaff 
of High Voltage Engineering manufacture. The accelerating 
voltage is adjustable from 0.75 to 2,0 MeV, with sensitiv­
ity of ±40 KeV over 95% of a two hour period at 2.0 MeV.
The electron beam current is adjustable from 0,01 to 0.25 
milliamperes, with ±5 gamp at 0,250 milliamperes. The 
device generates 85 roentgens per minute at one meter. The 
accelerator is mounted with three degrees of freedom in a 
radiographic bay 19 feet wide, 26 feet high, and 26 feet 
from tube head to farthest wall.
Basic design and operating theory of Van de Graaffs 
are well discussed elsewhere (108, 109).
Beam divergence at the backscatter location is 
discussed in Appendix H for this and the following machines.
A previously published measured spectrum from this 
type of generator is given in Table 5, Rough absorption 
measurements were made with copper absorbers to determine 
an "effective energy for the beam used. These results are 
shomi in Appendix D.
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5,2.2 Flash x-ray devices.(110, 111)
The 3.5, 7.0, and 10.5 MeV bremsstrahlung spectra were 
generated by high-energy flash x-ray generators. The major 
components of these machines are a low-inductance Marx 
generator, a Blumlein transmission line, and a field-emis- 
sion vacuum tube. These components are housed within a 
steel cylinder filled with transformer oil for insulation.
During the charging cycle, storage capacitors are 
functionally placed in parallel with spark gaps acting as 
open circuits. When the desired charging voltage has been 
achieved, the power supply is electrically disconnected 
from the capacitor bank, and a high-voltage signal is • 
initiated on the trigger line. Adjoining spark gaps are 
successively overvolted, causing the Marx generator to 
erect full output voltage. The negative voltage output of 
the Marx generator is placed on the intermediate cylinder 
of a folded Blumlein transmission line,. During Blumlein 
charging, the outer and central cylinders, across which the 
tube is electrically located, are held near ground potential. 
When the Marx generator has erected to approximately 90 
percent of its full output voltage, the Blumlein switch, 
between the central and intermediate cylinders, experiences 
seIf-breakdown, launching a traveling wave in the inner 
coaxial line. The voltage pulse formed by the Blumlein
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structure is impressed across the x-ray tube which consists 
of an insulating and vacuum-holding structure, a field 
emission cathode, and an anode.
The x-ray mode anode is a thick, high-Z target 
(generally tungsten) for maximum efficiency in generation 
of bremsstrahiavig radiation by deceleration of the electrons, 
A thick aluminum plate filters the remaining electrons and 
low energy x-rays from the beam as it is extracted into the 
experimental area. The output characteristics of the 
machine are dependent upon numerous parameters, including 
charge voltage, anode-cathode gap configuration, Blumlein 
oil gap, switch spacing, and the post-pulse switch position. 
Because of the complexity of calculations and measurements 
of these quantities and the large number of combinations of 
machine parameters, photon intensity and spectrum as a 
function of position and time are not totally available 
either in experimental or theoretical form. That which is 
known of the beam produced by the machine used in this 
research is discussed in the following sections,
5,2,2,1 3,5 MeV Generator
The Relativistic Electron Beam Accelerator (REBA) is 
a Sandia Corporation designed, Sandia built experimental 
device. The primary purpose of this device is to study the
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deposition of energy in material by electron beams. By 
placing a high Z plate in the beam one can generate a 
bremsstrahlung photon spectrum. The time during which the 
experiments of this dissertation were carried out. is 
essentially the only time at which REBA has been operated 
in the x-ray mode. There exists, therefore, very little 
information about the x-ray beam. Various spectra for pos­
sible photon distributions are given in Appendix D. A few 
measurements were made with copper absorbers to give some 
idea of the beam quality. A plot of this determination is 
shown in Figure 41,
The beam intensity per burst of REBA at the point of 
backscatter was lower than required for good measurement. 
Therefore, a number of shots were made for each measurement 
to acquire sufficient dose. This had the effect of averaging 
out the machine's performance, as generators of this sort 
tend not to reproduce exactl.y from burst to burst. A sample 
set of shot parameters (tube voltage, and tube current,
I^) are given for REBA in Table 2, Tube voltage varied from
averages of 3.38 to 3,52 MeV in the sets of experiments run 
for this paper. There is reason to believe (112) that these 
voltages may be high by as much as 10-15 percent. The tube 
output was monitored and normalized for each set as discussed 
in Section 6 .
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REBA consists of a single capacitor bank system which 
may dump into either of two Blumlein transmission lines 
(Figure 11), The irradiation cell in which the experiments 
discussed here were conducted was 14 feet wide, 15 feet from 
tube head to opposite wall and essentially open topped.
TABLE 2 
REBA SHOT CHARACTERISTICS
TUBE VOLTAGE TUBE CURRENT
(Mv) I? (kA)
3.50 40.0
3.40 38.2
3.35 38.6
3,40 38.2
3.27 38.2
3.37 38.2
3.25 35.0
3.53 39.8
3.54 39.1
3,54 38.2
3.54 38.2
3.26 38.2
3.62 41.0
3.26 36.8
3.54 39.6
(V^) avg = 3.42 ± 0.13 (3.71%) Mv
(I^) avg = 38.49 ±1.40 (3,64%) kA
7?
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5,2o2.2 7.0 MeV Generator
The Transient Radiation Effects Facility (TREF) (113) 
is an Air Force Special Weapons Center laboratory designed 
for conducting transient radiation effects experiments to 
assess the survivability of systems in a prompt gamma radia­
tion environment., Tlic facility is perhaps less generator 
development oriented than Sandia, but due to the high 
priority of systems requiring tests in these environments, 
and the operating expense (~$1 0 0 0 /day) little more is known 
about the x-ray beam of the 7.0 MeV PulseRad 1590 (Figure 
12) than that of the two other flash x-ray machines (REBA 
and HERMES TT), Some absorption measurements have been 
made with absorbers of various atomic number which indicate 
an effective value of 4,1 - 4,2 MeV (114). Filtration of 
the output beam of TREF is somewhat (0,7934 cm A1 and 
0.076 cm Ta) heavier than that of REBA or HERMES (at the 
time of these measurements). To the primary purpose of 
these machines, this excess is of little consequence. The 
effect of reducing the low energy component of the incident 
bremsstrahlung through filtration of the beam (Figures 49 and 
50), may be of greater importance (Figure 46) to albedo 
measurements. These figures indicate that, as pointed out 
by Zol'nikov and Sukhanova (115), specification of the
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bremsstrahlung peak may give little information as regards 
albedo. This will be discussed more fully in Section 6 ,
The experimental area of TREF is separated from the 
flash x-ray device by a 1 0  foot high, 1 2  foot wide, 2 0  foot 
long RF shielded room. Facility design was such as to pre­
clude the ready handling of the massive concrete slab used 
for previous backscatter experiments. Results are reported 
in Section 5 for iron and lead only.
Dose output for the PulseRad 1590 is rated at 4,000 
rads in water at 75 centimeters per pulse. One pulse per 
experimental set-up was, therefore, adequate. Tube voltage 
varied from 6,48 to 7,10 MeV with an average of 6,98 ±0,18 
(2,57%) MeV for the shots made in this work,
5,2.2,3 10,5 MeV Generator
The second High Energy Radiation Megavolt Electron 
Source (HERMES II) is a Sandia designed and built flash 
x-ray device similar to those discussed previously. Some­
what more is known about the beam characteristics of this 
machine. Spectra and beam divergence are discussed in 
Appendix D and by Chodorow (110), Figures 13 and 14 detail 
the device and experimental area. Dose per pulse is about 
2,500 Rad in water at one meter, and again only one burst 
per experimental set up was required to obtain adequate dose
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levels. Experimental configurations were repeated a number 
of times for statistical purposes. Peak tube voltage varied 
from 9.95 to 10,9 MeV with an average of 10,56 ±0,28 (2.68%) . 
MeV for runs made in this experliment.
5.3 BACKSCATTER SURFACE, COLLIMATOR,
AND DETECTOR POSITION
The basic experimental design is diagramed in Figure 15,
Detector Collimator
X-ray
Source
/
Ream
Collimator
Backscatter
Slab
Figure 15, Experimental configuration
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The x-ray source was shielded, not to restrict the 
beam, but to reduce air scatter at the detectdr locations.
The beam was monitored at the center line and near the end 
of the beam collimator for normalization of each run.
The backscatter slab was placed normal to the x-ray 
beam axis at a distance adequate for uniform irradiation of 
the surface.
The detector collimators were placed as close to the 
backscatter slab as possible, without interrupting the 
incident beam. Distance from the slab and the angle between 
the slab and collimator axis determined the length of colli­
mator required to restrict the viewed area sufficiently to 
maintain an "infinite” surface area slab. To provide flex­
ibility in positioning the detector collimators and varying 
their length, the collimators were made up in segments. 
Standard.lead bricks (2" x 4" x 8 ") were center drilled with 
1.00" ID holes. One inch diameter copper rod was cut into 
2.0, 3,0 and 4,0 inch lengths and center drilled with 0.50"
ID holes. 0.25" slugs were cut from the copper rod to 
provide back-up shields. The copper was then pressure fitted 
to the lead and un-drilled lead bricks used around the 
assembly for additional shielding.
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jr.':
Lead
Copper
Side Top
Figure 16„ Detector collimator
The thermoluminescent dosimeters were packaged in 
polyethene bags and centered at the back of the detector 
collimator. The dosimeters were calibrated to Co-60 in the 
same configuration, so all results are measured in dose in 
LiF equivalent to Co-60,
The collimator lengths and detector distances used in 
individual measurements are given with the TLD data in 
Appendix I,
6„ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 DATA ANALYSIS
The Radiation Shielding Information Center's report on 
Neutron and Camma-Ray Albedos (1) defines three types of 
differential albedos for which the particle flux has been 
weighted by a dose response function: (E ,
differential current out (in dose units) per incident flux 
(in dose units); (g^  ^ 0 . d^) ; differential current out
(in dose units) per incident current (in dose units); and 
“j^ 3 (Eo, ©^jOsp) ; differential flux cut (in dose units) per 
incident flux (in dose units)« As the incident beam is 
normal to the reflecting slab (0^ = 90°), and are
identical for the present research and may be defined as 
the ratio of the particle current (in dose units, per
steradian reflected in the direction 0 ,d->) to the dose, D^, 
due to incident particles of energy, E^.
“d 1 °D2 d"o
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The experimental determination of and D^, and 
transformation to a form comparable to computer estimates, 
is not straight forward. Measurement of the incident dose 
at the backscatter surface would result in a measurement of 
the incident dose plus a reflected dose, which is substan­
tial due to the solid angle intercepted by the detectors 
being located at the scatter surface» (This is the quantity 
defined by Johns [109] as backscatter») Therefore, two runs 
were made for each individual albedo measurement, one back­
ground and the other backscatter. During the background run, 
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) were located at tiio 
point where the center of the backscatter slab was to be 
placed for the albedo measurement, another set of TU)’s was 
located midway between the x-ray target and the backscatter 
slab, and TLD's were located in each collimator to measure 
the background for that particular configuration due to air 
scatter, shield penetration, etc. The dosimeter positions 
were the same for albedo measurements less the set at the 
backscatter.location (Figure 15). The TLD's monitoring the 
beam between the x-ray target and backscatter slab were 
never less than thirty inches to the slab. At this point the 
backscatter contribution was less than 0.5%, The dose 
actually deposited at the slab's surface was then calculated 
from measurements made during each of the runs.
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DD = ( # )
inc V p / slab
/Pen\
inc I py LiF
Eq, 6,2
where :
DD = dose deposited at slab surface center during 
backscatter measurement
DI = dose deposited in TLD's during background run
at same distance from x-ray target as DD
BCS = dose in TLD at some point between backscatter
slab and x-ray target
BCG - dose in TLD at same point as BCS during
background run
en
inc slab
mass energy-absorption coefficient for the 
slab material and the incident beam
m e
en\
LiF
mass energy-absorption coefficient for 
LiF and the incident beam
The dose to the slab surface was then averaged over the 
viewed area to account for beam divergence (Appendix H) to
obtain D .o
en'
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is an effective value for the particular
inc
incident beam (Appendix D) considered and is estimated by:
en
m e
en E 
i i
Eq« 6,3
where en
P
is the mass energy-absorption coefficient at
the average energy of the ”i"th energy interval and E^ is 
the amount of energy in that interval*
The backscatter measurement was corrected for a back­
ground normalized to the backscatter input dose and expressed 
in terms of water dose.
BS = DR - DBG
'BCS
.BCG
ref \  ^ / H O
ref LiF
Eq. 6,4
wher e:
BS = dose in water reflected by the backscatter 
slab at some angle and distance
DR -■ dose in TLD measured at same position as BS 
during backscatter run
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DBG = dose in TLD measured at same position as 
BS during background run
j = mass energy-absorption coefficient for
P / _ water and reflected beam
rer H^O
^en\
. ' r j
ref' ' LiF
I - mass energy-absorption coefficient for
P / LiF and the reflected beam
BCS
BCG
as defined in Eq, 6,2
( “ )
r -f- ' ^
is an effective value for the particular 
reflected beam spectrum (Appendix D) 
considered.
To determine the backscattered dose per steradian, BS 
was divided by the effective viewed solid angle of the 
particular collimator system used.
A,
^ e = — 5 - Eq, 6.5
àr
where: A  ^ = effective viewed area normal to the
collimator axis (Appendix B)
d = detector to slab distance
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The differential dose current per steradian is given by:
_ BS » . .dDp - •—  cos 0 6«6
K £
where 6  is the angle between the incident beam center line 
and the detector collimator axis, has no meaning in the
true physical sense, but is the form traditionally used in 
comparing albedo data. The differential current dose 
albedo per steradian, may then be calculated by
Equation 6.1.
Beam intensity, for machines of the nature discussed 
in Section 5, is most frequently given as Rad in water per 
burst or per unit time at some point in the beam. Calcula­
tion of the dose in any particular shielding material 
involves detailed information as to incident beam energy 
spectra. Lacking such information, another expression of 
albedo might be more useful in shielding calculations.
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Derivation of Eq, 6.7 would follow as Eq, 6.1 above with
replacing and the reflected
inc . H^O inc • slab
dose being expressed as flux rather than current, a quantity 
with real physical meaning, useful in actual shielding 
calculations.
6.2 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Figures 17 through 27 compare the values of 
obtained experimentally with those obtained by the Monte 
Carlo program (Appendix K), the DTP program (Appendix L) 
and the Chilton-Huddleston formulation (Appendix N),
Error limits on the experimental points are discussed 
in Appendix J. Error bars for the Monte Carlo runs are not 
shovm in an effort to avoid cluttering the graphs. In each 
plot, 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  case histories were run with a deviation of 
around ±8.5% for iron at 10.5 MeV to about ±16.2% for lead at 
2.0 MeV. The precise error value was dependent upon the 
number of photons falling in a given angular spread. These 
errors are much increased when requesting an energy differ­
entiation as plotted in Appendix D. DTP and the Chilton- 
Huddleston representations do not have readily representable 
error limits.
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Table 3 lists the values of the differential dose in 
water flux albedoj , obtained experimentally,
TABLE 3
ANGLE 0?
SCATTER SCATTER MATERIAL
2.0 MeV
0
s Lead Iron Concrete
150°
140°
19.10 ± 8.5% 
24.12 ± 9.6%
14.05 * 8.9% 
14.72 ± 9.7%
17.96 ± 8 ,6 %
135°
130° 14.43 ±10.9% 14.44 ± 9.1%
19.06 ± 14.2%
1 2 0 °
1 1 0 °
19.98 ± 9.5% 
7.95 ±13.0%
15.73 a 6 .6 % 
17.30 ± 10.4%
15.55 6  9.9%
3.5 MeV
0
s Lead Iron Concrete
150°
140°
29.76 9.5% 
31.96 ±13,0%
14.17 ± 15.3% 
15.34 ± 11.2%
14.99 ± 12.9%
135°
130° 27.72 ± 9.0% 14.97 ± 9.5%
18,23 ± 9.5%
1 2 0 ° 10.79 ± 9.6% 15.19 ± 12.9% 19.33 ± 11.5%
7.0 MeV
% Lead Iron
150°
140°
71.26 ± 21.3% 
75.98 ± 9.2%
45.19 ± 13.6% 
41.58 ± 12.9%
130°
1 2 0 °
61.79 ± 11.2% 
38.11 ± 31,7%
31.08 ± 10.0% 
33.18 ± 15.2%
10.5 MeV
Os l,ead Iron Concrete
150°
140°
21.91 ± 13.7% 
29.07 ± 10.1%
7o64 ± 11.0% 
9.36 ± 15,4%
1 0 . 1 1  ± 16.0% 
10.30 ± 18.7%
130°
1 2 0 °
23.03 ± 7.4% 
22.55 ± 8.5%
9.03 ± 9.4% 
9.83 ± 11,2%
8.08 ± 17.1% 
7.80 ± 16.1%
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For purposes of examining q) .^s a function of
atomic number and maximum bremsstrahlung energy, the albedo 
currents are "integrated" over the angular range studied so 
as to have one value, , for each material-energy
combination. This value should not be confused with 
values published elsewhere, as the dose references differ 
and A^^^y is the current dose summed across ten degree 
averages for measurements of dose reflected only from 115° 
to 155°. Figure 28 is a plot of against the
bremsstrahlung peak energy and Figure 29 against atomic 
number.
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6.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In general the experimental values determined for a. ,
Û1
the differential dose current albedo, quite closely follow 
the estimate obtained from DTF, the discrete ordinate 
computer solution. No error limits are specified on the 
experimental points plotted in Figures 17 through 27 due 
to their very strong dependence, through the function
H-en
V ^inc ' slab ,--------------  ^ upon the incident energy spectra
N
inc LiF
considered. Errors due to measurement are discussed in 
Appendix J and are similar to those given in Table 3 of 
Section 6.2,
Results of the Chilton-Huddleston approximation are 
generally lower than the experimental data, in particular 
at the higher scattering angles. Still these numbers are 
within the order of error often accepted in radiation 
shielding estimates and though unfortunately low, they are 
not as low as resul.ts obtained with the Monte Carlo program 
used here. As fluorescence is not considered in the Chilton- 
Huddleston development, the generally poor fit with lead
109
might be expected.
Error limits for the 
are given with each value. This limit includes those errors 
considered in Appendix J and the error introduced by
'D3(H, 0) in Table 3
en
inc
en
m e LiF
due to various incident energy spectra.
This factor is not nearly so variant as
en
m e -slab
en
Inc ^ ' '' LiF J
due to the absorption coefficient of LiF rather closely 
following that of H^O throughout the spectra (Appendix E)
en
ref HgO
hen
ret ' LiF
is the same in either data set and also
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does not widely vary ( ~ 5% over the reflected spectra 
considered in Appendix D),
The values for g) for comparison within this
data set only and the error limits given in those plots are 
an indication of the measurement errors only, not consider­
ing the practice of integrating over a small number of data 
points. The summation performed does, however, provide a 
single value for each (Z,E) combination, formed under the 
same conditions, by which Table 3 values may be considered 
for materials of different atomic number, exposed to different 
incident energies.
The plot of against the maxinuim incident
bremsstrahlung energy (Figure 28) tends to confirm the 
Zol'nikov, et al, report (115) that albedos' have little 
dependence upon in the bremsstrahlung spectra. The plot
against atomic number (Figure 29) is very similar to other 
plots made from data obtained with mono-energetic sources (1 ), 
The closeness of points obtained from different reflecting 
materials and different incident spectra is perhaps the most 
interesting feature of this graph. The points at 7,0 MeV 
maximum, that spectrum reported to have a small low energy 
component, are an exception, perhaps indicating the energy 
contributions below a few hundred KeV to be more important
Ill
in albedo considerations than the rest of the spectrum. 
This concept is explored, by computer, in Appendix D,
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Differential dose flux albedos wore measured experi­
mentally for broad-beam, normally incident bremsstrahlung 
spectra photons reflected from common shielding materials.
These values were translated, through dose absorption ratios 
and angular relationships, to differential dose current 
albedos for comparison to various methods of estimating 
albedo. The comparison of experimental data to results of 
the discrete ordinates computer program (DTE) output was 
excellent, though the reliability of this fit is unknown due 
to the limited spectra information available on the generat­
ing devices studiedo The results of the Chilton-Huddleston 
development, applied to the effective energies of the spectra
•studied, fall between the two computer estimates made a^d.....
compare much better to the experimental results (generally 
within a factor of two) than might be expected considering 
the assumptions of this formulation. (Lead scatterers compare 
less well.)
The current albedo, though widely used in albedo studies, 
is an aivkward form for shielding use as it lacks physical
112
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meaning. Typical dose albedos, where the incident dose is 
based on energy deposition in the reflecting body, differ 
considerably from albedos calculated with the normally 
reported incident beam dose (based on water). These dif­
ferences are dependent upon the reflecting material and can 
be interchanged only through an accurate knowledge of the 
energy spectra involved. To be of greatest value to those 
performing shielding calculations, results of this disserta­
tion are reported as differential flux dose in water albedo.
The albedos reported in Table 3 are much less 
dependent upon reflector material and bremsstrahlung peak 
energy than might bo expected', figure 29 indicates the low 
energy make-up of the incident bremsstrahlung spectra to be 
of considerable importance.
In addition to the primary subject of the dissertation: 
a DTP modification is presented which yields results in a 
form more convenient to radiation protection use (Appendix 
L); and a thermoluminescent _dosimeter annealing procedure is 
developed which greatly facilitates dosimeter handling, while 
losing none of the advantages of other procedures in terms of 
reliability and stability (Appendix F).
The following areas might be of interest for future 
experimental study:
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a) Backscattering measurements to determine the 
influence of the low energy portion of an incident brems­
strahlung spectrum, as more information as to the beam 
character in that region becomes available,
b) A study of the effect of surface areas much smaller 
than ''semi-infinite'' on albedo to examine the trend indicat­
ed in Figures 74 and 76,
c) Backscattering measurements with materials of 
atomic numbers between 26 and 82, which though not 
generally of radiation protection interest, have value to 
others,
d) Angles of beam incidence., other than normal.
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A. NOMENCLATURE
= effective viewed area normal to 
the collimator axis
a = collimator radius
(E^ , 0 ^ 3 0 ,6 ) = differential current out (in dose
units) per incident flux (in dose 
units)
(E ,0 3 0 3 )^ = differential current out (in dose
° ° units) per incident current (in
dose units)
a „ (E ,0 3 0 3 6 ) = differential flux out (in dose
° ° units) per incident flux (in dose
units)
A„. (E }0 ) = total dose albedo, defined by
° ° integration of over all
A^ (E 3 0 ) = total dose albedo, defined by
° ° integration of over all 9,0
D^o (E 3 0  ) = total dose albedo3 defined by
° ° integration of over all 0 , 0
a and A„ are defined as above for energy albedo il> il*
a and A are defined as above for particle 
albedo
"(HgO) — albedo determined when both dose
terms are calculated for deposition 
in water
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o
2m c o
BCG = close in TLD at some point between backscatter
slab location in absence of slab and x-ray 
target
BGS " dose in TLD at some point between backscatter
slab and x-ray target
BS — dose in water reflected by the backscatter
slab at some angle and distance
c = the velocity of light —  2,998 x 10^^ cm/sec,
or collimator length, dependent upon use
d = collimator to slab distance
D • = incident doseo
cDj^ - dose reflected per steradian
DBG = dose in TLD measured at same position as BS
during background run
DD = dose deposited at backscatter surface center
DI = dose deposited at backscatter surface location
in absence of reflector
DR = dose in TLD measured at same position as BS
during backscatter run
0
e = the electronic charge —  4,8 x 10 ' statcoulomb
E “ photon energy
exp = exponential
h V = photon energy
K = Boltzmann's constant
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K ( 6  ) = Klein-Nishina energy scattering cross-
® section per electron
In = natural logarithm
“28m = the electronic mass —  9,1083 x 10 gms
^en mass energy-absorption coefficient
e
= total attenuation coefficient
n = solid angle disignation
n = 3«lA159oo*oe»»p<>
= the angle between the projection on the 
surface of tlie backscatter material of the 
incident radiation beam and the projection 
of the reflected radiation
0  = fluence
O' = total microsconic Compton interactionG *cross-section 
O' = the Compton scattering coefficientC
O', , - photonuclear absorption coefficient for the
 ^ emission of a single neutron
2  = removal cross-section for neutronsr
T -■ kinetic energy of a particle or temperature, 
dependent upon use
T = the K-sholl photoelectric cross-section in
barns per atom
T = the total photoelectric cross-section in
barns per atom
0  - the angle between the reflected radiation
and the perpendicular to the surface of the 
backscatter material
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0  = the angle between the incident radiation beam
° and the perpendicular to the surface of the
backscatter material
0  = the angle between the transmitted beam axis
® and the reflected radiation
Additional specialized abbreviations are defined at the 
Doint of their use.
B. VIEWED AREA CONSIDERATIONS
The area of a slab, normal to the collimator, viewed 
by a TLD crystal at the back of the collimator is the 
envelope of the family of circles generated by considering 
each point on the crystal.
If one considers a plane of origin through the leading 
edge of the collimator (Figure 30) such that a circle of 
radius "a" (the collimator radius) is defined in the plane, 
1 , another parallel plane, 2 , at distance "c" (the collima­
tor length) in the positive direction, and a third parallel 
plane, 3 , at a negative distance "d" (the distance from the 
collimator to the scattering center), he may derive the 
equation of the envelope defining the viewed area.
The collimator radius, a, will appear in Plane 3 as
r = iS- Eq. B.l
c
with center displacement x and y given by
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Plane 2
Plane 1
/ Plana 3
Figure 30. Viewed area geometry
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4 d
X = - ^  Eq, B.2
A  -
y — - Eq, B»3
from (A,y) in Plane 2,
The equation of the circle in Plane 3 defined by 
point (x,Ÿ) on the detecting crystal in Plane 2 and the 
collimator opening specified in Plane 1 is
(x - x)2 + (y - ÿ)2 . = r% Eq. B.4
or, substituting equations B.2 and B,3,
. ,2 Eq. B.5
The envelope of the set of circles generated by tracing 
the outline of the detector is the outside boundary of the 
desired area.
Setting
X = X (t) Eq, B,6
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and ÿ = ÿ (t) Eq. B.7
The equation for the general circle will then be:
fx + Eq. B.8
To find the envelope of a set of lines, the general equation 
of the generating line is set equal to zero, differentiated 
with respect to the variable and the variable then eliminated 
between the two equations»
F(t) - (x + + (y + -1-2 = 0
Eq» Bo 9
+ 2(7 + f y' (t) = 0 Eq. B.IO
In the particular case being considered, several special 
cases arise as follows:
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y
II
I III
IV /\X
Figure 31 « Crystal geometry considerations
Case I
Eq«. B o l l
and S' = 0 Eq. B.12
So F(t) - + fy + -'j - r^ = 0 Eq. B.13
0 Eq. B o l 4
9 Eq. B.15
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Substituting back into F(t):
9 9 9
x + ( y - y ) - r  = 0 Eq. B.16
X -  ± T Eq, B.17
Therefore, a set of circles has been generated parallel to 
the y-axis of radius "r" along the x-axis.
Figure 32. Edge generated envelope
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The total envelope in Case I is then the set of 
parallel lines joining the circles formed by viewing points 
at the first two corners of the. crystalo
Case II is similar in a perpendicular direction along 
a line parallel to the x-axis at distance -y. The envelope 
has equation
±r Eq. B.18
^ \ / \\ 
) '' ■ / •S '- '/
Figure 33,, Envelope generated by two edges
Cases III and IV close the viewed area with a
resultant figure;
curvature of radius, r = (c + d) Eq. B.19
center line separation of (crystal length)(^) Eq, B.20
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Figure 34c Total viewed area
This area includes the area seen by any point on the 
crystal. Only a fraction of this is seen by every point on 
the crystal (umbra)j the rest being seen by a decreasing 
amount oi ti'ie crystal (penumbra). The umbral region is 
defined by the area determined by the common area of the 
circles defined by points originating at the greatest 
extents of the detector (i,e, the four corners).
To find the umbral area consider the four defining 
circles :
Circle 1Circle 4
Circle 3 Circle 2
ligure 35, Umbral area
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Circle 1; Eq, B.21
Circle 2; x^ + (y + ÿ)^ = r^ Eq. B.22
Circle 3; (x + x)^ + (y + ÿ)^ = r^ Eq. B.23
Circle 4; (x + x)^ + y^ = r^ Eq. B.24
The intersection of Circles 1 and 2 provides the least 
value of X:
Circle 1 - Circle 2: y^ ' “ (y + y)“ — 0 Eq. B.25
y2 „ y2 _ 2yy - y^ = 0 Eq. B.26
2y = -y Eq, B.27
y = - (%) Eq. B.28
2
x^ + (- ^) = r^ Eq. B.29
2
X = r^ - (I) Eq. B.30
X = ± 1/ r^ Eq. B.31
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the negative solution for x being the one of interest.
The intersection of either Circles 1 and 4 or Circles 2 and 
3 provides a mid-point value of x.
Circle 1 - Circle 4: x^ - (x + x)^ = 0 Eq, B.32
x^ - - 2xx - x^ = 0 Eq. B.33
X - - (l) Eq. B.34
Solution of the intersection of Circles 3 and 4 would 
yield the right-most boundary of x, but is not necessary as 
the two halves are symmetrical.
The total area of the umbra may then be found by:
u [(Circle
Eq. B.35
Circle 1: y = ±^r^ - x^ Eq. B.36
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the negative radical being of interest.
Circle 2; + 2yy + (y^ + - r^) = 0 Eq. B.37
y
■2y ± \ 4y^ - 4y^ - 4x^ + 4r^
Eq. B.3S
- u., 2  2-y ± V r - X Eq. B.39
the positive radical being of interest, 
Eq. B.35 then becomes:
u
_ 2- y + 2  ^ r “ X / d x Eqo B.40
u
iyx
_/2S
4 4
■2Jÿ.
r
2 2 ,
r - X dx
Eq. B.41
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- 2ÿ
X + W  r'
4- 4
X 2 
2
2 , r' X
2  aicsin —
- W  r -(ir
Eq. B.42
Au
ÿx - 2ÿ + 2 2 , r
,_,2 ’ 
X
4- r arc sin ( - & )
2r -
“ \Vr -
I 2 "'
\/r“-r^ 4- (^ X\ 4- arcsin
Eq. B.43
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A = yx
u 2yV’-^' -(f)”'- x^ i-2 -(I) + 2 r arcsin- (- f )
/
2  4 ' ’-) -
-(If
2 r arcsin Eqo B,44
A = yx - y Wru -(ly“ X Wr X
+ 2r
-v2 ’
arcsin - arcsin
- Tk/ r -(I)
Eq. B.45
Substituting absolute values from Eqso B.l, B.2, and B.3 
to obtain the actual area of interest, Eq, B.45 becomes:
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■yd /(c + d)^ ?2 9  2 >
1
214
4c'
xd ;(c T d) "n 
2 "% 4c'
+ 2
9  9  
(c+d) a“ arcsin xd
2 a(c+d)
/(c+d)^a^ _
1/ 2
arcsin 4c'
(c'l-d)a
■ c
Eq„ Be46
The penumbral area is most easily found by determin­
ing the total enclosed area and subtracting the umbral area.
Circle 4 /
Circle 3
Circle 1
Circle 2
Figure 36, Total enclosed area
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The total area can he seen by examination to be:
= II r^ + yx + 2xr + 2yr Eq» B.47
A = n -1- yx + 2r (x + y) Eq» B.48
T
Using absolute values for x and y from Equations B.l, 
Be2 and B.3, Eq. B.48 becomes
f  Eq, B.49
and A — A - A Eq. B.50p q’ u
As pointed out by Dahlstrore and Thompson (116) and 
demonstrated by Steyn (12), radiation originating in the 
penumbra is not as effective as that from the umbra and 
either must be weighted as such or the area weighted in 
such a manner as to accomplish the same end. The method 
chosen by Dahlstrom and Thompson was to consider the 
radiation density as decreasing linearly to zero between 
the umbra and penumbra limits and choosing an "effective 
area" which, emitting a constant radiation density, would
147
emit the same amount as the true umbral and penumbral areas,
A p  = A p + / d A  P(r) Eq, B.51
t u o y P
with p^ = a constant radiation density
P(r) = penumbral radiation density
A = an effective viewed areac
steyn carried out a more detailed consideration of 
the intersected detector area and found that a numerical 
integration of Eq, B.51 (since it does not reduce to an 
exact solution) compared to within 0,,005% of the area 
determined by a point detector viewing the same surface.
As the detector used in his calculations occupied the full 
back of the collimator the error involved would be greater 
than that for which a smaller detector is used (other 
dimensions remaining comparable),
Field and experimental use of a variety of detector 
shapes in collimators of differing aperture configurations 
(117) indicate the error between a precise solution of 
Equation Bo51 and the point detector approximation to be in 
the order of the square of the ratio of the greatest 
detector dimension to the collimator length. In the worst
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case of the data used here, that would be;
In view of these considerations and the untractable 
form the preceding development takes when considering 
other than normally viewed surfaces, the point source 
estimate is used in the actual data reduction* The maximum 
error involved is far below the statistical variation of 
the thermoluminescent dosimeter readings,
B.2 POINT DETECTOR VIEWED AREA
The area of a slab viewed by a point detector located 
in a collimator is determined by the detector to slab 
distance (c + d), the collimator length (c) and radius (a), 
and the angle (6 ) between the collimator axis and a normal 
to the slab,
X = h(sec 0) Eq« B.52
y (c+d) - g Eq, Bo53
â = h Eq. B,54
c g
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Figure 37» Point detector viewed area
g Eq, B„55
y = h tan 0 Eq, Bo56
h tan 0  - (c+d) “ h Eq, Bc57
h (c+d)
tan 0 +
Eq, B,58
cos 0
X Eq. B.59
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X (c+d) sec 9 
tan e +
Eq. B.60
(f)(c+d) sec 6
1  + tan 0
Eq. B.61
X
r sec 0
1 + I— I tan ©(I) Eq. B.62
u
(c+d) z
Eq. B.63
tan 0
2
u Eq. B.64
2  = u tan 0 Eq. Bo65
a
c
u
(c+d) + u tan 0  ■
Eq. B . 6 6
(f)(c+d) + tan 0 ') =
u Eq. B.67
(^)(c+d) = u [ 1  - tan 0 ] Eq, B . 6 8
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u
- (f )
tan 6
Eq. Bo69
uCOS 6  - —w Eq. B.70
w = u sec 6 Eq. B.71
sec 0
(!)tan 0
Eq. B.72
r • sec 0 Eq. B.73
G = semi-major ellipse ^ ^(w + x) Eq. B.74
r sec 0
-  (!)
+ r sec 0
tan 0  1  + (— ) tan 0(!)
Eq. B.75
G = r sec 0
2 2 
1  - tan 8
Eq. B.76
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H = semi-minor ellipse = r Eq, B,77
A = area of ellipse = n HG Eq. Bo 78
A -    Eq, B.79
2tan 0
■ (f)
The area viewed on the reflecting slab by a point 
detector where:
a - collimator radius
c = collimator length
r “ detector to scattering center distance
0  = angle between collimator axis and a normal
to the slab
c. COLLIMATOR EFFECTS
One of the most complete and most frequently refer­
enced works on collimator penetration and scattering is by 
Mather (118), He develops expressions which give the 
amount of radiation passing through a cylindrical hole 
in a slab of material, including the amount of radiation 
which penetrates the edges of the hole and that due to 
scactering from the walls of the collimator.
In Mather's report, it is shown, that to a first 
approximation, the results are the same as the geometric 
aperture for a like diameter hole in a similar slab with 
one mean free path of material removed from each side.
Figure 38 details the collimator construction where 
c is the collimator length, specified in Appendix I for 
each measurement made,
A copper liner was pressure-fitted to the lead in an 
effort to eliminate any lead fluorescence response in the 
TLD's due to the shield.
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detector lead copper
h— 8 "— 4
Ul2
-4-<
T
Figure 38o Collimator detail
The mean free path was calculated by the standard 
equation (1 1 ):
(mfp) - 1
o
Eq. Col
where: is the total linear attenuation coefficient
(as found in Reference 38).
Since the reflected radiation is certainly not 
monoenergetic (see Appendix D, Figures 49 - 6 6  for example 
spectra) a must be used.
H-
ef f
Eq. C.2
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where E^. is the- amount of energy emitted in the ”i"th 
energy interval, is the total attenuation coefficient
at the average energy of the "i"th energy interval.
The computer-generated spectra in Appendix D were 
used to obtain the following table,
TABLE 4
DETECTOR COLLIMATOR CORRECTION
Incident Bremsstrahlung Scatterer Collimator
Spectra Max, (MeV) Material Correction (Inches)
2 . 0 Lead 0 . 1 1
Iron 0.32
Concrete 0,15
3,5 Lead 0,15
Iron 0.31
Concrete 0.18
7,0 Lead 0 , 2 0
Iron 0.31
10,5 Lead 0,26
Iron 0.32
Concrete 0,26
D. SPECTRA CONSIDERATIONS
D.l INPUT SPECTRA
In order to obtain a computer solution to ti'C back- 
scatter problem, one must have some knowledge of the. 
incident beam energy spectra. Spectra for the machines 
studied in this dissertation are quite difficult to obtain. 
For the purposes of gaining some computer comparison to the 
experimental data, the author has relied heavily on prev­
iously published spectra. At 2.0, 3.5, and 10.5 MeV, very 
rough absorption measurements were made to have an "effec­
tive" energy measurement for comparison to the published 
spectra in DTF runs. Copper was used in the absorption 
study and calibrated against Co-60 and Cs-137, Absorption 
measurements at 7.0 MeV had been made previously by facility 
operators.
Figure 39 was obtained from copper absorption of the
2.0 MeV Van de Gra;iff beam. An effective energy (determined 
by the method of Greening [96]) of 0.85 MeV was used as 
input to the DT.F program. These results are compared in
156.
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Figure 40 with DTF results obtained when inputting a 
measured 2.0 MeV spectrum (Table 5). Iron was used as an 
example reflecting material.
TABLE 5
2.0 MeV MEASURED SPECTRA (99, 100)
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV)
2 . 0 5.6
1.5 13.6
1 . 0 2 2 2 . 0
0.80 35.0
0.60 60.0
0.52 65.0
0.50 6 8 . 0
0.44 75.0
0.38 85.0
0.32 87.0
0.28 90.0
0.25 90.0
0.225 90.0
0 . 2 0 80.0
0.175 70.0
0.15 60.0
0,13 50.0
0 . 1 2 40.0
0 . 1 0 40.0
0.088 40.0
0.07684 40.0
0.07664 35.0
0 . 6 8 35.0
0.060 30.0
0.055 25.0
0.050 2 0 . 0
0.045 15.0
0.040 1 0 . 0
0.035 5.0
0.030
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A similar process was carried out on the 3.5 MeV flash 
x-ray machine. Figure 41 shows the absorption curve,
Figure 42 the DTF results, and Table 6  the measured 
spectra (102) used for comparison. By Greening's technique 
the 3.5 MeV beam was estimated to be 43.2% 0.24 MeV and 
56.8% 1.34 MeV. The measured spectra in tiiis case arc 
somewhat rougher than before as they were used for input to 
both the Monte Carlo program and DTF. The Monte Carlo spec­
tra input is limited to twenty-five energy groups. The 
scattering material is again iron.
TABLE 6
3.5 MeV MEASUKED SPECILA (102)
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV)
3.5 0.0143
3.3 0.0845
3.1 0.1194
2.75 0.1746
2.35 0.2553
1.95 0.3692
1.55 0.5355
1.36 0.6471
1,15 0.8261
0.78 1.2821
0 . 6 8 1.4412
0.58 1.6724
0.48 1.875
0.38 1.5789
0.32 0.312
0.30 0 . 0
0 . 1 0 0 . 0
0.06 0 . 0
0.03
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^ 3  .Figure 41 3,5 MeV Cii absorption
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3,5 MeV iron scattercr
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Due to the relative scarcity of measured spectra from 
flash x-ray devices, several methods of calculating spectra 
have been derived. Most of these are computerized methods 
of studying electron transport in a target material, (119, 
120). One (121), however, is based on an analytical 
approximation requiring only a maximum and minimum energy 
input to obtain a spectra guess. The measured spectrum 
reported for a 3.5 MeV machine (not that used in this work) 
is compared with the spectrum obtained from an electron 
transport code (1 2 2 ) and the empirical approximation 
spectra in Figure 43, Normalization of the three curves 
differs to more clearly show each. Results of the empirical 
method are compared with results previously discussed in 
Figures 40 and 42. The spectra are given in Tables 7 and 8 . 
The results obtained using the empirical spectra with
7,0 MeV and 10,5 MeV are compared with measured spectra 
inputs for the same energies in Figures 44 and 45, Lead is 
used as a reflector in hese examples. The input spectra 
used are found in Tables 9, 10, 11, and 12,
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TABLE 7
2.0 MeV EMPIRICAL SPECTRA
GROUP BOUNDS 
(NeV)
INPUT ELUX 
(Photons/MeV)
2 . 0 0 0.15186
1.50 0.38412
1 . 0 2 0.72064
0.80 1,06659
0.60 1.37958
0.52 1.51365
0.50 1.63223
0.44 1.82633
0.38 2.04373
0.32 2.24355
0.28 2.39530
0.25 2.52180
0.225 2.64268
0 . 2 0 2.76940
0.175 2.90216
0.15 3.02695
0.13 3.11310
0 . 1 2 3.20190
0 . 1 0 3.29921
0.08805 3.37152
0.07684 3.40500
0.07664 3.43588
0.068 3.48987
0,060 3.53260
0.055 3.56580
0.050 3.59940
0.045 3.63320
0.040 3.66740
0.035 3.70200
0.030
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TABLE 8
3.5 MeV EMPIRICAL SPECTRA
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT ELUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV)
3.5 ■ 0.040306
3.0 0.068831
2.5 0.117541
2.0 0.200724
1.5 0.338811
1.02 0.48852
0.8 0.61139
0.6 0.70908
0.52 0.74785
0.50 0.78068
0.44 0.83246
0.38 0.88767
0.32 0.93638
0.28 0.97209
0.25 1.0111
0.225 1.02083
0.2 1.05614
0.175 1,0848
0.15 1.1112
0.13 1.1292
0.12 1.14747
0.1 1.16727
0.088 1.18183
0.077 . 1.19135
0.068 1.20536
0.060 1.21377
0.055 1.22029
0.050 1.22683
0.045 1.23342
0.040 1.24003
0.035 1.24669
0.030
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TABLE 9
7.0 MeV MEASURED SPECTRA (105)
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons /rie'
7.0 1,4286
6  « 63 4.5249
6 . 1 2 6.5359
5.61 8.7344
5.1 10.784
4.59 13.508
4.08 16.667
3.57 21,008
3.06 26.471
2.55 34.118
2.04 46.078
1.53 63.399
1.275 76.471
1 . 0 2 93.137
0.765 95.425
0.51 107.840
0.40 0 . 0
0.30 0 . 0
0 . 1 0 0 . 0
0.06 0 . 0
0.03
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TABLE 10
7*0 MeV EMPIRICAL SPECTRA
GROUP BOUNDS 
(MeV)
INPUT FLUX 
(Photons/MeV)
7.0 0.0100723
6 . 0 0.0172003
5.0 0.0293728
4.0 0.0501598
3.0 0.0742656
2.5 0.0970494
2 . 0 0.126823
1,5 0.164807
1 . 0 2 0.198325
0 . 8 0.221891
0 . 6 0.239058
0.52 0.245523
0.5 0.250845
0.44 0.25903
0.38 0.267482
0.32 0.274729
0.28 0.279921
0.25 0U284O7
0.225 0.287896
0 . 2 0.291773
0.175 0.295703
0.15 0.299285
0.13 0.301695
0 . 1 2 0.304128
0 . 1 0 0.306742
0.088005 ■ 0.308649
0.07684 0.309588
0.07664 0.310322
0.068 0.311706
0.06 0.312792
0.055 0.31363
0.05 0.314471
0.045 0.315313
0.04 0.316158
0.035 0.317005
0.03
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TABLE 11 
10o5 MeV MEASURED SPECTRA (110)
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT ELUX
(MeV) - (Photons/MeV)
10.5 1.18
10.0 2.3
9.5 5.3
9.0 12.5
8.0 18.5
7.0 24.0
6.0 31.0
5.0 38.0
4.5 46.0
4.0 53.0
3.5 70.0
3.0 87.0
2.5- 125.0
2.0 190.0
1.5 300.0
1.2 450.0
1.02 640.0
0.8 760.0
0.6 830.0
0.52 870.0
0.5 900.0
0.44 980.0
0.38 1112.0
0.32 1500.0
0.28 1500.0
0.25 1500.0
0.225 1112.0
0.2 980.0
0.175 900.0
0.15 450.0
0.13 0.0
0.12 0.0
0.10 0.0
0.0880 0 . 0
0.07684 0.0
0.07664 0.0
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TABLE 11 (cont'd)
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV)
0.070 0.0
0.06 . 0 . 0  
0.05 0.0
0.04 0.0
0.03
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TABLE 12
lu,5 MeV EMPIRICAL SPECTRA
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV)
10.5 0.035003
1 0 . 0 0.045268
9.0 0.065839
0 . 0 0,0957568
7.0 0.13927
6 . 0 0.202555
5.0 0.294598
4c 0 0.428466
3.0 0.564976
2.5 0.681355
2 . 0 0.821707
1.5 0,987151
1 . 0 2 1.12425
0 , 8 1.2162
0 . 6 1,28143
0.52 1.30561
0.5 1,32535
0.44 1.35547
0.38 1.38629
0.32 1.41248
0.28 1.43111
0.25 1.44593
0.225 1.45954
0 . 2 1.47327
0.175 1.48713
0.15 1.49972
0.13 1.50816
0 . 1 2 1.5\666
0 . 1 0 1.52578
0.088005 1.53241
0.07684 1.53567
0.07664 1.53764
0.07 1.54244
0.06 1.54823
0,05 1.55404
0.04 1.55988
0.03
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Absorption measurements, by Klrtland Air Force 
personnel indicate an effective energy of 4,1 - 4,2 MeV 
for the 7,0 MeV flash x-ray machine, as discussed in 
Section 5,
Absorption measurements of the HERMES II beam are 
shovm in Figures 46 and 47« The curve in Figure 46 was 
made with a 70 mil tantalum x-ray target and 0,3125 inch 
aluminum filter while Figure 47 was made with a 60 mil 
tantalum target and 0.4 inch aluminum filter. The effect 
of the additional filter in "hardening" the beam can be 
seen. In the first case one gets a 58% component at 3.8 
to 4.2 MeV and a 42% component of 0,27 - 0,28 MeV, The 
second set-up indicates about 75% at 4,9 - 5.5 MeV and 25% 
at 0.11 - 0,15 MeV, The tube configuration at the time 
data was taken for this research was a 60 mil tantalum 
target backed by a 0.3125 inch aluminum plate.
None of the measured spectra referenced give photon 
flux for less than 200 - 300 KeV. There is considerable 
debate as to the amount of energy carried in the low energy 
range of the spectra. Some (123) feel that the low energy 
count goes significantly higher than any other portion of 
the spectra, while others (104, 105) indicate a drop to 
zero below 100 KeV, Something in between these two views
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is probably more nearly the correct representation. To 
the primary mission of the x-ray devices studied (i.e. 
dose deposition inside a steel-encased body) the question 
of low energy population is largely academic. The effect 
on the present experiments is shown in Figure 48. The 
input spectra for these curves arc given in Table 13, The 
total energy albedo from iron is reduced 31,8% by increas­
ing the low energy component of the beam by the amounts 
shovm. The difference the additional filter used at 7.0 MeV 
would make on the 10,5 MeV spectrum is sho\-7n in Figures 
49 and 50,
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Figure 48 eV iron scatterer
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TABLE 13
10.5 MeV SPECTRA
GROUP BOUNDS INPUT FLUX 1 INPUT FLUX 2 INPUT FLUX
(MeV) (Photons/MeV) (Photons/MeV) (Photons/MeV
10.5 1.18 1.18 1.18
1 0 . 0 2.3 2.3 2.3
9.5 5.3 5.3 5.3
9.0 1 ?. 5 12.. 5 1 ?. i. 5
8 . 0 18.5 18.5 18.5
7.0 24.0 24.0 24.0
6 . 0 31.0 31.0 31.0
5.0 38.0 38.0 38,0
4.5 46.0 46.0 46.0
4.0 53.0 53.0 53.0
3.5 70.0 70.0 70.0
3.0 87.0 87.0 87.0
2.5 125.0 125.0 125.0
2 . 0 190.0 190.0 190.0
1.5 300.0 300.0 300.0
1 . 2 450.0 450.0 450.0
1 . 0 2 ô40.0 640.0 640.0
0 . 8 760.0 760.0 760.0
0 . 6 830.0 830.0 830.0
0.52 870.0 870.0 870.0
0.5 900.0 900.0 900.0
0.44 980.0 980.0 980.0
0.38 1 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 1 2 . 0
0.32 1500.0 1500.0 1500.0
0.28 1500.0 1500.0 1800.0
0.25 1500.0 1500.0 2600.0
0.225 1 1 1 2 . 0 1500.0 3000.0
0 . 2 0 980.0 1500.0 4000.0
0.175 900.0 1500.0 5600.0
0.15 450.0 1500.0 8000.0
0.13 0 . 0 1500.0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0
0 . 1 2 0 . 0 1500.0 13000.0
0 . 1 0 0 . 0 1500.0 17000.0
0.088 0 . 0 1500.0 18500.0
0.07684 0 . 0 1500.0 19000.0
0.07664 0 . 0 1500.0 19000.0
0.07 0 . 0 1500.0 19500.0
0.06 0 . 0 1500,0 2 0 0 0 0 . 0
0.05 0 . 0 1500.0 21500.0
0.04 0 . 0 1500.0 22500.0
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Differential albedo plots for input bremsstrahlung 
spectra of different peak energies are given in Figure 51 
with concrete as the scattering medium. As the input 
energy increases, DTF can be seen to predict a somewhat 
cyclic variation with angle. This tendency is more pro­
nounced with higher Z materials ana is shown to be quite 
distinct in Figure 45, This variation is also evident 
with single energy spectra inputs and is at odds with 
experimental data previously published for gamma sources. 
A comparison of DTF and Monte Carlo results with experi­
mental. data published elsewhere is shoi-m in Figures 8 8  
and 89,
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D.29 REFLECTED SPECTRA
Physical measurement of the reflected spectra for 
backscatter flux with the flash x-ray machines was not 
possible, as is discussed in Section 3, Due to the steady- 
state operation mode of the Van de Graaff, some scintilla­
tion measurements of reflected spectra were possible at 
2o0 MeVo The crystal used (described in Section 3) was 
canned in 0*032" aluminum which gives a transmission of 
about 65% at 70 KeV decreasing to 12% at 30 KeV* Due to 
the rapidly shifting gain evidenced by the detector system 
functioning in the high radiation background existing in 
the radiographic bay, no effort was made to correct the 
spectra obtained* Figures 52 and 53 are examples of 
the spectra obtained*
Greater spectra information is necessary to make colli­
mator length and TED response corrections* Spectral results 
from DTF and Monte Carlo iruns are plotted in Figures .54 to 
71 for the materials and energies used in this work. These 
spectra were used for the corrections discussed in 
Appendices C and E,
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Figure 71 Monte Carlo 10.5 MeV lead scatterer
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E. LIE ENERGY DEPENDENCY
A large number of experimenlR hoA’-e been carri erl out' 
in an effort to determine the relative response of LiF as 
a function of energy (79, 81, 91, 93, 124, 125, 126, 127, 
128) o Thougii. there is some disagreement in the literature, 
the response is well enough understood for a large, number 
of private and government agencies to adopt thermolumi­
nescent dosimetry for personnel exposure documentation and 
to consider it for use as a secondary standard in radiation 
measurement»
Energy dependency of TLD’s is most frequently plotted 
as "Thermoluminescent response per R relative to that for 
Co-60" vs "Energy", and in this form shows a marked over­
response at energies below 100 KeV (Figure 72)«
This dissertation, however, is concerned with the 
measurement of dose albedos, A plot of energy dependency 
as "Response of liF per rad in water" vs "Energy" is there­
fore a more visibi.e representation of the energy dependency 
of the present measurementso
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Figure 73, TLD energy response per rad (H^O) (123)
The TLD response per rad (H^O), essentially the
(?)H^O
function discussed in Section 6  inverted, is
_(?) LIF.
energy independent above 40 KeV, Reportedly (78) the 
dosimeters are even less energy sensitive at high dose levels,
207
Correction to the TLD data for calculation of "water dose" 
albedos is therefore relatively small and not rapidly vary­
ing as a function of x-ray spectra.
Fo THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETER READ-OUT 
AND ANNEALING 'PROCEDURES
A series of experiments were carried out to determine 
the most convenient annealing - read-out procedure, with 
results comparable to "standard" procedures, using the 
available equipment. The experimental procedure consisted 
of adjusting the time and temperature of the "Pre-heat" and 
."Integrate" cycles by means of glow curves, to insure that 
essentially all the thermoluminescence was given off in as 
short a time and with as low a temperature as possible.
Groups consisting of fifteen to twenty TLD's were 
treated according to several "standard" pre-irradiation 
annealing procedures (80, 87, 89, 90), exposed to 1 R ±5% 
of ^^Co radiation, treated according to their corresponding 
post-irradiation annealing procedure and read out in the 
"Integrate" cycle. The time and temperature of the "Pre-heat' 
cycle were then adjusted, by means of glow curves, to 
eliminate the lower temperature traps, and thus serve effec­
tively as a post-irradiation annealing procedure. Upon
208
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establishment of a suitable "Pre-heating'' cycle, groups of 
15 TLD crystals were pre-irradiation annealed according to 
a particular "standard" procedure, exposed to 1  R ^^Co, 
read out in the determined cycle and compared statistically 
to the groups which received a post-irradiation annealing 
before read-out» To verify the results more substantially, 
the experiment was repeated using fifty dosimeters in each 
procedure.
The read-out cycle, as determined by the use of glow 
curves, consisted of a "Pre-heat" period of 7 seconds at 
165°C and an "Integrate" period of 15 seconds at 250°C,
The time interval allows the dosimeter to be read out and 
the heating element to cool back to an acceptable level in 
approximately 30 seconds with a minimum amount of dark 
current.
The data for that "standard" annealing cycle recommend­
ed for use with those TLD crystals used and the abbreviated 
annealing cycle developed here were compared statistically 
and found to be equivalent at the 99,5% confidence level 
under chi square testing. Compared with other "standard" 
annealing procedures, the abbreviated procedure yielded as 
great a mean sensitivity (light units/R) and was quite 
comparable in accuracy.
210
Table 14 lists the annealing procedures studied and 
the results obtained with each, using twenty-five dosimeters 
per set. Table 15 summarizes the mean sensitivity and 
standard deviation obtained with each set. Individual TLD 
readings are found in Appendix I.
TABLE 14 
TLD ANNEALING PROCEDURES
1) 1 hr, 400 C Pre-anneal
2 hr. 100°C
10 min. 100°C Post-anneal 
No Pre-heat cycle 
15 sec. 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 718,5 
% = 8»53
2) 1 hr. 400 C Pre-anneal
2 hr. 100 C
10 min. 100°C Post-anneal 
7 sec, 165°C Pre-heat 
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 696,8 
7. = 6,50
3) 1 hr, 400°C Pre-anneal
2 hr. 100°C 
No Post-anneal 
7 sec. 165^0 Pre-heat 
15 sec. 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 711 
% = 3.40
4) 1 hr. 400 C Pre-anneal 
24 hr. 80°C 
No Post-anneal 
No Pre-heato15 sec. 250 Integrate 
Mean = 704 
% = 2.98
5) 1 hr. 400%C Pre-anneal 6 ) 
24 hr. 80°C
No Post-anneal 
7 sec, 165°C Pre-heat 
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 706 
% = 2.94
1 hr, 400°C Pre-anneal \0.
Post-anneal
24 hr, 80 C 
1 0  min.
No Pre-heat
15 sec. 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 695 
7o = 2.94
100°C
7) 1 hr, 400°C Pre-anneal 
24 hr. 80°C
10 min. 100 C Post-anneal 
7 sec, 165°C Pre-heat 
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 672 
7o = 5.12
8 ) 1 hr, 400 C Pre-anneal
24 hr, 80°C 
No Post-anneal 
7 sec, 165° Pre-heat 
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 706 
% = 2.94
211
9)
>o.1 hr, 400 C Pre-anneal 
10 min, lOO^C Post-anneal 
No Pre-heat
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean = 964 
% = 2.89
11) 1 hr. 400°C Pre-anneal 12) 1 hr, 400^0 Pre-anneal
TABLE 14 (cont'd)
10) 1 hr. 400 C Pre-anneal 
10 min. 100°C Post-anneal 
7 sec. 165°C Pre-heat 
15 sec. 250° Integrate 
Mean = 932 
% = 4.27
No Post-anneal 
7 sec, J65°C Pre-heat 
15 sec. 250°C Integrate 
Mean - 936 
% = 3.20
No Post-anneal 
7 sec, 165°C Pre-heat 
15 sec, 250°C Integrate 
Mean - 960 
% = 3.82
TABLE 15
TLD ANNEALING PROCEDURE SUMM/VRY
x'r no ME STANDARD DEVIATION 
(Percent)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8  
9
10
11
1 2
718
697
711
704
706
695
672
706
964
932
936
960
3.53
6.50
3.40
2.98
2.94
2.94 
5.12
2.94 
2.89 
4.27 
3.20 
3.82
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To verify that the accuracy and the stability of the 
dosimeters were not affected by the abbreviated annealing 
procedure, a calibration curve was obtained yielding a 
slope of I 0 OI6  and a maximum standard deviation at the 6 8 % 
confidence interval for a 1 0  MR exposure of ± 6 .0 %; fading 
characteristics were demonstrated to be negligible in a 
three-month period.
The author was aided in work on this Appendix by •
Bo L. O'Neal, Sandia Corporation, and D» Rudy, New Mexico 
State Universityc,
G. INFINITE SLAB SIZE >ÎEASUREMENTS 
In order to simplify the geometry associated with 
beam perimeter fall-off and increasing slab size, all 
"infinite-size" studies were conducted with the incident 
beam restricted to 2 .0 " square at the backscatter surface. 
The distance from beam edge to backscatter slab edge was 
then increased, holding thickness constant, and the 
resulting albedos considered. Slab thickness effects were 
studied with a constant slab areuo Lead slab areas of
4.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, and 10oO inches square and 
thicknesses of 0.25, 0.50, 0.625, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.375, 
1.50, and 2.00 inches were studied at 2.0 MeV. Slabs of
4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0, and 14.0 inches square and thicknesses 
of 0.15, 0.35, 0.58, 0.78, 1.15, 1.40, 1.72, and 2.10 
inches were studied at 60.0 MeV, Infinite size calcula­
tions were checked at 2.0 MeV for iron and steel but the 
full plot not made due to machine time considerations.
A hypothesis test that the iron slabs are equally 
effective reflectors falls well within the 95% acceptance 
level. The concrete results are similar (Tables 16 and 17),
213
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TABLE 16 
IRON REELECTOR RATIOS (x 10^)
SLAB SIZE
1 2 " X 12" 12" X 12" 14" X 14"
ANGLE X 2.5" x 4.125" x 2.5"
150° 4.04 ± 8.35% 4.00 ±8.30% 4.04 ± 10.05%
135° 3.96 ± 9.34% 4.04 ± 8.61% 4.16 ± 8.70%
120° 2.97 ± 9.02% 2.97 ± 7.97% 2.92 ± 9.5 %
TABLE 17
CONCRETE REELECTOR RATIOS (x 10^)
SLAB SIZE
32" X 32" 32" X 32" 36" x 36'
ANGLE X 8" X 10" x 8"
150° 4.59 4.60 4.55
135° 4.40 4.22 4.43
120° 3,25 2.89 3.21
The following graphs, 74, 75, 76, and 77 show results 
of the above experiments.
At small backscatter surface areas, an increase in al­
bedo was noted. These measurements were made with very little 
collimation, which might have recorded scatter from the sides 
of the backscatter slab as well as the face. This effect 
might better be studied with a gamma source-scintillation 
detector arrangement.
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H. BEAM DIVERGENCE 
X-ray beams are inherently more directional than are 
isotopic sourceso Beam divergence is a function of the 
particular generating machine used* Horizontal and verti­
cal beam cross-sections are given for the machines used 
(except at 10,5 MeV for which published cross-sectional 
measurements exist) in Figures 78 to 83, Cylindrical 
symmetry is then assumed and a least squares fit made to 
determine beam fall-off as a function of radius (Figures 
84 to 8 6 ), The incident slab dose is then averaged at the 
center of the "effective viewed area".
Albedo would be expected to vary with the amount of 
semi-infinite surface irradiated, up to some point, similar 
to the change experienced with increased surface area.
The concept of "semi-infinite irradiated surface area" is 
even less well established than that of semi-infinite 
surface. Indeed, large numbers of albedo experiments have 
been conducted (Section 2) in which a uniformly irradiated 
surface could not have been achieved. In the experiments 
conducted in this research, only those with concrete at
219
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Figure 79 2.0 MeV vertical beam divergence
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10,5 MeV are not clearly semi-infinite irradiated surface, 
areas. And even in this case, results are not much below 
DTF results and the beam is as large as might generally be 
encountered.
I , TLD EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The following tables list the data collected in this 
project.
As mentioned previously, two sizes of crystals were 
used; these are referred to as "square" (1 /8 " x 1 /8 ") and 
"rod" (1mm x 6 mm). The locations monitored are "Beam 
Collimator Exit", "Backscatterer Position", and the various 
angular positions which have the additional notation of 
"Background" or "Backscatter" depending upon the measurement 
made. "Beam Collimator Exit" was normally 30 to 35 inches 
from the x-ray target. The sides of the beam were shielded 
somewhat to lower background levels due to scatter out of 
the beam. "Backscatterer Position" denotes the location at 
which the backscatter slab was to be placed, 60 to 75 inches 
from the x-ray target. The experimental configuration is 
discussed in Section 5,
Calibration on the crystals was repeatedly checked 
throughout the period of this work so as to keep the 
reported readings comparable.
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17.1 2 MeV
17.1.1 Backscatter
17.loi.1 Lead
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 13939800
15503200
12931600
13693600
14839500
13585800
11369800
11776600
9662700
11142500
10335200
10541700
Backscatterer position
, 0Background @ 14", 30
3,75" collimator
1044600
973500
1150600
1047700
1152100
1236200
2992
2991
3653
3277
894800
922600
909200
865100
745900
756300
Background @ 12", 40
3.75" collimator
Background @ 11", 50
3o75" collimator
Background @ 10", 60°
3.75" collimator
224
208
231
211
3020
3018
2495
2892
407
371 
339
372
232
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 14928900
13463800
14424000
13789500
14846400
13392100
9575200
10470300
10695400
10354900
10812000
9945700
-.0Backscatter @ 14'', 30 
3.75" collimator
4216
4051
4493
4533
oBackscatter @ 12", 40 
3o75" collimator
3022
3360
2886
2907
Backscatter @ 11", 50 
3,75" collimator
1223
1353
1413
1338
o
Backscatter @ 10", 60 
3o75" collimator
1150
1119
1242
1092
Beam collimator exit 14889800
13182100
14603600
14217200
14906500
14327600
10441500
10613400
10730600
11083800
11726900
11215300
Backscatterer position 1124000
1164700
1179400
1158500
1202500
1082300
776600
764000
856100
857100
890000
824500
233
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 14”, 30o
3o75” collimator
,o
Background @ 12", 40
3.75" collimator
Background @ 11", 50° 
3,75" collimator
Background @ 10", 60° 
3o75" collimator
SQUARE
448
448
477
461
208
233
215
211
ROD
7314
7026
7377
6877
125
150
163
165
Beam collimator exit
,.oBackscatter @ 14", 30 
3o75" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 12", 40 
3.75" collimator
14607400
13355400
14491300
14496800
15454400
13785600
1432
1410
1532
1485
10041300
10525400
11334800
11050400
11006400
11440300
4194
5798
4885
5470
Backscatter @ 11", 50
3,75" collimator
775
799
815
885
234
LOCATION TLD READING
oBackscatter @ 10", 60
3,75" collimator
,SQUARE
1423
1397
1504
1343
ROD
Beam collimator exit 5745500
5401900
5287200
5795900
5517800
5364400
4196400
4079800
4167900
4079300
4468300
3949500
Backscatterer position
Backeronnci 0  27-12", 30 
11,50" collimator
o
Background @ 23,0", 30 
7.75" collimator
o
oBackground @ 16,5", 50 
6,375" collimator
Background @ 10,0", 50° 
7,5" collimator
885100
905800
913300
991800
905300
826700
5
5
5
5
4
4
5 
5
708800
675000
748600
608700
712700
645400
4
3
3
3
5
4
6
5
Background @ 24,88", 50
13,25" collimator
3
3
3
3
235
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 27.0", 30 
11.5" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 23.0", 30 
7,75" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 24,.81", 50 
13.25" collimator
o
5984300
5552100
5429800
5755500
5096300
5686200
12 
13 
1 1  
• 12
10
9
8
4293400
4139400
4178600
4267400
3465100
4227700
9
8
9
8
oBackscatter @ 18", 50 
7,5" collimator
Backscatter @ 15,52", 50° 
5,375" collimator
120
121
121
143
7
6
6
7
Beam collimator exit 5922300
5515800
5905900
5885000
5315000
5551400
4193900
4429800
4088500
4355200
4285300
4151200
236
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatterer position
SQUARE
1073000
1006700
1042400
999800
947500
920800
ROD
630400
753600
716800
716100
701000
723400
Background @ 25„25"  ^ 40 
7,375” collimator
3
4
3
4
Background @ 25.19”, 40 
11,625” collimator
Background @ 17.69”, 40 
6.375” collimator
o
4 
6
5 
5
5
5
6  
5
oBackground @ 23,5”, 60 
13,25” collimator
5
4
5 
4
Background @ 23.44”, 60 
7.50” collimator
4
3
4 
3
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 25.19”, 40°
11,625” collimator
5673000
5329500
5124900
5340300
5521100
5892000
12
12
12
1 1
3904800
4340100
4198700
4336700
3872100
4243800
237
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 25.25", 40
7.375" collimator
SQUARE ROD
8
8
9
9
Backscatter @ 17.59", 40 
6.375" collimator
oBackscatter @ 23.44", 60 
7,50" collimator
Backscatter @ 23,50", 60° 
13,25" collimator
128
111
139
126
12
10
11
11
7
6
7
8
Beam collimator exit 5608100
5798300
5159900
5720600
5391800
5446200
3562900
4096800
3605000
3828100
3256400
Backscatterer position
Background @ 21,88", 30 
5.562" collimator
o
1022000
1029400
970300
1048700
1027500
902700
649800
753500
706200
719700
804700
598400
8
8
8
9
Background @ 18.69", 40
5.312" collimator
13
11
11
10
238
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Background @ 18.75'', 50
7.625" collimator
5
6  
5 
5
Background @ 15.94", 60° 
5.875" collimator
11
11
10
1 1
Background @ 21.19", 70 
7.875" collimator
o 5
5
4
5
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 21.88", 30° 
5.562" collimator
5081800
4928900
5148300
5189200
5236000
4891800
4371500
4421700
3569400
3854800
3919700
4033000
102
91
98
99
Backscatter 18.69", 40° 
5,312" collimator
211
218
216
227
Backscatter @ 18.75", 50° 
7.625" collimator
41
43
41
37
Backscatter @  15.94", 60
5,875" collimator
o 170
172 
154
173
239
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 21.19", 70
7.875" collimator
,SQUARE ROD
27 
25 
29
28
Beam collimator exit 6143900
6267800
5677200
6139700
5501700
5861100
4696400
4592300
4331700
4205500
3977500
4475500
Backscatterer position 1074900
1122600
1185400
1090500
1154700
1122700
785200
795900
757400
737100
859000
776000
Background @ 22,62", 30 
5.875" collimator
Background @ 20.50", 40 
5.312" collimator
o
Background @ 20.12", 50 
7.688" collimator
o
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
6
6
6
7
1 0
9
9
9
Background @ 22.19", 60 
9.688" collimator
4
4
4
4
240
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter G 22r62", 30' 
5.875" collimator
o
5777300
5933100
5342900
5437600
6151100
4913400
166
169
151
157
3747600
4476500
4724600
4324600
3890700
4466200
Backscatter @ 20,50", 40 
5,312" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 20.12", 50 
7,688" collimator
o 65
76
75
70
150
159
181
148
Backscatter @ 22,19", 60 
9,588" collimator
18
18
20
19
17,1.1,2 Iron
2.41
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5314100
6179900
5303000
5642300
5100300
5494500
4010400
4253400
4039300
4131600
3673700
4298900
Backscatterer position
Background @ 22,69”, 30 
5,75” collimator
Background @ 20,15”, 40 
3o25” collimator
o
o
Background @ 20.19”, 50 
7.625” collimator
o
1110800
969400
1006300
1005300
1036800
986800
1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
691300
698400
734000
667900
559000
723900
7
7
6
6
4
5 
4
6
Background @ 21,88”, 60 
9,688” collimator
o 9
5
5
5
Beam collimator exit 5691700
5633900
5797000
5656600
4865300
5610400
3898200
4258900
4211900
4436800
4504600
4326800
242
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @  22.69", 30
5.75" collimator
Backscatter @ 20,25", 40 
5,25" collimator
o
SQUARE
144
135
125
148
ROD
75
80
80
83
Backscatter @ 20.19", 50 
7.625" collimator
Backscatter @ 21.88", 60 
9.688" collimator
o
39
40 
37 
39
44
43
43
44
Beam collimator exit 5318700
5172700
4736100
5324300
5576500
5452300
3936200
4355700
3830100
4395200
4915300
4363500
Backscatterer position 1020500
889900
948600
881700
964500
1003000
803500
669900
669500
799900
786900
721700
Background @ 22.0", 30 
5.562" collimator
Background @ 18.75", 40
5o312" collimator
o
9
8
8
9
7
7
7
8
243
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 18.75", 50°
7.562" collimator
5QUARE
7
5
6  
6
ROD
Background @ 15.94", 60 
5.875" collimator
7
7
6
6
Background @ 21.31", 70 
7.875" collimator
o 7
6
7
7
Beam collimator exit 5023700
5254200
5766400
6038500
5772900
5635800
4387500
4207200
4127400
4670100
3886900
3691400
Backscatter @ 22,0", 30 
5.562" collimator
109
128
124
121
Backscatter @ 18.75", 40 
5,312" collimator
110
113
103
106
Backscatter @ 18.75", 50 
7.562" collimator
o 57
6 6
61
67
Backscatter @ 15,94", 60
5.875" collimator
95 
93 
93
96
244
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 21.31", 70 
7.875" collimator
o
SQUARE
69
66
77
72
ROD
17.1.1.3 Concrete
245
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6652900
7201600
7273400
6833100
5935200
6879300
5511400
5400800
5491600
4900200
5399400
5290200
Backscatterer position 494800
443500
419800
487700
457300
442000
339100
357800
236600
308600
347800
319100
Background @ 43.25", 30 
1 2 ,0 " collimator
7
8  
7 
7
6
5
4.
5
Background @ 35.62", 45 
9.875" collimator
oBackground @ 37.88", 60 
14,625" collimator
5
4
4
4
5
4
5 
4
3
4 
3 
3
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 43« 25", 30 
1 2 ,0 " collimator
o
6198700
6530300
6062200
6098000
6217100
6793000
17
18 
18 
22
5268500
5026100
4752500
5049600
4602700
5323200
13
13
14 
13
246
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatter @ 35*62”, 45 
9,875” collimator
23
24 
21 
22
17
18 
22 
19
Backscatter @ 37,88”, 60 
14,625” collimator
o 13
13
1 2
13
11
9
10
9
247
17il*2 Copper absorption in beam
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
2 . 0 0  inches 127
146
137
124
1.50 210
215
195
226
1.25 315
340
330
295
1.00 474
431
457
471
0.875 531
475
487
546
0.75 625
669
670 
622
0.625 724
684
735
662
0.50 936
930
949
904
0.25 1700
1605
1619
248
17.1*3 Infinite size determinations 
(All measurements in this section were made 
with a 3,75" collimator)
17.1.3.1 Lead
17.1,3.1,1 4" square, 1,75" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6480700
5735200
5710500
6423100
5356600
5896500
5548300
5576500
5777500
Backscatterer position 910000
822600
963500
970600
971400
864200
909700
886600
930300
Background @ 33,88", 30 8
7
7
7
Background @ 28.62", 45o
7
8  
7
249
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 23o38", 45
Background @ 22,56”, 60o
SQUARE
7
8  
9 
8
1 0
7
7
9
ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 33,88”, 30o
Backscatter @ 28.62”, 45o
Backscatter @ 23.38”, 45o
6029600
6202700
6405100
6472100
6093800
5930100
6368300
6094400
6025500
17
17
18
17
20
21
18
20
28
25
27
27
Backscatter @ 22.56”, 60 28
29
27
28
250
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4338300
3227500
4221800
4391000
4205300
4361400
4246000
4084100
4298800
Backscatterer position 604700
568600
629200
590600
662900
603800
616200
646700
578400
Background @ 3io52”, 30 9
9
11
13
Background @ 23,81", 45° 7
8
7
8
Background @ 24.81", 45 10
10
10
9
Background @ 20,75", 60 6
10
7
251
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatterer position 4336800
4206400
3532300
4356900
3971800
3756700
4051000
4089200
4158800
Backscatter @ 31.52", 30° 14
13
14
15
Backscatter @ 23.81", 45
o
21
19
19
20
Backscatter @ 24.81", 45
o 19
18
17
19
Backscatter @ 20.75", 60o 20
20
21
20
252
17.1.3,1.2 6” square, 1.75" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4459000
4262300
4196500
4296100
4167300
4559700
3959300
4540100
4407900
Background @ 34.19", 30 8
7 
6
8
Background @ 28.50", 45
o
Background @ 22.69", 60° /
6
7
6
6
7
8 
8 
7
Beam collimator exit 4219700
3277000
4128100
4480800
5006400
4590700
4138400
4405200
4592100
Backscatter @ 34.19", 30 11
11
12
12
253
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 28,50", 45
SQUARE ROD
13
15
15
13
Backscatter @ 22,69", 60 17
17
17
19
Beam collimator exit 5359200
5500800
5462800
5240900
5527500
5448500
4800700
5607800
5153100
Backscatterer position
Background @31,75", 30o
Background @ 24,19", 45°
878800
868000
835500
790600
660800
933600
845400
836900
869100
38
33
35
38
33
31
36
34
254
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Background @ 24.25”, 45 38
33
42
33
Background @ 21,06”, 60o 30
25
34
29
Beam collimator exit 6368200
5437800
6056400
5269500
5870700
5435900
5563100
6483500
5944600
Backscatter @ 31,75”, 30o 42
35
39
44
Backscatter @ 24.19”, 45o 53
48
57
46
Backscatter @ 24,25”, 45° 45 
56
46 
56
Backscatter @  21,06”, 60
o
51
50
47
55
255
17.1.3.1.3 7" square, 1.75" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5975100
6275500
5638400
6404600
6070900
6045900
Backscatterer position 932500
887500
877800
936400
857800
919500
Background @ 30.25", 30
Background @ 14.50", 45°
4
4
5
5
6  
5 
5 
5
Background @ 19,62", 60 5
5
5
Beam collimator exit 6319100
6396400
6025800
5905400
6037000
5949100
Backscatter @ 30.25", 30 16
15
16 
15
256
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 14.50", 45
.SQUARE
76
72
82
67
ROD
Backscatter @ 19.62", 60 30
31
30
31
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
4340400
4721300
4371600
4298700
4203400
4734200
765200
727900
649500
611600
642000
643000
Background @ 30,06", 30
Background @ 14.56", 45o
Background @ 19,19", 60
3
2
3
3
4
3
4 
4
4
4
4
3
257
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4331500
4635500
4360300
4901400
4468100
4365400
Backscatter @ 30.06", 30^ 1 1
12
12
12
Backscatter @ 14»56", 45o 55 
54 
53
56
Backscatter @ 19.19", 60 20
21
20
21
Beam collimator exit 4843000
4631300
5108500
5079200
5375700
5163500
Background @ 29,50", 30o 13
14 
13
15
Background @ 23,69", 45 20
21
23
22
Background @ 21.38", 60° 20
20
20
19
2.58
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5191800
5565100
5472400
5284500
5187600
5522000
Backscatter @ 29,50", 30 16
15 
17
16
Backscatter @ 23,69", 45o 22
19
2 1
22
Backscatter @ 21,38", 60" 21
22
20
21
259
17*1.3,1*4 8" square, 1.75" thick
LOCATION TID READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5788300
5680300
4898800
5905100
5762300
5975700
6004600
6101300
5492500
Backscatterer position 890800
834800
859700
881500
821100
855800
928200
876500
902300
Background @ 28.81", 30 7
6
7
5
Background @ 22.38", 45 6
7
7
7
Background @ 25.00", 45° 5
6  
5 
5
Background @ 20.19", 60° 8
8
7
6
260
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5997300
5886400
5027700
5736700
5675700
6063900
6047700
5976200
5587300
Backscatter @ 28.81'', 30o 19
18
18
17
Backscatter @ 22.38", 45 29 
31 
26
30
Backscatter @ 25,00", 45' 24
20
23
21
Backscatter @ 20.19", 60 30
30
30
26
Beam collimator exit 3903800
4244200
4322700
3935000
4122800
4436200
4122900
261
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatterer position 645500
627300
625700
635400
623700
619500
612600
657200
Background @ 31,62"j 30 5
6  
6  
6
Background @ 24,12", 45 5
6
5
6
■ oBackground @ 24,06", 45' 9
7
7
8
Background @21,25", 60 6
6
6
5
Beam collimator exit 4193300
4131300
4019800
4555600
3970500
3159000
4081600
4070700
Backscatter @ 31.62", 30o 12
10
11
11
262
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 24.12", 45o
SQUARE ROD
18
18
19
20
Backscatter @ 24.06", 45 20
16
18
20
Backscatter @ 21.25", 60 19
19
19
18
263
17,1.3,1.5 10" squares 1,75" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
3QUAKE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4201500
4177300
3034800
4124500
4347900
4341200
4400100
4033000
4202100
Backscatterer position 604400
695200
699000
622300
689900
646900
444900
Background @ 29,00". 30o 4
5
4
5
Background @ 22,50", 45
o 4
4
4
3
Background @ 25,25", 45 5
4
4
5
Background @ 20,12", 60o 4
5 
4 
4
264
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 29,00”, 30o
Backscatter @ 22.50”, 45
Backscatter (§> 25.25”, 45cO
Backscatter @ 20.12”, 60o
SQUARE ROD
14
13
1 2
13
22
22
2 1
24
14
15 
15 
14
20
22
18
2 0
Beam collimator exit 5374900
4996800
5753600
5252100
5641100
5262100
5681400
Backscatterer position
Background @ 31.00”, 30o
840100
838100
841500
824400
787500
882900
806000
9
8
6
7
265
LOCATION TLD READING
, r-OBackground © 23.75", 45
SQUARE
7
6
7
6
ROD
Background @ 23,62", 45 9
9
9
1 0
Background @ 21,00", 60' 8
7
8  
8
B e a n I c o 11 i ma t o r e )c 11
Backscatter © 31.00". 30o
Backscatter @ 23,75", 45o
Backscatter @ 23,62", 45o
Backscatter ■© 21.00", 60,,o
4943200
4709400
5036200
5343500
5500300
5866100
4646300
5543300
1 2
14
15
17
25
25
25
25
25
26
27
28
26
28
25
25
266
]7.1,3,1.6 12" square., 1,75" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4179500
4103400
2933900
3748700
4084000
3795400
Backscatterer position
Background @ 29,44"j 30
o
Background @ 23.69"45_o
569500
584200
664100
665200
582000
507100
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
Background @ 21.62", 60 3
3
3
2
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 29,44", 30o
4044700
4204900
4234200
4302300
4395000
3998900
1 0
1 1
1 1
1 0
267
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 23.69", 45o
Backscatter @ 21,62", 60o
SQUARE ROD
18
15
16 
15
15
15
14
15
Beam collimator exit 5846700
4800800
6307000
5969500
5717500
5906000
Backscatterer position
Background @ 29.25", 30°
982300
913400
890300
969600
851400
807200
4
3
3
2
Background @ 23.50", 45
Background @ 21,25", 60
o
o
3
3
3
4 
4 
4 
4
268
LOCATION TLD READING
■ SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5514400
5327400
5 3 5 6 8 0 0
5 0 5 6 4 0 0
5 4 1 6 6 0 0
6150900
Backscatter @ 29,25'% 30^ 15 
17
16 
15
Backscatter @ 23,50", 45o 23
2 2
2 1
2 0
Backscatter @ 21.25'% 60o 2 2
2 1
26
24
269
17.1.3.1.7 9" square, 0.25" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5916900
6956400
6050700
6588100
64252C0
6919600
6147600
6719600
6291300
Backscatterer position 910900
923000
1058600
1051600
1049700
1037200
993000
961500
819400
Background @ 2/,62", 30
/
8
9
Background @ 11.81", 45
o
1 1
1 0
11
n
Background @ 12,69", 60o 13
12
10
Beam collimator exi.t 5619800
5128300
5539300
5371900
5026800
5852100
270
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 27,62'', 30o
Backscatter @ 11,81", 45o
Backscatter @ 12,69", 60o
SQUARE
21
22
23
2 1
141
132
132
126
100
85
8 8
77
ROD
271
17,1,3,1,8 9" square, 0,50” thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6165400
6250900
6426700
4938000
5716300
6004100
5386200
6356600
5807800
Backscatter @ 27,69”, 30o 20
16
18
19
Backscatter @ 11,88”, 45o 125
119
120
121
Backscatter @ 12,/5”, 60
o
82
86
97
96
272
17.1.3,1.9 9" square, 0,625" thick
LOCATION TI,D READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 3752400
4125300
3733100
4058100
4217800
4681900
Backscatterer position 654100
649600
677700
628500
663000
719200
Background @ 30.00", 30
Background @ 14,50", 45' 5
4
5
6
Background @ 19,25", 60 5
6  
6  
6
Beam collimator exit 5282000
4378000
4194200
4571100
4700800
3526000
4965600
4971200
4746300
273
LOCATION TLD reading
SQUARE ROD
Backscatter @ 30,00”j 30 15 
14 
13
16
Backscatter (3 14,50”, 45o 63
68
60
80
Backscatter @ 19,25”, 60o 97
88
96
89
274
17.1,3.1,10 9" square, 0,75” thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5647500
5997300
5950300
5605700
5674900
6240300
Backscatter @ 27,75”, 30 18
16
18
16
Backscatter @ 11.88”, 45o 122
112
107
103
Backscatter @ 12.75”, 60 84
93
88
83
275
17,1,3.1.11 9” square, 1.00" Chick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4485400
4179200
4005100
3742500
3981100
4060800
4076500
4165300
2964900
Backscatterer position 565400
698200
718800
656700
803100
600100
589100
829100
628200
Background @ 27,69", 30o 3
3
3
4
Background @ 9,56", 45
o
5
5
5
5
Background (§> 11,31", 60 5
5
5
5
276
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4668400
4274200
3947400
4291300
4290500
4700800
4788000
4392200
3911400
Backscatter @ 27.69'% 30o 14
]3
14
15
Backscatter @ 9.56", 45o 109
109
116
114
Backscatter @ 11.31", 60o 150
174
152
149
277
17ols3el.l2 9" square, 1.25" thick
LOCATION TLD RE/'T)INC
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 3772700
3903400
4611300
4182300
3993800
4173300
4005000
4161500
4031800
Backscatter @ 27.5", 30 22
17
17
14
Backscatter @ 9.44", 45o 145
169
164
169
Backscatter @ 11,25", 60o 87
91
90
64
278
17.1.3.1.13 9” square, 1.375*' thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4126300
4430100
4140800
4292500
4035800
4127300
4435600
3980400
4572000
Backscatter @ 27.62*', 30 14
13
14 
14
Backscatter @ 11.81", 45° 89
97
81
83
Backscatter @ 12.75", 60° 54
59
54
59
279
17o 1.3,1.14 9" square, 1.50'' thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6701400
6936700
5921000
6825300
6357500
6108500
6636100
6145900
6254900
Backscatter @ 31.12", 30o 15
15
15
15
Backscatter @ 23.62", 45o 27
27
27
26
Backscatter @ 9.19". 45 280
284
265
278
Backscatter @ 20,62", 60o 27 
26
28 
24
Beam collimator exit 4754300
4658300
4515900
3268600
4135600
4261100
4784200
4752400
4770900
280
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 31,38", 30o
Backscatter @ 23,88", 45
o
Backscatter (§) 9,62", 45o
SQUARE ROD
17 
20
19
20
18 
19 
19 
18
167
163
166
169
Backscatter @ 20,75", 60 10
12
11
10
281
17.1.3,1.15 9" square, 1.75" thick
LOCATION
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4041000
3913700
4212500
3631600
2898900
4214500
4229200
3899300
3831600
Backscatterer position 627100
649200
637800
644400
622700
671600
599300
656900
695900
Background @ 31.62", 30° 9
10
8
11
Background @ 23.75", 45o 10
9
8
10
Background @ 24,75", 45 10
14
11
10
Background @ 20,75", 60o 9
9
8
9
282
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 31.62'*, 30o
Backscatter @ 23.75"  ^ 45
Bac ka c a 11er @  24*7 5 " ,  45,o
Backscatter @ 20.75", 60o
SQUARE ROD
6 0 4 9 2 0 0 2 7 4 3 0 0 0
6 1 3 3 6 0 0 3 7 3 4 9 0 0
5 8 6 3 6 0 0 3 8 5 2 0 0 0
5 5 4 8 9 0 0 4 0 6 7 5 0 0
5 9 9 3 5 0 0 3 5 9 6 6 0 0
6 2 8 5 0 0 0 3 6 9 4 2 0 0
4 9 3 3 0 0 0 4 0 5 9 5 0 0
5 9 1 6 5 0 0 3 6 8 0 0 0 0
5 3 3 0 6 0 0 4 2 1 7 3 0 0
19 15
19 1 4
19 15
17 15
O 0 'j.
wC O
27 24
26 21
30 20
28 21
26 20
28 21
29 21
27 23
27 20
28 2 4
30 23
283
17eloBel»16 9" square, 2.00" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6347700
6077600
6247200
5567900
5849600
6068000
6296200
6619700
6183200
Backscatterer position 950500
940300
1019600
902100
982000
960200
1013400
986100
1070800
Background @ 31,25", 30o 4
3
4 
4
Background @ 23.75", 45
o
3
3
3
4
Background @ 9.38", 45o 6
6
6
6
Background @ 20.69", 60
3
4 
4
284
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatterer position 6632000
6615100
6515000
6960200
5833500
6599500
6472200
6512900
6562600
Backscatter @ 31.25"  ^ 30o 15
15
15
16
Backscatter @ 23.75", 45o
Backscatter @ 9.38", 45^
29
26
26
26
274
254
262
276
Backscatter @ 20.69", 60o 27
29
29
29
285
17,1.3.2 Iron
17,1,3,2.1 12" square, 2,50" thick
LOCATION TID READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5921000
6044000
6743200
5603200
5559900
5983400
Backscatterer position 976400
998400
920800
885100
941100
944700
Background @ 29.81", 30° 3
3
4 
3
Background @ 23,94", 45 4
4
4
4
Background @ 21,62", 60o 4
5 
5 
4
Beam collimator exit 6001300
6251800
5811000
6397600
6302500
6274500
286
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 29*81". 30
o
Backscatter @ 23,94", 45o
Backscatter @ 21,62", 60o
SQUARE
44
44
44
47
60
56
65
54
54
69
59
60
ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
4371100
4654900
4634000
4631400
4890000
4486900
719000
729000
715100
750300
742900
719700
Background @ 29.06", 30
Background @ 23,19", 45
Background @  21.06", 60
6
5
5
4
6 
6
5
6
5
6 
5 
5
287
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4355700
4945900
3539400
4347700
4577500
4289900
Backscatter @ 29,06'% 30o 36
41
36
37
Backscatter @ 23*19", 45o 41
44
44
48
Backscatter @ 21.06", 60o 47
47
50
49
288
17,1.3,2,2 14” square, 2,50” thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6231400
6030300
6646900
5419100
5863700
5731600
Backscatterer position
Background @ 29,81”, 30o
Background @ 23.94”, 45o
Background @ 21,62”, 60o
862900
847400
1053700
890200
890600
850000
4 
3 
3
3
5
6 
5
5
6
4
5 
5
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 29,81”. 30
6250400
5622600
6192700
5500100
5324600
5860800
44 
39
45 
51
289
LOCATION TLD READING
Backs cat tex' @ 23,94", 45o
Backscatter @ 21,62", 60o
SQUARE
55
59
60
51
55
58
62
52
ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
Background @ 30", 30o
Background @ 24.12" 45o
4511300
5059300
4631200
4763700
4406900
4441300
649200
711600
769800
752000
651700
721300
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
290
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 21.75", 60
o
SQUARE ROD
o
3
3
3
3
3
Beam coilimaLor exit
Backscatter (§> 30", 30o
441G30G
4636200
4571700
3514400
4617100
4129800
31
31
32
34
Backscatter @ 24.12", 45 47
37
46
47
Backscatter @ 21.75", 60 45
43
41
40
291
17.1.3,2,3 12" square, 4.125" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6789100
6265300
5710000
6600800
6163500
5774700
4239600
4514800
4660900
4692200
4731100
4257500
Backscatterer position 884700
1042700
937200
1011600
916400
965500
726300
766300
771500
748400
648500
721300
Background @ 29.06", 30
Background @ 23,19", 45o
Background @ 21,06", 60o
6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4 
3
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 29,06", 30o
6597300
6625100
6235700
6021100
6069700
5870100
55
50
53
54
4156200
4457600
5006200
4402900
4976000
4153200
33
36
39
35
292
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 23,19'’, 45'^
SQUARE
63
70 
65
71
ROD
47
41
45
41
Backscatter @ 21,06”, 60 67
73
76
64
46 
39
47 
47
293
17,1,3,3 Concrete
17,1,3,3,1 32'' square, 8 " thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5344300
5936900
5568300
5857700
6239600
6449500
Backscatterer position 965900
899800
863800
835200
1004700
778700
Background @ 28.94", 30o 4
3
4 
4
Background @ 21.75", 45 3
4
5 
5
Background @ 19,50", 60o 6
5
5
5
Beam collimator exit 5941900
5607600
5808100
5559900
5841800
5549200
294
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 28,94", 30
o
Backscatter @ 21,75", 45o
Backscatter @ 19.50", 60o
SQUARE
56
51
48
48
61
75
78
60
67
78
60
78
ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
Background @ 27.88", 30o
Background @ 22.75", 45
Background 0 19.06", 60o
4596400
4531300
4297800
6185600
4420200
4117400
703100
675700
621000
630600
635300
686400
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
295
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4640200
4127400
4381200
4009500
4181000
4214400
Backscatter @ 27.88", 30' 38
33 
37
34
Backscatter @ 22.75", 45o 42 
28
36
43
Backscatter @ 19.06", 60 32
45
42
296
17.1.3,3,2 36" square, 8" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 4198600
4570500
4442700
4005500
4179900
4521700
Backscatterer position
Background @ 27,94", 30o
Background @21.56", 45o
Background @ 18,0", 60o
715900
705000
697800
724800
753700
594500
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4 
4
3
4
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 27.94", 30
o
4282000
3797100
4208300
3806000
3898800
4334500
37
39
42
35
297
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 21,56", 45
SQUARE ROD
37
49
42
47
Backscatter @ 18.0", 60 46
53
53
46
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 29.12", 30o
Backscatter @ 21»75", 45o
Backscatter @ 19,62", 60
o
6 0 2 3 7 0 0
6 0 4 6 6 0 0
5 8 2 5 7 0 0
6 2 2 3 0 0 0
6057000
6 4 3 6 9 0 0
47
52
53 
47
60
66
73
50
47
73
66
51
298
17,1,3,3,3 32" square, 10" thick
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 5540300
5393900
4830500
5329600
5248900
5949500
Backscatterer position 752200
880800
927200
819900
943800
884700
Background @ 27,81", 30o 4
4
4
5
Background @ 22,81", 45 4 
6
5 
5
Background @19,19", 60 5
5
6 
7
Beam collimator exit 5922200
5234100
5672000
5804900
5689700
5539400
Backscatter @ 27.81", 30o 58
46
54
56
299
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 22.81", 45o
Backscatter @ 19.19", 60o
■SQUARE
63
48
43
62
67
73
49 
45
ROD
Beam collimator exit 3848500
4329900
4011600
4748900
3734200
4428000
Backscatter @ 27.88", 30 31
36
33
35
Backscatter @ 22./O", 45
Backscatter @ 18.94", 60
29 
46 
35 
41
41
43
30 
35
17.1.4
300
Beam divergence
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT
TLD READING
(inches) Right of Left of
Center Center
17 72700 74857
67600 71800
1 2 78900 68500
72300 60300
1 0 80300 68600
74600 76500
8 68500 69600
67700 65400
6 83100 97300
78300 81100
5 73000 88900
80700 75900
4 84700 88400
84600 78600
3 73900 89800
79800 77800
2 71600 83700
81900 73600
82400 76100
87300 73400
1 87300 84200
77300 59700
84400 80100
78800 71000
Center 85600
85100
78100
74100
301
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
TLD READING
Above
Center
Below
Center
17 47500
56500
62700
70900
12 66700
64100
74700
72500
10 70200
62500
61500
76000
8 79800
77500
73200
79800
74300
86000
84400
83400
89100
72300
81500
89500
4
3
83100
79400
71200
74500
78000
69100
91600
81900
74500
76500
82800
86800
85900
74600
72400
80300
83800
76800
77800
81000
86900
73600
75200
87400
302
17.2 3.5 MeV
17.2,1 Backscatter
17.2.1.1 Lead
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
Background @ 23,00", 30 
5,625" collimator
o
Background @ 20.38", 40 
5,562" collimator
Background @ 19,00", 50 
6,25" collimator
o
Background @ 18,38", 60
8,00" collimator
o
SQUARE
2110900
2495600
2536900
2320000
450300
455700
409900
422300
440600
341300
15
15
17
17
8
9
9
9
ROD
1964900
1755300
1706400
1719600
1952500
1878500
317600
265100
288200
340500
330900
324700
14
15 
14
16
7
8 
8 
9
303
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 23.00’’, 30^ 
5.625” collimator
Backscatter @ 20.38”, 40 
5.562” collimator
o
Backscatter @ 19.00”, 50*^  
6.25” collimator
Backscatter @ 18.38”, 60 
8 .0 0 ” collimator
o
2452300
2298700
2381000
2372300
2328600
2611600
169
142
145
150
53 
52 
46
54
1775900
1558600
1633600
1636500
1923500
1754700
91
82
87
83
71
76
64
78
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 23.75”, 30 
5.552” collimator
3976400
3649700
3854800
3818900
4013500
4185700
164
168
158
170
2914600
2657500
2797900
2551600
2677800
2890900
Backscatter @ 20.50”, 40
5.625” collimator
o
147
133
135
122
304
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatter @ 19*50", 50 
7,00" collimator
104
104
107
102
Backscatter @ 19,00", 60 
70 8 1 2 " collimator
47
49
46
42
17.2.1*2 Iron
305
LOCATION TLD RMDING
Beam collimator exit
SQUARE
2234100
2491000
2422900
2414300
2302900
2144800
ROD
1585700
1539800
1767900
1775000
1720900
1721900
Backscatterer position 456000
472300
388100
392700
393700
419700
289300
330500
279200
270700
309200
279100
Background @ 23.25", 30^  
5.562'' collimator
16
15
14
14
Background @ 19.94", 40 
5.625" collimator
o
Background @19.62", 50 
7.00" collimator
o 8
7
7
8
14
12
13
14
Background @ 18.38", 60° 
7.75" collimator
6
5
6 
5
Beam collimacor exit 2716600
2612100
2095900
2544700
2318800
2477800
1810900
1681200
1963700
1817400
1556000
2055600
306
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 23.25", 30
5,562" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 19,94", 40° 
5,625" collimator
Backscatter @ 19.62", 50 
7,00" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 18,38", 60 
7,75" collimator
o
SQUARE
78
72
72
73
45
45
43
45
ROD
51
53
56
53
26
26
26
25
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 23,00", 30° 
5,625" collimator
Backscatter @ 20,50", 40 
5,50" collimator
o
4003300
4064600
4016400
4648500
4248900
4224100
119
120 
124 
115
2977500
3253100
3127600
3335900
3030000
2967700
79
78
73
72
Backscatter @ 19,38", 50' 
6,25" collimator
o
63
58
65
58
307
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Backscatter @ 18eOS'", 60° 46
8 b0 0 " collimator 52
43
46
17.2,1.3 Concrete
308
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6728400
6899900
5948600
6285400
60527U0
6651100
Backscatterer position 795200
868500
890300
820300
860800
748800
Background @ 25.00'’, 30 
6.25" collimator
Background @ 23.25", 45 
7.50" collimator
o
Background @ 26.00", 60 
9,562" collimator
o
244
236
202
244
15
15 
14
16
16
18
18
18
Beam collimator exit 5525800
5793600
5202400
5823000
5923800
5730600
309
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 25.00", 30 
6,25" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 23,25", 45 
7,50" collimator
o
SQUARE
343
350
352
292
73
65
71
71
ROD
Backscatter @ 26.00", 60 
9,562" collimator
o
55
48
51
53
310
17.2.2 Copper absorption in beam
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
SQUARE ROD
2.50 107
• 101
97
88
1.75 274
300
267
263
1.50 203
315
284
256
1.25 612
600
623
625
1.125 507
424
530
579
1.00 1001
1078
1044
1251
0.875 935
895
1074
782
0.75 589
549
397
493
311
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
SQUARE ROD
0.625 1434
1471
1897
1407
0.50 . 1199
1194
843
1187
0,25 2701
2741
3731
2625
0.125 2036
1474
1941
1652
0.0 6347 3251
4788 2622
6152 2951
5082 3172
2.50 5372
6499
6325
5872
1.75 9475
8744
9581
9127
1.50 5815
5708
5669
5874
312
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
SQUARE ROD
1.25 11787
10808
10718
11374
1.125 6606
7570
6818
7053
1.00 12934
13678
11438
13270
0.875 12772
11719
10241
10210
0.75 4724
4300
4540
4544
0.625 12911
12860
13843
12652
0.50 6702
7314
6289
6272
0.25 12509
13163
13002
12130
o1 3
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
SQUARE ROD
0 . 1 2 5  5 4 6 8
5 1 1 8
4862
5981
0 . 0  • 1 4 1 7 2  7 5 5 5
13071 7779
1 3 1 6 2  7 9 1 0
12926 7123
314
17.2.3 Beam divergence
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
TLD READING
RIGHT OF LEFT OF
CENTER CENTER
16 7910 7754
9001 9614
14 11405 11489
1 2 0 2 0 11738
1 2 15072 14919
16898 15426
1 0 23222 22181
21290 24097
8 46807 49178
49645 50300
6 6/144 71202
66511 70743
5 67278 70632
70701 75019
4 74633 75900
74858 76889
3 75522 77582
72251 68331
2 75290 75996
75878 77564
1 82713 81624
80425 79453
Center 79675
76865
315
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
SQUARE
TLD READING
ROD
18 21203
21520
16 35552
35577
44917
49274
14 52013
51043
53497
50558
12 58143
58542
59018
60972
10
8
64369
64483
69170
68197
63785
62652
68468
69632
73174
72310
75902
75904
76880
72636
73218
69605
75705
63805
73732
69450
74771
77770
75815
79808
79387
75922
78059
74671
75352
78061
84514
78408
316
17.3 7.0 MeV
17,3.1 Backscatter
17.3.1.1 Lead
LOCATION TIT) READING
Backscatterer position
Background @ 26.94", 30 
5.688" collimator
o
Background @ 26.00", 40 
5.625" collimator
o
SQUARE
802500
856600
872200
820000
925400
832200
1211
1338
1387
1473
ROD
543300
599000
604700
581000
600200
622200
1618
1605
1697
1608
Background @ 26.50", 50 
6.50" collimator
■Background @ 30.00", 60 
9.312" collimator
o
617
509
613
552
101
87
95
93
Backscatter @ 26.75", 30
5,625" collimator
2078
2104
2051
2083
317
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 25,44", 40
5.562" collimator
Backscatter @ 25,88", 50 
6,50" collimator
o
■SQUARE
2347
1919
2036
2359
ROD
401
354
413
382
Backscatter @ 29.32", 60 
9.312" collimator
205
185
188
161
Backscatterer position
Background @ 24,12", 30 
5,25" collimator
o
oBackground @ 23,9", 40 
5,6 8 8 " collimator
Background @ 27.50", 50 
7,75" collimator
o
Background @ 26,31", 50
8,312" collimator
o
437400
433600
405200
401600
440AOO
475300
949
942
995
954
68
60
69
63
303900
323300
308600
336200
273900
306700
107
101
97
119
107
104
94
100
318
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 24,00", 30
5o25" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 23,12", 40 
5,625" collimator
o
SQUARE
3679
3253
3655
3139
ROD
698
780
734
748
Backscatter @ 27,62", 50 
7,75" collimator
384
401
379
359
Backscatter @ 26,50", 60 
8,312" collimator
o
166
194
175
156
Backscatterer position
Background @ 26,12", 30 
5,25" collimator
o
428900
406000
371200
424900
411800
374600
303700
240900
299300
284700
271500
282700
3048
3272
3107
2882
Background @ 25,25", 40 
5o75" collimator
38
39 
37 
39
Background @ 31,37", 50
9,625" collimator
96
95
101
88
319
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 29.31", 60 
10.312" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 26,12", 30 
5.25" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 25.25", 40 
5.75" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 31*37", 50 
9.625" collimator
o
SQUARE
42
42
44
50
455
395
430
446
ROD
5235
5233
4791
4833
104
107
102
120
Backscatter (3 29.31", 60 
10,312" collimator
95
89
89
83
320
LOCATION TU) READING x 10
-3
Beam collimator exit 3609
3610 
3960 
3718 
3793 
3716 
3700 
3527 
3551 
3915
Backscatterer position 870
873
885
838
860
876
887
878
826
880
Beam collimator exit 4469
4196
4366
4399
4366
4331 
4230 
4225
4332 
4435
Beam collimator exit 2354
2430
2183
2378
2383
2331
2281
2531
2426
2475
321
LOCATION TLD READING x lO"^
Backscatterer position 457
449
450 
470 
454 
470 
440 
443 
461 
443
Beam collimator exit 4627
4707
4402
4673
4633
4402
4714
4435
4501
4633
Beam collimator exit 2340
2251 .
2426
2281
2510
2365
2417
2460
2407
2448
Backscatterer position 431
434
468
432 
422
433 
437 
478 
426 
454
322
LOCATION TLD READING x lO"^
Beam collimator exit 3335
3213
3369
3285
3326
3465
3197
3361
3554
3333
17.3.1.2 Iron
323
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatterer position
Background @ 26 » 12", 30 
5.25" collimator
o
Background 25.25", 40 
5.75" collimator
o
SQUARE
385700
382000
373400
387700
373300
339900
34
33
33
32
ROD
283500
260300
289600
265500
301800
262300
2162
1012
2115
1868
Background @ 31.31", 50 
9.562" collimator
242
261
256
276
Background @ 29.25", 60 
10.25" collimator
50
52
44
52
Backscatter @ 26.13", 30 
5,25" collimator
Backscatter @ 25.25", 40
5,75" collimator
o
286
316
274
299
5544
6137
6601
5589
324
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 31,38", 50
10.312" collimator
o
SQUARE ROD
56
55
54
58
Backscatter @ 29,31", 60 
10,312" collimator
Backscatter @ 26,94", 30 
5,688" collimator
o
201
196
198
221
3315
2720
3083
2999
Backscatter @ 26,00", 40 
5,625" collimator
.  „oBackscatter @ 26,50", 50 
6,50" collimator
Backscatter @ 30,00", 60 
9,312" collimator
o
1690
1514
1607
1653
1690
1514
1607
1653
190
214
210
212
Backscatterer oosition
Background @ 24.12", 30
5.25" collimator
o
900400
799400
844900
790600
782300
699300
2149
1996
2212
2084
544700
631200
545200
581500
564000
549700
325
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 23»29", 40 
5.6 8 8 " collimator
Background @ 27,50", 50 
7.75" collimator
o
SQUARE
142
138
144
141
ROD
220
216
243
234
Background @26.31", 60 
8.312" collimator
Backscatter @ 24.12", 30 
5o25" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 23,19", 40 
5.688" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 27o50", 50 
7.75" collimator
o
1823
1710
1886
1681
148
146
162
153
93
78
85
93
202
245
235
255
Backscatter @ 26^31", 60 
8.312" collimator
54
57
48
52
326
LOCATION TLD READING x 10-3
Beam collimator exit 2335
2301
2153
2200
2234
2350
2106
2165
2304
2338
Backscatterer position 402
411 
394 
392 
391
413
412
414 
405 
417
Beam collimator exit 5167
4985
4607
4644
4364
4736
4401
4629
4955
4805
Beam collimator exit 4203
4161
4530
4399
4057
4533
4255
4609
4356
4468
327
LOCATION TLD READING x 10-3
Beam collimator exit 3960
3985
4207
4057
42.00
4113
4059
4061
4212
3806
Backscatterer position 859
779
826
811
1028
778
784
832
839
787
Beam collimator exit 2898
2803
2898
2763
2921
2831
2911
2820
2862
2772
328
17,3,2 Beam divergence
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
TLD READING
RIGHT OF 
CENTER
LEFT OF 
CENTER
16 480
544
14
12
842
952
2131
1670
1849
1773
3195
2860
10 3975
4129
4729
4416
8 5885
5426
5262
5651
64/2
6127
5934
6023
4 6751
6789
6952
6709
7297
7576
6676
6978
7707
7498
7630
7712
329
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
TLD READING
ABOVE BELOW
CENTER CENTER
16 2644 3663
2380 3517
14 3046 4425
2977 4385
1 2 3719 5028
4237 4629
1 0 5237 5373
5031 6248
8 5826 6521
5996 6429
6 7137 7287
7158 7209
4 7211 7334
6917 6987
2 7324 7248
7298 7498
Center 6181
7304
330
17.4 10.5 MeV
17»4.1 Backscatter
17,4.1.1 Lend
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
Background Q 41.3l", 35 
6.687" collimator
o
Background @ 38=06", 40 
6 ,0 0 " collimator
o
Background @ 37,81", 50 
11,062" collimator
oBackground @ 36=19", 60 
11,938" collimator
SQUARE
17660000
18324100
16629900
17724400
19311000
18328100
3030500
2789000
2906200
2665800
2982900
2680000
8804
8590
7746
7623
203
190
189
190
ROD
12305100
13899600
14485700
15152800
15299200
13829100
2165400
1935400
2182000
2084900
2093900
2360300
925
865
879
983
97
100
107
102
331
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter 0  41 = 31", 35 
6 ,6 8 8 ” collimator
o
29242500
30817500
29099000
31044800
29386700
30655700
10082
10426
8100
10262
22386500
20709700
20747600
20511500
23246300
21458700
Backscatter @ 38,06”, 40^ 
6 o0 0 ” collimator
2020
2038
1987
1973
Backscatter @ 37,81”, 50 
11,062” collimator
o 438
457
480
494
Backscatter @ 36,19”, 60 
lie938” collimator
o 373
358
345
362
Beam collimator exit 17920700
16397300
16555900
16775800
18253000
17377700
12099200
13602500
14372600
13228100
13852500
11729900
Backscatterer position 5282200
4642600
4650800
4992300
4395900
5129700
3859000
3606000
3628700
3921600
3788200
3418500
332
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 41*31", 35
6,688" collimator
o
•SQUARE
7549
7 1 5 2
7197
6 5 9 9
ROD
Background @ 3 8 . 0 6 " , 40 
6 .0 0 " collimator
1 0 9 8
1 1 8 5
1 2 0 5
1019
Background @ 37,81" 5  50° 
11,062" collimator
Background @ 36,19'\ 60° 
11,938" collimator
189
2 0 8
191
199
36
30
3 8
32
Beam collimator exit 1 0 2 4 4 3 0 0
1 1 0 1 7 2 0 0
9 0 4 6 1 0 0
9 3 4 7 1 0 0
1 0 4 2 7 9 0 0
10059600
7 3 5 4 6 0 0
6 6 9 0 2 0 0
7 6 0 5 8 0 0
8 0 8 4 6 0 0
7375200
7 1 9 6 2 0 0
Backscatterer position
Background @ 60,12", 30° 
15,938" collimator
1 8 1 0 8 0 0
1 8 7 9 2 0 0
1648200
1 3 8 2 9 0 0
1859700
1819800
1367700
1385400
1301200
1161400
1391600
1 3 1 8 2 0 0
24
23
23
20
Background @ 45,88", 40
11.00" collimator
135
144
1 2 6
142
333
LOCATION TLD READING
o
Background @ 41.06", 50
11.688" collimator
SQUARE
45
44
49
54
ROD
Background @ 38.38", 60 
13.75" collimator
16
17
18 
18
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 60.12", 30 
15.938" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 45.88", 40 
1 1 .0 0 " collimator
o
Backscatter @ 41.06", 50 
1 1 ,6 8 8 " collimator
o
7326900
6926400
6449900
6683500
6017000
6536300
77
74
89
76
4553100
4481000
5106700
4804700
5694500
4430900
28
25
26 
29
163
147
174
162
Backscatter @ 38.38", 60 
13.75" collimator
44
43
46
48
Beam collimator exit 8828500
7900700
9193500
9254000
1331800
1052600
1263500
1330000
334
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Background @ 60«12”, 30o
15,938” collimator
oBackground (§■' 45,38”, 40 
1 1 1  0 0 ” collimator
Background @ 41,06”, 50° 
1 1 ,6 8 8 ” collimator
Backscatter @ 38,38”, 60° 
13,75” collimator
53
53 
50
54
22
21
21
21
24
25 
27 
25
130
156 
144
157
Beam collimator exit 5306000
4382600
5191/00
5199400
4810100
5023000
3481100
3634500
3332800
3166700
3856000
3541000
Backscatterer position 974800
918000
781300
856600
865100
982100
718200
589500
653700
637600
675500
738000
Background @ 58.69”, 30 
15.938” collimator
Background @ 44.38”, 40
11,00” collimator
o
21
25
22
24
302
294
281
254
335
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Background @ 39.44", 50 
11.625' collimator
• , ^ oBackground @ 37.53", 60 
13.688” collimator
27
26
31
31
9
10
1 1
11
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 58,69", 30 
15.938" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 44.38", 40 
1 1 .0 0 " collimator
o
9796700
8361800
10238200
10822300
10434000
10262400
45
46
47 
44
376
375
438
425
6910700
7020400
7832300
7330200
6801200
7461200
Backscatter @ 39,44", 50 
11.625” collimator
88
80
78
75
Backscatter @ 37.53", 60
13.688” collimator
37
38
34
41
17,4ol,2 Iron
336
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
15193900
13945000
13805700
14254600
15010900
14173100
2381400
2067500
2241500
2080500
2167100
2090400
10420400
11724800
10025500
11539300
11202900
11443100
1700900
1845900
1651800
1809300
1732400
1471100
Background @ 59;= 25" , 30 
16.00” collimator
31
30
33
36
Background @ 44,88”, 40 
1 1 ,0 0 ” collimator
o
426
415
432
395
oBackground @ 40,06”, 50 
1 1 .6 8 8 ” collimator
Background @ 38o81”, 60° 
13o75” collimator
42
37
37
38
13
15
13
11
Beam, collimator exit 17877600
17426600
15207900
16488100
14324000
14944500
11242700
11109900
9996800
11811000
12960000
12037000
337
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 59,25", 30
16,00" collimator
o
Backscatter @ 44,88", 40 
1 1 ,0 0 " collimator
o
SQUARE
49
52
46
52
267
284
281
292
ROD
Backscatter @ 40,06", 50 
1 1 ,6 8 8 " collimator
71 
67
72 
74
Backscatter @ 38,81", 60 
13.75" collimator
37
35
37
35
Beam collimator exit 11921600
12547100
11545500
11739300
9126400
8095600
8823400
9610900
Backscatterer position 1688300
1889700
1936400
2000600
1354500
1279100
1483900
1167200
Background @ 59.25", 30 
16,00" collimator
26
24
22
24
Background @ 44.88", 40
11,00" collimator
169
175
165
175
338
LOCATION TLD READING
o
Background @ 40.06", 50 
1 1 .6 8 8 " collimator
Background @ 38.81", 60 
13,75" collimator
o
SQUARE
53 
50
54 
58
20
24
23
21
ROD
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter @ 59.25", 30 
16,00" collimator
Backscatter @ 44.88", 40 
1 1 .0 0 " collimator
10901600
11506000
10593300
11216100
7720800
8644400
7873800
8488500
26
31
29
33
159
187
177
183
Backscatter @ 40,06", 50 
1 1 .6 8 8 " collimator
Backscatter @ 38.81", 60
13,75" collimator
o
94
82
82
80
44
35
40
39
17o4ol.3 Concrete
339
LOCATION TLD READING
SQUARE ROD
Beam collimator exit 6423700
5285100
4853600
5498400
5069700
5170800
4593000
4226300
3824800
4437100
4342800
4319900
Backscatterer position
Background @ 59.25", 30 
16.00" collimator
o
Background @ 44.88", 40 
1 1 .0 0 " collimator
o
o
Background @ 40,06", 50 
1 1 .6 8 8 " collimator
992800
1132900
1064700
984700
999100
936200
44
33
40
38
226
249
273
247
692200
703900
761400
788500
672700
712400
42
34
37
34
Background @ 38,81", 60 
13.75" collimator
15
15
16 
16
Beam collimator exit 8934300 
12324300 
10853500 
9691200 
10719600 
j1654700
9863300
9704200
8688500
8940000
8374400
7946300
340
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 59o25", 30
16,00" collimator
o
SQUARE
51
44
45 
45
ROD
Backscatter @ 44,88", 40 
1 1 ,0 0 " collimator
238
212
222
261
Backscatter @ 40,06", 50 
1 1 ,6 8 8 " collimator
o 50
50
52.
50
Backscatter @ 38,81", 60 
13,75" collimator
o 26
21
25
20
Beam collimator exit 11602600
12111600
10665400
11083900
8351900
9134900
7774800
8983500
Backscatterer position 1741900
1848700
2054000
1869600
1502600
1236100
988800
1135400
Background @ 59.25", 30° 
16,00" collimator
33
31
27
28
.. « o
Background @ 44.88", 40 
1 1 ,0 0 " collimator
187
217
208
179
341
LOCATION TLD READING
Background @ 40.06'% 50
11.688” collimator
•SQUARE ROD
31
32 
37 
34
Background @ 38.81”, 60' 
13.75” collimator
12
1 1
13
13
Beam collimator exit 3753900
4599500
3986600
4249600
3522100
3698000
3136500
3440100
Background @ 59,25”, 30 
16,00” collimator
Background @44.88”, 40 
1 1 ,0 0 ” collimator
o
o
Background @ 40.06'% 50 
1 1 .6 8 8 ” collimator
Background @ 38.81”, 60*^  
13.75” collimator
31
28
30
30
200
191
198
209
34
30
34
34
13 
11
14
15
Beam collimator exit 12045300
11189100
10579900
12654900
9027100
8379400
9199000
9781500
342
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatter @ 59.25", 30
16,00" collimator
o
-Backscatter @ 44,88", 40 
1 1 ,0 0 " collimator
Backscatter @ 40,06", 50° 
1 1 ,6 8 8 " collimator
Backscatter @ 38.81", 60 
13c 75" collimator
o
■ SQUARE
50
48
43
46
242
225
248
209
ROD
54
52
56
48
26
22
23
24
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
12566400
11573200
11907500
12226000
11200700
12729700
2123200
1914900
2210400
2098000
2036100
2008000
10804100
8531400
10392200
11114200
8172900
9158500
1512000
1790100
1519200
1564500
1721500
1625300
Background @ 59,25", 30 
16.00" collimator
Background @ 44,88", 40
11,00" collimator
o
32
29
35
36
230
215
249
209
343
LOCATION TI.D READING
SQUARE ROD
Background @ 40 « 06", 50 
1 1 o6 8 8 " collimator
38
37
37
40
Background @ 38^81", 60 
13,75" collimator
o
15
11
12
14
344
17.4.2 Copper absorption in beam
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
0.0 57100
57064
59^25
62146
0.125 38049
40497
38354
44394
0.25 43356
42304
44106
40696
0.50 29291
31003
30111
28917
0.75 22794
25503
23366
24392
0.875 17428
16651
16749
18198
1.00 19569
17281
19430
18427
13663
13029
13980
12323
345
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
1.125 14407
13593
14027
13796
1.25 16699
16483
14208
14141
1.50 8855
9453
8994
8912
11619
10575
10863
11805
1.75 8610
7823
8369
8610
2.00 7462
7790
8144
7935
2.50 5168
5215
5352 
:3852?o
0.0 24446
27186
23500
20089
0 . 0  26688
25487
25480
22365
346
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
0.125 19994
22068
22436
23764
0.25 18457
18546
17033
19759
0.50 16021
14143
15207
12508
0.75 10543
9202
10528
9923
0.75 31539
11994
12978
12157
0.875 9313
8844
8534
8795
0.875 12082
11747
11158
13567
1.00 9331
9648
9725
8486
347
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
1.125 7633
7671
8227
7161
1.125 10774
9553
10631
11727
1.25 14595
15907
13587
14181
1.25 6506
7765
6661
8304
1.25 5760
8183
6331
8255
1.50 6881
6695
6646
5510
1.50 6293
6374
6190
6084
1.75 5995
4947
5498
4681
348
DEPTH IN COPPER TLD READING
(inches)
1.75 5535
4838
5655
5296
2.50 3798
3502
4016
3280
3.50 2262
2163
2247
2464
349
BEAM MONITOR TLD READING
1 28363
28776
19795
27964
2 24949
24148
23413
20948
3 18278
16864
19304
18949
4 20926
21686
22816
22054
5 21337
21115
23820
23089
6  32239
35034
32786
33579
7 24403
23127
22437
19047
350
17.5 20 MeV
17,5.1 Lead Backscatter
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit
Backscatterer position
Background @12,0", 22,5o
Background @ 12,0", 45o
Background @ 12.0" 6  7,5
Beam collimator axil
Backscatter @ 12,0", 22.5
Backscatter @ 12,0", 45o
Backscatter @ 12,0", 67.5o
TLD READING
21528
21538
2621
2866
43
40
36 
38
37 
37
50052
51551
115
119
96
93
76
80
351
17.5,2 Lead - infinite size
17.5.2.1 1 2 " square, thickness as designated
Background and backscatter measurements 
@ 10.0", 67.5°
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit
TLD READING
11255
11993
11904
Background 34
34
34
Beam collimator exit 18244
18919
18916
Backscatter, 0.15" thick 46
46
48
Beam collimator exit 16083
16796
16253
Backscatter, 0.42" thick 46
47 
45
Beam collimator exit 16679
15381
16393
Backscatter, 0.57" thick 44
44
45
Beam collimator exit 15726
16307
15253
352
LOCATION
Backscatter, Go8 6 " thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 1.15" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 1.42" thick 
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 1.72" thick
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 1.81" thick
Beam collimator
Backscatter, 2.50" thick
TLD READING
45
45
43
13061
12146
14174
42
43
44
15806
16941
15639
45
46
47
16442
16881
16488
47
45
46
17258
17147
15385
47
47
48
17469
15879
16803
47
47
50
353
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 22031
20962
23097
Background 34 
33
35
354
17,5.2o2____4.0" thick; area as designated
Background and backscatter measurements 
@ 10.0", 67.5°
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit 
Background
TLD READING
10130
10864
10480
38
34
32
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 4,0" square
Beam collimator exi'c
24S19
24206
24368
54
55 
54
13787
14275
13989
Background
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 6 oO" square
60
57
59
32048
35767
35383
87
86
84
Beam collimator exit
Background
24843
27299
25039
39
41
44
355
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 39737
38883
39883
Backscatter, 8,0" square 70
73
74
Beam collimator exit 18959
16176
18726
Background 25
30
28
Beam collimator exit 37433
43698
41218
Backscatter, 10,0" square 63
63
66
Beam collimator exit 13087
13609
12722
Background 34
33
34
Beam collimator exit 31428
34260
31282
Backscatter, 12.0" square 59
67
Beam collimator exit 23593
23720
22409
356
LOCATION
Background
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 14” square
TLD READING
37
38 
38
40587
37074
41238
69
65
72
357
17.6 30 MeV
17.6.1 Lead - infinite size
17.6.1.1 4.0" thick, area as designated
Background an 
@ 10.0", 67.5
d backscatter measurements 
o
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit
Background
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 4.0" square
Beam collimator exit
Background
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 6,0" square
TLD READING
40519
39086
40072
556
548
544
88544
78352
74421
825
754
733
48000
48000
47973
20
17
18
90399
82734
82429
86
70
77
358
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 25908
33677
32829
Background 557
585
586
Beam collimator exit 74749
76408
82676
Backscatter5 8,0" square 704
680
696
Beam collimator exit 30201
32691
35421
Background 652
644
631
Beam collimator exit 64450
62447
68474
Backscatter, 10" square 676
663
663
Beam collimator exit 37594
37548
40205
Background 594
603
608
Beam collimator exit 51130
57250
55916
359
LOCATION TIJ) READING
Backscatter, 12" square 685
678
668
Beam collimator exit 30192
27610
28660
Background 872
699
716
Beam collimator exit 45095
51497
48551
Backscatter, 14" square 358
1062
1063
360
17*6,2 Beam cross-section
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
(Inches)
2.00
1.50
1*19
0.75
0o38
0.19
Center
TLD READING
LEFT OF 
CENTER
549
2924
3921
RIGHT OF 
CENTER
502
1296
3160
3386
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(Inches)
2.00
1.50
1.19
0.56
0.75
ABOVE
CENTER
585
1635
BELOW
CENTER
574
1180
3239
0.44 3628
361
17.7 40 MeV
17.7.1 Lead backscatter
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 55982
51498
Backscatterer position 6506
6362
Background @ 12.0", 22.5° 43
44
Background @ 12.0", 45° 40
43
Background @ 12.0", 67.5° 41
45
Beam collimator exit 89616
93046
Backscatter @ 12.0", 22.5° 153
Backscatter (5) 12.0", 45° 113
Backscatter @ 12.0", 67.5° 86
158
120
82
362
17.7.2 Lead - infinite size
17.7.2.1 12.0" square, thickness as designated
Background and backscatter measurements
@ 10.0", 67,5o
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit 
Background
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0«15" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0.36" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0,57" thick 
Beam collimator exit
TLD READING
31741
35690
30545
22
21
23
39941
39604
39835
42
44
42
46973
45341
51020
54
57
59
49006
48373
49690
59
59
61
43699
43817
39169
363
LOCATION TLD READING
Backscatterj 0,86” thick 59
54
56
Beam collimator exit 43810
40618
39892
Backscatter5 1,15” thick /|9
54
55
Beam collimator exit 46309
43357
47239
Backscatter, 1,42” thick 57
58 
56
Beam collimator exit 51367
56323
52752
Backscatter, 1,72” thick 64
62
61
Beam collimator exit 55867
55275
53278
Backscatter, 2»08” thick 61
60
60
Beam collimator exit 48948
47355
50388
Backscatter, 2,57” thick 60
59
58
364
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 50150
49913
51811
Background 23
23
24
365
17.7.2.2 4.0" thick, area as indicated
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 163105
153437
161074
Background 51
51
55
Beam collimator exit 163129
157548
172490
Background 53
53
55
Beam collimator exit 183929
155932
160574
Backscatter, 4.0" square 178
166
167
Beam collimator exit 183124
192225
173896
Background 61
59
56
Beam collimator exit 190277
182371
175496
Backscatter, 6.0" square 220
218
235
366
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 44997
37150
45530
Background 28
34
29
Beam collimator exit 75728
89594
88461
Backscatter, 8.0" square 93
94 
98
Beam collimator exit 60961
54860
56489
Background 559
447
33
Beam collimator exit
Backscatter, 10,0" square
172964
192693
175334
224
212
236
Beam collimator exit 39309
39917
36748
Background 19
20 
20
Beam collimator exit 190843
157822
178053
LOCATION
367
TLD READING
Backscatter, 12.0" square 130
136
157
Beam collimator exit 62502
57142
70865
Background 19
22
26
Beam collimator exit 172333
187764
203856
Backscatter, 14,0" square 178
171
188
3G8
17,7,3 Beam cross-section
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
2.00
1.56
1 . 1 9
0.75
0 . 3 8
0 . 1 9
Center
TLD READING
LEFT OF 
CENTER
310
722
7525
9 4 3 5
9 2 9 1
9 0 9 1
RIGHT OF 
CENTER
7 7 3
1150
8 4 0 9
9 1 8 4
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
2 . 3 8
1 . 5 6
1.19
0 . 8 1
0.75
0 . 3 8
0.19
ABOVE
CENTER
2 8 2
1054
4 1 1 9
8 2 6 2
BELOW
CENTER
703
5058
8 5 5 0
9268
369
17.8 60 MeV
17,8,1 Lead backscatter
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 111316
110444
Backscatterer position
Background @ 12oO", 22,5o
Background @12,0", 45o
Background @ 12,0", 67,5o
9 0 2 5
8136
48
55
44
43
40
47
Beam coll.imatoj: exit
Backscatter @ 12,0", 22.5o
Backscatter @ 12,0", 45o
2 7 5 0 5 4
2 7 2 8 3 1
3 8 2
3 6 0
3 0 4
2 7 0
Backscatter @ 12,0", 67,5 166
160
370
17*8.2 Lead - infinite size
17.8.2.1 1 2 .0 " square, thickness as designated
Background and backscatter measurements
@ 10.0", 67.5o
LOCATION
Beam collimator exit 
Background
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0,15" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0.36" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 0,57" thick 
Beam collimator exit
TLD READING
30646
29827
28822
38
37
36
65507
67690
70239
71
77
76
98671
98107
101194
102
102
104
100049
95412
105191
110
109
104
86741
75480
91520
371
LOCATION
Backscatter, 0,79" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 1.15" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 1,42" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 1,72" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 2,10" thick 
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 2,57" thick
TLD READING
97 
101
92
6 5 3 2 9
60036
66151
8 9
90 
81
6 9 4 9 9
6 4 8 6 5
6 6 3 6 8
88
88
91
7 6 7 9 1
8 0 2 1 2
76251
99
104
98
7 7 2 8 7
7 2 8 7 0
73558
96
99
93
81958
79575
81459
92  
90
94
372
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 73017
71364
69466
Background 42
43 
42
373
17.8.2*2 4.0" thick, area as designated
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 97084
85156
90687
Background 107 
109
108
Beam collimator exit 186002
163199
188759
Backscatter, 4,0" square 236
224
221
Beam collimator exit 19536
20349
13676
Background 314
313
330
Beam collimator exit 184787
179372
179721
Backscatter, 6,0" square 434
419
422
Beam collimator exit 133378
137203
128563
Background 107
105
104
374
LOCATION TLD READING
Beam collimator exit 181783
177818
192393
Backscatter, 8.0" square 214
220
231
Beam collimator exit 9220
7260
2693
Background 520
469
583
Beam collimator exit 225300
208864
219958
Backscatter, 10.0" scjuare 674
571
540
Beam collimator exit 76575
79163
82820
Background 108
112
Beam collimator exit 149123
176767
181433
Backscatter, 12,0" square 239
242
221
Beam collimator exit 85081
80621
76680
375
LOCATION
Background
Beam collimator exit 
Backscatter, 14.0" souare
TLD READING
283
290
332
200714
180116
181880
155
144
137
376
17.8,3 Beam cross-section
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
2.00
1.56
1.19
0.75
0.38
0.19
Center
TLD READING
LEFT OF 
CENTER
17252
22287
24288
RIGHT OF 
CENTER
1925
2999
4097
5562
19073
22667
20145
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT 
(inches)
2.38
1.56
1.19
0.81
0.38
0.19
ABOVE
CENTER
971
3071
4372
18735
19736
BELOW
CENTER
3239
16972
20443
21388
377
17.9 TLD annealing procedures
17,9,1 Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal:
Post-anneal 
Pre-hea t : 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400° C
2 hours @ 100° C 
10 min. @ 100° C 
None
15 sec, @ 250° C
678
729
727 
701 
749
744 
713 
689 
753 
732
729 
724
689
728
745
730 
742 
663 
703 
719 
705 
739 
677 
724
690
378
17,9,2 Annealing cycle
Pre~anneal:
Post-anneal: 
Pre-heat : 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400^C
2 hours @ lOO^C
o.
10 min. 100 C
o.7 sec, @ 165 C
15 sec. @ 250°C
TLD READING 
709 
678 
733 
744 
693 
737 
691
697 
718 
587 
752 
733 
722 
670 
704
698 
712 
716
715 
709 
592 
708
716 
584 
702
379
17.9,3 Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal:
Post anneal: 
Pre-heat : 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400°C
2 hours @ 100°C 
None
7 sec. @ 165^0 
15 sec. A 250°C
727
723 
742 
700
700
705
698 
729 
756 
672 
741 
748
703
701 
721 
687 
662 
737
724 
676
704
699
706
705
380
17.9.4 Annealing cycle
TID READING
Pre-anneal:
Post-anneal: 
Pre-heat : 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400°C 
24 hours @ 80°C 
None 
None
15 sec. @)250°C
712
703
722
677
703 
711 
717 
684 
721
716 
675 
707
726
727 
691
717 
683 
668
704
737 
704 
721 
673
738 
673
381
17.9,5 Annealing cycle
Pre-anneal:
Post-anneal ; 
Pre-heat : 
Read-ont :
1 hour @ 400 C 
24 hours @ 80°C 
None
7 sec, @ 165°C 
15 sec, A ?so°C
TLD READING
723
744
750
713
703
702 
740 
689 
680 
707
683 
718 
699 
696 
705 
698 
715
703 
720 
662 
713 
711
684
382
17.9»6 Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal: 1 hour @ 400°C 715
24 hours @ 80°C 694
Post-anneal: 10 min. @ 100°C 671
Pre-heat: None 733
Read-out: 15 sec, @ 250°C 697
700
688
669 
707
692 
698 
721
670 
698
713 
638 
702 
680
714 
681 
706
693 
719 
681 
705
383
17.9.7 Annealing cycle
Pre-anneal:
Post-anneal 
Pre-heat: 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400 C
o.
24 hours @ 80 C
10 min. @ 100 C
o.7 sec, @ 165 C 
15 sec @ 250°C
TLD READING
682
700
713
654
716
694
716
585
698
592
677
665
677
684 
705 
690 
652 
633 
689 
672 
675 
656 
727
685 
668
384
17.9,8 Annealing cycle
TLD RE/XDING
Pre-anneal: 1 hour @ 400°C 723
24 hours @ 80°C 744
Post-anneal: None 750
Pre-heat: 7 sec, @ 165°C , 713
Read-out: 15 sec, @ 250°C 703
702 
740 
689 
680 
707
683 
718 
699 
696 
705 
698 
715
703 
720 
662 
713 
711
684
385
17,9,9 Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal: 
Post-anneal : 
Pre-heat: 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400°C 
10 miUo @ 100°C 
None
15 sec, @ 250°C
983
944
967
960
960
929
967
928
957
950
894
990
962
1003 
962 
999 
956 
967 
974 
985 
920
1004 
962 
965
1015
386
17.9.10 Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal: 
Post-anneal: 
Pre-heat : 
Read-out:
1 hour @ 400°C 
10 min. @ 100°C 
7 sec. @ 165°C 
15 sec. @ 250°C
965
918
912
959
935
947
898
1008
954
975
967
982
862
931
924
947
977
909
829
952
938
882
923
897
926
387
17.9«11 ■ Annealing cycle
TLD READING
Pre-anneal: 1 hour @ 400°C 992
Post-anneal: None 936
Pre-heat: 7 sec, @ 165°G 973
Read-out: 15 sec, @ 250^C • 918
928
910
931
959
934
944
921
958
914
817
905
865
942
924
941
939
978
978
972
924
888
388
17,9-12 Annealing cycle
TLD RE/».DING
Pre-anneal: 
Post-anneal; 
Pre-heat: 
Read-out :
1 hour @ 400 C 
None
7 sec. @ 165°C 
15 sec. @ 250*C
939
961 
951
1026
962 
972 
926 
970 
895
1005
1011
956
1018
980
966
962
983
913
972
933
880
947
909
972
980
389
. Ill any set of experimentally obtained data, there 
exist points sufficiently far from the mean to be suspect* 
The discarding of suspect values without some firm and 
repeatable criteria might lead to loss of real information. 
The small number of measurements (four to eight) taken at 
each point during any one run, preclude the use of standard 
deviation or chi square testing for the rejection of 
extreme values,
Chauvenet's Criterion (12 8), which states: "any 
reading of a series of 'n' readings shall be rejected when 
the magnitude of its deviation from the mean of the series 
is such that the probability of occurrence of all deviations 
that large, or larger, does not exceed ^  ", was used in 
this dissertation, Chauvenet's Criterion for rejection 
(or more precisely, Chauvenet's Ratio) was applied to each 
set of TLD readings obtained and to final albedo calcula­
tions before using or reporting an average value. This 
procedure allows for the checking of values which appear 
to differ greatly from the average.
J. ERROR ANALYSIS
Jcl STATISTICAL VARIATION OF THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS 
A nur.VDer of LiF crystals exposed to the same radiation 
dose do not emit the same amount of light upon read-out.
The degree of this variance and its dependence upon the 
crystal's prior history are discussed in Appendix F, The 
error limits discussed there apply to a rather larger 
number of crystals exposed in each setting than was possible 
in the experiments conducted (Section 5). Also those limits 
apply to a given set of readings and the data gained by 
experiment required the subtraction of background, beam 
normalization, etc., thus possibly combining errors.,
Through standard techniques (reviewed below) and the mechod 
of data reduction discussed in Section 6, total variance 
may be calculated.
1 2 1 2 - 2
0- (N.  ± N„ ± . .  . )
J
r ( N ^ ) |  + 0- (N?) +' # # e e e *
Eq. J.l
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0-
N,.
1 2
N1 N2
+
N , . _«2X
rr
cr
.r n
2
Eq. J.2
Eq. J,3
Pvittin.q Eq. 6.7 in symbols more convenient for this appendix, 
and leaving the energy absorption coefficient corrections 
for discussion in Section J,3
“d
DR - (DBG) ( I f )
Eq, J,4
where :
the differential albedo 
measured reflected dose 
DBG = measured background dose
D
DR
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BCS = measured dose at beam collimator exit during
backscatter run
BCG = measured dose at beam collimator exit during
background run
DI - measured dose at backscatterer position
Q = the effective solid angle viewed
In each case the measured dose is the average of some number 
of readings and has associated with it some variance. The 
variance of may then be calculatedo
Rearranging Eq. J.4 and leaving the error associated 
with n for discussion in Section J.2:
CR ( i f )  -  pbg
DI
Eq. J.5
and adopting, for this development, the notation:
= f o-(N) Eq. J.6
then
f 0- DR BCG
BCS DBG + [f cr(DI) ] Eq. J.7
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cr DR
BCG
BCS
- DBG 0- DR BCGBCS [o-(DBG)]
Eq, J.8
for DR [bcgiVLBCS f f(DR)
/BCG\
Vbcs j
Eq. J.9
«•(IS) f cr (BCG) + cr (BCS)] Eq. J.IO
(DI)
DI
+
[«■ (DBG)]
(#) - DBG
+
DR ( l i ) .
j (DR)t + f(BCG)) + f(BCS)|
L I  DR f
( G) 
( BCG /
+
I BCS i _
DR (M) - dbg
Eq. J.ll
This would be the standard deviation of one measurement
of the differential albedo due to variation in TLD readings. 
As each albedo was measured at least twice and generally 
several times, Eq. J.3 was used to obtain the standard
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deviation of the average albedo due to dosimeter variation. 
The percent of this deviation ran from 3,8% for iron @ 2.0 
MeV to 17.6% for lead @ 7,0 MeV,
J.2 PHYSICAL 1ÎEASUREMENTS
Measurement of collimator length and detector to slab 
distance determines the effective solid angle and viewed 
area used in the albedo calculation. The collimators used 
in this work were milled to the nearest thousandth of an 
inch. Variation of even five thousandths compared to the 
collimator dimensions would still introduce far smaller 
error than discussed in Section J.l, The detector to 
scattering center distance was made with a standard steel 
tape measure and checked against a second tape. The author 
feels an error of 0,25" in 25,0" (1.0%) would be difficult 
to pass unnoticed. An error of this magnitude in the 
measurement of dosimeter to scatter surface would cause an 
error of ±2.0% in the resulting calculated albedo.
An error in measuring the angular relationship of the 
collimator axis to the scattering slab would result in a 
changed area relationship and the measurement of a slightly 
different albedo than intended. The angles reported in this 
dissertation were measured from a protractor of 12.0" radius 
which had been checked against an engineering compass. At
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12.0” the linear separation of 10*^  is approximately 1,094” 
or 0.109” per degree. The author feels alignment to be well 
within 10% or one degree. Neither albedo nor the trigono­
metric relationships are rapidly varying between 30 and 60 
degrees (the range of interest in this dissertation). The 
error in measured albedo due to ±10% alignment is consider­
ably smaller than that due to ±1.0% distance measurement 
(±0.2%).
J.3 ANALYTICAL
Considered here are errors due to false assumptions, 
theoretical approximations and calculational mistakes. The 
major assum.pt:inns employed arc that of semi-infinite slab 
area, uniform, irradiation of the slab surface, and the 
energy absorption coefficient corrections to the dose 
measurements made. Extreme care has been taken to verify 
the required slab size by reference to previous works on 
this subject (Section 5,1) and experimental verification of 
a number of points (Appendix G). Uniform irradiation of the 
viewed area is demonstrated for nearly every case (Appendix 
H) and the one case in which uniform irradiation of the 
entire slab is questionable (i.e. concrete) is discussed 
in Appendix H,
Theoretical approximations made in the handling of the
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data are discussed in Appendix B and Appendix C and Section 
So The error involved in the point detector approximation 
is shoivn to be much below others of this section. The 
validity of applying computer generated spectra for a 
collimator penetration effect correction may be debated®
A comparison of the spectral data given in Appendix D and 
of the generated spectra to the literature cited in Section 
2 indicate the computer spectra certainly to be reasonable. 
To apply no correction would be to knowingly over-estimate 
the real collimator length. The corrections made decrease 
the albedos by 2«0% (lead @ 2 , 0  MeV) to 11.0% (iron 
@ 2.0 MeV). These values vjould certainly exceed the error 
made by performing the correction.
The mass energy-absorption coefficient correction to 
the absorbed dose used in Section 6 is based on both the 
input and reflected spectra. The coefficients of LiF and 
water follow very closely throughout the energy range of 
interest in this dissertation and are essentially identical 
above a few hundred KeV (Appendix E)« Even with the wide 
variation of input spectra discussed in Appendix D the 
ratio of mass energy-absorption coefficients,
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en \
P / H^O
en
LiF
varies only on the order of ±6% for anv
given bremsstrahlung maximum energy spectra. However, the
hen
Slab
en
LiF
ratio varies greatly with the low energy
portion of the energy spectra, as a glance at plots of the 
mass energy-absorption coefficients for the various reflect­
ing materials would indicate. This variance is far too great 
to include with the measurements to which it is applied and 
leave any meaning in the result. Therefore, until more 
reliable information becomes available as to the low energy 
make-up of flash x-ray bremsstrahlung spectra, no error 
limits can realistically be assigned those measurements 
plotted in Figures 17 through 27,
It is also assumed that the doses measured at each
point are comparable (since they are manipulated algebra-
2
ically together). The TLD packaging used (~0,14 gm/cm ) 
is not thick enough to create charged particle equilibrium
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(CPE) to high (>1 MeV) energy photons. At the backscatter 
energies, the thickness of packaging is adequate. At 2.0, 
3,5, and 10,5 MeV, the incident beam contains such a large 
number of low energy photons that' a true charged particle 
equilibrium cannot be achieved. The absorption of low 
energy photons predominates the electron build-up. The 
packaging chosen, therefore, is desirable as the surface 
dose most nearly approximates the "equilibrium dose".
However, the more heavily filtered '7,0 MeV incident beam 
does indeed show a build-up with increasing depth. Work 
at Kirtland (Figure 87) by EG&C indicates an "equilibrium 
dose" is reached at about 1,0 gm/cm . The measured dose is 
at about 0,965 of that and has been corrected accordingly, 
resulting in a 3.5% lowering of the albedo at that energy.
Any time a large number cf computations are made, the 
very real possibility of human error exists. Each calcula­
tion made was repeated at a separate time and any suspect 
resultant values (as pointed up by the Chauvenet ratio test) 
were again checked. Due to the check made for extreme values 
(Appendix I) the author believes any prejudicing of reported 
values due to computational errors has been kept to a 
minimum.
Variance of the bremsstrahlung peak energy is
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Figure 87 Charged particle equilibrium
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discussed in Section 5 and results of that variance shown 
in Section 6,
The error bars reported in Section 6 are a statistical 
combination of the limits discussed in this appendix.
K. MONTE CARLO PROGRAM
The program used in this dissertation is based on a 
Monte Carlo adaptation of Adams and Mehl (106) used for 
calculating the deposition of energy by photons. The orig­
inal program includes fluorescence and Compton scattering, 
but neglects pair production interactionso Since, at the 
energies of interest in this dissertation, pair production 
interactions are quite important, it was necessary to add a 
sub-routine to handle this item, Mr. Ko G. Adams of Sandia 
Corporation was extremely helpful in adding this feature to 
the existing Monte Carlo program.
The program, in its updated form, is somewhat limited 
as to material inputs, and requires certain material data to 
be included in the update patch not regularly part of the 
input. Otherwise input is as specified in (106), allowing 
a wide choice of input energy (or number) spectra and 
various output forms.
The update to the original program (106) is included 
here and is for the CDC 6600 computer,
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L. DTF PROGRAM
The discrete ordinates program used in this disserta­
tion (called DTF-69) is based on work by J» H» Renken and 
K, G, Adams (63) of Sandia Corporation. The program, as 
written, is actually two programs, a cross-section generat­
ing program (GAMLEG 69) and the photon transport program 
(DTF-69). The program allows a very wide range of inputs, 
covering any Z material and various spectra to 15 MeV, but 
is one. dimension limited. Fluorescence, Compton scattering, 
and pair-production are each calculated.
The program was designed primarily for use in energy 
deposition and energy passage calculation. Differentiation 
into energy spectra and emergent angle is somewhat more 
complicated. DTF results in this mode often show a disturb­
ing tendency to oscillate.
Due to the wealth of output available from DTF, 
transfer from the energy given to the dose desired for 
comparison to TLD data was unwieldy. The author is much 
indebted to Joann H, FIinchum of Sandia Corporation for an
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update to the DTF program which calculates dose In addition 
to the energy outputs.
The update to the DTF program (63) used in this work 
follows and puts DTF in a form much more useful to the health 
physicist interested in shielding calculations. From an 
input consisting primarily of the shielding material and 
source to be shielded, one may obtain the dose transmitted 
or reflected through any thickness.
The major advantage DTF holds over Monte Carlo 
programs is a great computer time saving. A half-hour pro­
gram in Monte Carlo takes less than five minutes with DTF.
The following program is written for the CDC 6600 
computer.
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M. A COMPARISON OF MONTE CARLO AND DTP 
TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Due to the less than perfect fit of the experimental 
data of this dissertation to the computer runs, a few runs 
were made to examine the closeness of fit with experimental 
data of other researchers «
Figures 88 and 89 are plots of DTP and Monte Carlo 
results compared to results of two experimenters vjho used 
Nal scintillators in their albedo measurements. Figure 88 
shows the results for an incident energy of 0,662 MeV and 
a lead reflector. Figure 89 is for 1,33 and 1,17 MeV 
reflected from iron. The experimental design of the two 
experimenters differs somewhat and is discussed in detail 
in Section'2, The design of Steyn closely resembles that 
of the present research.
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Figure 89 vs Angle for Co-60, iron scatterer
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N. RESULTS OF THE CHILTON-HUDDLESTON EQUATIONS 
APPLIED TO THE "EFFECTIVE" ENERGIES OF THE PRESENT WORK
The Chilton-Huddlesfr.on formulation is discussed in 
Section 4. The formulaj as given there, is:
C K(0 ) 10^^ + C
a = -----   Eq. N.l
1 + cos 6 sec 0 o
Values for C and C  have been published for 0,2, 0.66, 1.0, 
2,5, and 6.13 MeV. To obtain values for the energies of 
this work. Figures 90, 91, and 92 were made. Table 18 
notes the values of C and C  used for the calculations made 
in this appendix. K(0g) 10^^ was calculated as indicated 
in reference 11 and values are tabulated in Table 19. 
Results of Eq, N.l are tabulated in Table 20 and plotted 
with the experimental and computer results in Section 6,
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Figure 90 Lead C and
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Figure 91 Iron C and C  vs Energy
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Concrete C and C  vs Energy
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TABLE 18
CHILTON-HUDDLESTON PARAMETERS
EFFECTIVE ENERGY 
(MeV)
BACKSCATTER 
KxATERIAL ■
0.24 Lead
Iron
Concrete
0.0062
0.0281
0.016
■0.0055
-0.008
0.051
0.28 Lead
Iron
Concrete
0.010
0.0298
0.020
-0.0061
-0.006
0.038
0.85 lead 
Iron 
Cor
0.039
0,050
0.0453
-0.0095
0,0052
0.0137
1.34 Lead
Iron
Concrete
0.0563 
0.0666 
0.0612
-0.0074
0.004
0.009
4.1 Lead
Iron
Concx'ete
0.1059
0.1302
0.132
0.005
0.0059
0.0051
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TABLE 19
KLEIN-NISHINA CROSS-SECTIONS
K(0 ) 10^^
EFFECTIVE ENERGY SCATTERING ANGLE ®
(MeV) àü
0.24 120"^ 1.2977
135° 1.2604
150° 1.2357
0.28 120° 1.0880
135° 1.0692
150° 1.0641
0.85 120° 0.2819
135° 0.2525
150° 0.2354
1,34 120° 0.14339
135" 0.1232
150° • 0.1114
4.1 120° 0.02216
135° 0.01784
150° 0.01538
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TABLE 20
CHILTON-HUDDLESTON ALBEDO VALUES
3
EFFECTIVE ENERGY BACKSCATTER SCATTERING x 10
(MeV) MATERIAL ANGLE D
0.24 Lead 120° 1.18
135° 0.959
150° 0.720
Iron 3 20° 13.21
135° 11.36
150° 8.91
Concrete 120° 33.31
135° 29.48
150° 23.59
0.28 Lead 120° 2.22
135° 1.90
150° 1.51
Iron 120° 12.26
135° 10.71
150° 8.57
Concrete 120° 27,73
135° 24.60
150° 19.76
0.85 Lead 120° 0.693
135° 0.144
150° Negative
Iron 120° 8.95
135° 7.38
150° 5.66
Concrete 120° 12.28
135° 10.41
150° 8.12
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TABLE 20 (cont'd)
EFFECTIVE ENERGY 
(MeV)
1.34
4.1
BACKSCATTER 
MATERIAL
Lead
Iron
Concrete
Lead
SCATTERING
ANGLE
120
135
150^
o
120°
135°
150°
120
135
150
120
135
150
“d
0.312
Negative
Negative
G.2S
5.06
3.81
8.25
6.85
5.27
3,
3,
72
09
2.38
I r on 120
135°
150°
4.00
3.41
2.42
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0. 2 0 - 6 0  MeV BACKSCATTER
A few preliminary measurements were made with a 
medical Synchrotron unit. The txaximum bromsstrahlung edge 
was adjustable from 20 to 60 MeV. A thick target, thin 
window arrangement was used with standard Schiff spectra 
expected.
The experimental set-up was similar to that discussed 
in Section 5, but the detectors were essentially uncolli­
mated and the incident beam restricted to four square, inches 
at the backscatter slab. Slabs of lead and concrete were 
used. The concrete was built up of light weight cinder 
block and thus those results are not comparable to the rest 
of this dissertation. That data is not presented. Results 
with lead at 20, 40, and 60 MeV follow.
Due to the experimental configuration chosen, back­
grounds were much higher, resulting in greater error limits 
for the data. One standard deviation for the data presented
here varies from 10 to 20% on the TLD measurements. Results 
presented here are not directly comparable to other results 
of the dissertation due to the narrow beam arrangement used.
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but are presented here for possible comparison elsewhere.
Because of the nature of Schiff spectra at low (<250 KeV)
energies, no dose absorption corrections are made for
a, . ,\ calculations. The results.presented in Table 21 
(slab)
are differential dose flux albedo, (H, 0) discussed 
in Section G, for the specific cxpcrimenLal configuration 
considered here.
The results appear to be a bit lower than those of 
Table 3, but are similarly grouped, despite the change
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TABLE 21
DIFFERENTIAL DOSE FLUX ALBEDO 
BACKSCATTER ANGLE LEAD SCATTERER
20.0 MeV Incident Spectra Bremsstrahlung Maximum
'^D3(NgO) ^
157.5° 9.56
135.0° 7.70
112.5° 5.12
40,0 MeV Incident Spectra Bremsstrahlung Maximum
°D3(H^0) ^
:i57.5° 9.44
135.0 .6.17
112.5° 3.00
60.0 MeV Incident Spectra Bremsstrahlung Maximuiri
®s '^ DB (HgO) ^
157.5° 13.84
135.0° 10.80
112.5° 4.93
